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INTRODUCTION 

The puri_pe of this work is to attempt an 

approach to THE POETIC WORLD OP SHAKESPEARE AND 

CERVANTES: to study the lives of these two writers 

and, so Lar as possible within the limited extent 

of these pages, a few of the many elements used 

in croating their poetic masterpieces; to realizo 

how their suffering soule directed their efforte 

more toward the happiness of others than their own 

enjoyment or material benefit; to appreciate the 

profound devotion and sacrifico, transformad into 

poetry, which realized their ideals. 

if Cervantes had devoted his life te dramatic 

literature, perhaps he would have excelled in this 

torna, for he has written some magnificent dramas. 

But he aleo found a kind of epiritual ahelter and 

moral protection in writing fiction, for among his 

opponents was Lope de Vega. 

Therefore, it was neither in the field of drama 

nor poetry that Cervantes was to excel, as much as 

it waa in fiction. He had to find a new forro of 
o 

literature which would embrace mares other forme, and 

a new etyle atimuinted by personal experience, guided 

by criticiem and containing the natural philosophy 



  

he had acquired during lis wide and many-sided 

advantures. 

There Je a period of forty years in Cervantes' 

life from 1575 when he was taken into elavery to 

1615 when the Second Part of Don '01jote was pub- 

lished, which held more bitterness than happiness 

for Cervantes. He tried three times to escape 

from slavery in Algiere: first on the 20th of 

September, 1576; second, in March 1578; and the 

third time in 1579. 

In spite of all this, he ¡Ud not obtain 

freedom until 1580, when his ransom was paid and 

he sailed for Spain. He reached Valencia joyfully 

on December 18 and a few days later was in Madrid. 

Cervantes never stopped writing during lis 

captivity in Algiere, and some of these worke will 

be mentioned later on. The amazing accumulation 

of experiences acquired during tilde time appears 

not only in bis poetry but in bis dramatic works; 

some of theee are loet forever, but otheva survive 

to enrich hin novele. 

He traveled constantly. In 1582 after Sri tin 

La Numancia, he went to the Azones; in 1 584 he had 

an opportunity to publieh the First Part of 

La Galatea, which pastoral novel finally appeared 

at Alcalá de Henares en June 13, 1585. In the 

same brear he married Doña Catalina Salazar y 
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Vozmeediano, who was the inspiration for one of 

his main charactere in Galatea. 

In 1586 he was invited to Esquivias, and 

a year later he acted as commisnary in beville. 

In the unforgettable year 158? the Invincible 

Armada was equipped and Cervantes, as well as 

Espinel and other poeta, took parí in thia 

activity. In 1588 Cervantes was working in 

Ecija, sathering food for the Armada and dreaming 

of going to America. Unfortunately, his petition 

was denled by the king. 

During Uds war between Spain and England, 

Lope de Vega wrote his famous poeme The  Teara of 

After the death of tala mother. in 1543, 

Cervantes worked for the governrnent in Granada 

and four yeara inter, whil.e in Flandero, heard of 

the death of his brother Rodrigo. Later he went 

to Valladolid. 

In 1.604 he besan to publish the First Part of 

221kjljote which appeared in 1605. 

Cervantes' exceptional life, with ita poverty, 

suffering, alavery and ensuing wiedom, resulted in 

a refinement and purification of soul. Thie lo 

portrayod in hie literary work, especially Don 

5111EU which represente the ideal of creating a 

perfect vorid. 



Sri the year 1(-)19 when he entered the 

Crdor of' -:ervunts of the Holy Ghost and 1612 when 

he was attendin the Selva je Academy, he lost his 

two beloved sigters, Andrea in 160'-- and MaF;dalena 

in 1b11. 

Nig "perola" or pen, always active, had 

already produced The Twelve  Exemplary flovels 

(1b12) whích, accor-lirw to the critical and wise 

opinion of Don Marcelino Men6ndez y Pelayo, 

should be real between the First and Second Parte 

of 	Don (¿ ijote of La %l ancha, when they were 

written, chronoloically. 

Thi3 work was )receded by the exquisite poem 

Journey to Farnassus, developed in one th.ousand 

tercets 	remarkable and genial originallty, 

oven thou01 it was suggested oriKínally by a poem 

of Caporali. 

In spite of his literary efforts under 

poverty and lack of freedom in different periods 

of his lile, Cervantes always heid to his religlous 

belief; on the 2nd, of April, 1616 he took the Third 

,rY:1 r of ;Saint Vraucis Assisi, reces ved extreme 

unetion a few clays later and died on t,,le 23rd. 

The burial took place on the 24•th of April, 

IBIS and his body was taken, with the face un-

covered, to the convent of the Barefoot Trínítarians. 

Leath s,.:ved hizo frorr the pain of lon.ing hI s 



wife who died in t.-  '6 and his dauater l!lbtil de 

Saavedra who (.'jed in 1652, 

Los trn.vtjos  de Ferslies y 311.:rirmundu pub- , 

lished posthmously by his wife in. 1617, was 

Cervantes' las 1; ilterary work. It 1: i3 (ielícate 

in colour, exquiaite in lanKu~, extraordinary 

in its creativeness, and as mature as autumn fruit 

hanging from a Eolden tree, with. succulent honded 

julce failing drop y drop. 

+ 

There exists, in t,he narigh reu:ister of 

Stratford-on-Avon ,Nhurch, 	record nr 	baptism 

of "Gulielmus filius Johanes Shakpere," William 

son of Shakespeure. Willíah 	mother ras Mary 

Arden and she was profoundly Catholic. 

The date of Cervantes' birth, as well as 

Shake6peare's, is unknown, though the ia.tter is 

colebrated in Stratford on the 23rd of April. 

On November 28, 1582, "William Shakespeare 

and Anne Hathwey of Stratford (eight yeara older 

than the Bard) zot a lícense 'to solemnizo mat-

rímony upon once askinK of banns, provided that 

th.ere ovas no legal objection' in order to hasten 

the marriage." (1).  

EffINIMEOYA~Ineffemmentmetemenreffikyr — 
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The offspring of Shakespeare and Anne were 

Susan (1583), and Hamnet and Judeth (1587). 

After reading many contradictory opinions 

on the 1:líe and works of Shakespeare and 

Cervantes, any devoted etudent of these two 

writers must build up his own judgement, with- 

out overlooking, however, dispassionate, bal- 

anced and thoughtful criticism. 

The years in which these two dramatists and 

poets lived are sunken in the depthe of time and, 

with the passing of the centuries, ;judgement of 

the works of both writers has become more and more 

impartial. For a long time it was said tradition- 

ally, that there was a mystery behind Shakespeare's 

works and his life, as well as the altered 

chronology of his dramas and especially the sonnets. 

"As a poet, Shakespeare met very early the 

different and inapiring Earl of Southampton, his 

first patron, a dazzling young nobleman through 

whom he got to know the great world and greca 

familiar with the courtier's, scholar's, soldier's 

oye, tongue and sword. There must have been 

similar stimulating influences that we can only 

gueso at. The kind of knowledge eminently 

possessed by Shakespeare is something beyond mere 

acquisition - the kind of knowledge that comes only 

to san experioncing nature' and the experiencing 
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nature, like creative nature, is a gin, not an 

aequirement. Feople have made a 'Shakespeare 

mystery' by trytnE te fi.nd reasons. Al]. creative 

genius is a mystery, and utteriy inexplicable." 	
/ • 

Ever since 1585 many different opinions have 

been expressed. But the important fact le that 

Shakespeare's first literary works created a 

great impression in London. This happened with 

the performance of the First Part of KlylEjlenry VI, 

Nitten in l'3•91 but probably conceivod sometime 

during the precedinK five years; and aleo at the 

publication of his most besutiful lyric poen, 

Venus alud Adonis. This poem tras warmly dedicated 

to the brilliant and handeome youn Earl of South-

ampton: 

V MIS AND ADONIS 

'Villa miretus vulus; mihi flauus Apollo 

Focula Cantalia plena ministret aqua.' 

(The crowd admires vile thinga; for me may 

yellow-haired 

Apollo prepare cupe full of Castalian water. 

le. from the Musas' sprinE on Mount Parnassus.) 

(3). 



tj  

Ideoloinically there is a close parallel 

bettveen these last two linea of poetry and 

Cervantes' Journey to Farnassus. 

The dedication of Venus  and. Adonis saya: 

To the Ri.ght Honourable Henri° 

Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton 

and r3aror of Titchfield. 

Right Honourable, 1 know not how 1 shall 

offend in dedicating my vnpolishet linee 

to your Lordship, nor how the world will 

censure mee for choosing so strong a 

proppe to support so weake a burthen, 

onelye if your Honour seeme but pleased, 

1 account my selfe highly praised and 

vowe to take aduantage of all idle houres, 

till 1 haus honoured you with some grauer 

labour. But if the first heire of my 

inuention proue deformed, I shall be sorie 

it had so noble a god-father: and neuer 

atter eare so barren a land for feare it 

yeeld me still so bad a harueat. 1 leave 

it to your Honourable suruey, and your 

Honour to your Heart's content, which 1 

wish may alwaies answere your owne wish, 

and the worlda hopefull expectation. 

Your Honours in all dutie, 

William Shakespeare 
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From 1594 on, perhaps due to the influential 

favour of the Earl of Southampton, Shakespeare 

performed ate Court and his narre appeared in a well 

organized company. There is a note: "Payment for 

performances at Court was made to William Kempe, 

William Shakespeare and Richarde Burbage, seruantes 

to the Lord Chamberleyne." (5) 
A dark cloud was to veil the ascending star 

of Shakespeare in 1596, when his young son Hamnet 

died. This was the time when the poet was in- 

spired to create the sad character of Arthur of 

Bretagne, the unfortunate Prince of Wales, son of 

Geoffrey of Plantagenet and Constance. Prince 

Arthur was cruelly murdered by King John. 

Prince Arthur was older than Hamnet, bit the 

Bard portrayed him as between twelve and tourteen 

years of age, which was Hamnet's age. Two yeare 

late'', in 1596 life smiled on Shakespeare and he 

had the pleasure of being called 'gentleman' when 

"William Dethick Garter Principal King of Arma 

granted to John Shakespeare the privilege of 

bea.ring a coat of arma." ((,) 

From then on it was definitely accepted that 

"Shakespeare had poetic ideas dramaticaliy conceived. 

The fruit of it, tberefore, will be not drama 

written in the forro of poetry, but something, we can 

cali poetic drama 	which is a very differnt thinm. 
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The triple combination of actor, play wright, and 

authentic poet had not been round in the theatro 

before; and it was juet such a combination that 

was now needed for the development of the art as a 

whole." (y) 

The time had come when. Shakespeare was con- 

sidered successful. No doubt he had a general 

vision of the futuro and a clear ambition. In his 

borne town he aequired a good piece of property 

known as New Place. 

Un August 29, 1597 Richard II  was published 

under the title of 	 Richard 

The  Second, "as it has been publicly acted by the 

1:ight lionourable Lord.e Chamberlaine his seruants." 

Shakespeare 's neme dial not appear on it until 

1598 when the drama was presented for the second 

time. In. October of the same year appeared the 

firat issu.e of The TrafIedie of KinK Richard The  

Third, perhaps written in 1593, deseribing Richardis 

treacherous plot againet his brother Clarence, the 

pitiful morder of bis innocent nephews, his tyran-

nical usurpation of the throne, the whole course of 

his detestable lite and thoroughly deservod death, 

"as it has been lately acted by the Right 

Honourable Lord Chamberlaine bis seruants." (8) 

Dates mentioned by writers and critica do not 

always agree. A.s in the case of Cervantes, there 
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have been many different points of view over the 

centuries, but, very rarely have opinions been 

defínite or in agreement. Time has made olear 

the eariy defects of both writers as well as their 

evolution through effort and wisdom, so that modern 

cri..tics are now in agreement that both Shakespeare 

and Cervantes were Reniuses. 

Since suthorities do not agree as to dates, 

we follow the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which gives 

the following dates for the dramas and tragedies 

studied in this work: 

1591 - (1,2) The Contention of York and 

Laricaster (2,3) Henry VI 

1592 - (3) Henry VI 

1593 - Richard III 

1595 - Richard II 

1595 - Ring John 

1596 - Richard II 

1598 - (2) Henry IV 

1599 - Henry V 

The preceding enumeration cayere only those dramas 

studied hese. 

At the end of this work there is a general 

chronolou of Shakespearean playa. Here we see in 

what order Shakespeare wrote, during the aboye-

mentioned period, the poetry, dramas, comedy and 

tragedy, all of which showed his constant aim 

toward perrection. 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHAKESPEARE  . 

The development of Shakespeare as a dramatist 

foliows the lineo of natural artistic development 

in language and dramatic forro, as well as the 

author's individual style of poetic expression, 

with the most careful and wident use of lexicon 

which appears in the first works. Inanmuch as 

thinge and actions have llames, there is no limít 

to the power of genius. 

In drama as well as in poetry, the power of 

imagery comes from the mental and artistic sensi- 

tivity of the creator; a vigorous colouring of 

words is necessary to paint the idea adequately 

and vividly in a correct and suggestive manner. 

All these vital elements are present in the 

blank verse which Shakespeare employs to present 

the imagen and other unique characterintics which 

fashion the style of hin work. 

For Shakespeare, the expresaion of hin artis- 

tic creation in adequate words in an orderly way, 

and in poetry which waa often blank verse without 

rhyme, wae not en eaay task; in epite of hin ex- 

traordinary and genial ability as a poet and 

dramatint, hie artistic work required a atrict and 

methodical arder of elemento to bring about its 
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great unity. 

It is not easy to surmount the elements of 

drama, when ave remember that the sixteenth century 

in England was overnouriohed on Hellenism and 

basic classicism. efe can feel the influence of 

Greek tragedy on Shakespeare's vigorous creativo 

strength, especially the deep pools of human 

cruelty found in Aeschylus, Sophocles and 

Euripides. 

As result of thie influence he created such 

characters as Tamora the merciless Gothic queen, 

and the Roman general Titus Andronicus, her per- 

sonal enema; the plot of Titus Andronicx.‘s comes 

directly from Seneca. 

Schoiara are inclined to believe that 

Shakespeare learned drama not only on, the stage, 

where he acted varioue aecondary parte in many 

different playa when very young, but aleo later 

through lija adaptations of theatrical worke of 

different authors from many countries and epochs. 

This activity gane him firsthand knowledge 

of the scenic needs in English theatre of hin 

time. 

He mastered the elements of drama and sat- 

urated it with the wisdom of his predecessors and 

the sap of his own intellect and artistry which 

enlivens all his productions. 
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"Effective progrese from Sonsa and Sonnets  

was delayed, however, until 1579 and the appear- 

ance of Spenner's Shepherdse Calendar, which was 

oven more impreesive as a technicel triumph. 

Spenser showed how the pastoral convention could 

be adapted to a variety of subjects, moral, 

amatory or heroic, in a diction consistently 

eioquent, recalling both Chaucer and Virgil; and 

showed how the roles of decorum, or fitnens 

etyle to subject could be applied through va - 

iatio:ns in diction and the metrical scheme. The 

half decade of the Shepherds' Calendar was de- 

cisive. It brought the writinge of Sidney and a 

new generation of poeta at Court, and the success 

of Lyly's novel Euphues (1578), a fashionable 

pattern book of mannere and atudied phrasing. 

And ehortly after tho building of the first London 

playhouse in 1576, it brought the new literatura 

to the popular stage, with a new group of pro- 

fessional men of lettere - the .University wits." (a), 

Shakespeare, at the bottom of his poetic 

historical consciousness, vibreted to all the 

political and religious changos of traneition 

from the Middle Ages to the Renaiseance; we feel 

this stronply in most of the worke written before 

KingHenry VIII. 

The aim of most medieval poeta revolved in 
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a Christian and philosophical atmosphere. The 

collapse is felt in Chaucer and also in William 

Langland. 

In the world of poetry, it is usual for the 

poet to move ahoad of his epoch. 

i3ecause of this, the volee may be isolated. 

it is generally the voice or cry of a whoie 

country , or oven the universal expreasion of a 

whole period, as nhown in the solemn stntements 

on religion and phllosophy in The Divine Comedy, 

in Piers  .Piowman and other important works of 

the time. 

qThe greatest change in literature, between 

the Middle Ages and Shakespeare's century, shows 

the characteristica of the Renaissance. it con-

sista mainly in actions derivinv from the dis-

covery of the internal potentialities of the ego; 

these actions were exprensed outward .ly in a 

manner opposite to those of preceding lt,enerations. 

This resulted in the suppression of msny erninent 

thinkers, poeta and writera; they were puniehed 

with the cruelest tortures and with death by 

"purifying" fire, un accepted instítution in 

England to avoid the spread of the seed of reason- 

ing on religious matters, conaiderod heretical in 

those days. 
II 

This violent change was unavoídable but it 

- 	• 	• 	-• 	- 	3 • 	- • • - 7  " 	 "V,19.= •,',141•1111171/1"77MIrrr".-MM".'4".5.2%41Y. 	 ; 	ti .9 TT • • 	: 
,• • - 	• 	• 	' 	•• 	 • 
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destroyed the previously entablished moral 

principies and produced moral chaos, an 

emptiness of inteilectual conceptions. This 

was necessary for a methodtcal reorganization 

of new values, but it tended to complete 

destruction of old values. 

Great political changes, national and 

international, always 	with them tran-

scendental mutations, p;enerally in culture and 

especially in fine arte. A new way of thinking 

implica a new way of expresaion; there is a need 

for new words derived implicitly from new actions, 

new customa and new ideas. 

The linguistic expreosions in Shakenpeare's 

work have a medieval touch. The English languag,e 

had matured rapidly nince the fourteenth century, 

but the harmony of linguistic elements as the poet 

employs them in a purely individual way, con-

stitutes the richest, most colourful, and most 

expressive style ever used. 

Mr. Eliot once oboerved, "Dant° and Shakeapeare 

divide the modem world between themselves; there in 

not a third one. It in true aleo that they divide 

what Mr. Eliot selecta for his own finality, what 

he names The  Modern World, divided int() two parto: 

the medieval one, undor the dominion of faith, and 

the other the reason; the strictly modern parí in 



zien tne 	 of the innermost 

diF:crJvery in cien nave been explored on the bases 

r)f the syntheals." 

Tríe Envlish language in the twentieth century 

haE prdrown for the obvious reason of discoveries, 

judustry, commerce, etc., but in Elizabethan times 

lahltuave was cultivated and artistically polished, 

by en extraordinary mental activity in which 

creativa imagination always took part. 

Writer% in Kngland, under the influence of 

Latin, had and still have nowadays, an exquisito 

and refined poetical expresnion; they do not 

pretend to use it pedantically but rather with a 

klnd of spiritual elegance, in which logic is 

never abandoned. 

Not one Elizabothan writer neglected these 

requirements, and Shakespeare carried en the per-

fection which extende from ideological exuberance 

to a euphony in expression. 

Shakespeare was accepted as a genuino poot in 

1 '4 with M.o first two poema, and Venus and Adonis 

was known in. London as the moat exquisito example 

of poetry at that time. 

The Rape of Lucrece appeared later. 

lt seems strange that one of hie first theat-

rical worka, Titus Andronicue, was produced and 

staf,^ed with all detalla, which nauseated the 
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audience and resulted in their 1eaving the theatre. 

Today t;here is a rumor that thie tragedy will 

soon be presented on the stage and on the screen. 

The theme and structure of Titus Andronicus  

moves the spirit, especially when its frightful 

action is compared with the ethereal transparency 

of the poetry of Venus and Adonis. 

Criticism on the matter is abundant, but some- 

times entirely opposite. On ono side is the 

respectable voice of Señor Don Luis Antrana Marin: 

"It was the year 1593. In those dayn appeared the 

first issue of Venus and Adonis and Christopher 

Marlowe died at the height of his glory. He was 

assassinated in. Deptford, on the first of June, 

after a quarrel in a tavern but his success survived 

his violent erad. Tamburlaine the Great published in 

1590, The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus, and 

Edward II share glory with Romeo and Juliet. In the 

intermediate productions of Shakespeare, such as 

Richard II, Richard III and The Merchant of Verdee, 

the influence of Marlowe is decisive. In the first 

of these, Shakespeare takes up the path of Engliah 

history at the very point where Marlowe left it in 

the Third Part of  KillE_Henry IV." w 

On the other hand, Mr. Calvin Hoffman, among 

others, insYsts that Shakespeare and Marlowe never 

met. If Christopher Marlowe was actually rnurdered 
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at the age of twenty-nine, and William Shakespeare 

did not 	to write until h3.s thirtieth year, 

when did Marlowe's influence take root? The most 

reasonable answer is ah once. Yet this influence 

in observed in severa playa and some poema written 

before Marlowe's death in 1593. And most of 

Marlowe's works were not published  until after1191. 

"Where did William Shakespeare read these works 

of Marlowe that so influenced him? Did Marlowe show 

his manuscripts to him? There is no evidence that 

the two men ever met; or ever spoke to each other; 

or that they ever referred to each other, directly 

or indirectly. it la conceded that Shakespeare's 

period of productivity endured about twenty years, 

durinv)  which time he completad thirty-six playa, 

one hundred fifty-four sonnets, and two epic poema. 

Since we know that Marlowe's iniluence on the Bard 

did not cense until Shakespeare had written his last 

play (perhaps The Tempest), It is reasonable to 

wonder why one of the greateat poetic minds that ever 

ltved permitted the influence of a le creer playwright 

throughout his crentive life, even to the very end 

of it." 

A group of Shakespeare's dramatic works, usually 

named "the problem works" such as Troilus and Cressida, 

contain a problem of scenography but, even in this 

work in which Shakespeare joins such oppoaite values 
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as love and war, poetry exists clear and,triumphant. 

In Ace IV, Se. IV when Troilus and Creasida are 

about to part, Troilus saya: 

Tro. Cressida, I leve thee in so strain'd 

a purity, 

That the bless'd Bode are angry with 

my fancy, 

More briRht in zeal than the devotian 

which 

Cold lipa blow to their deities, take 

thee from me. 

Cros. Have the goda envy? 

Pan. Ay, ay, ay, ay; 'tis too plain a case. 

Tro. A hateful truth. 

Ores. What, and from Troilus too? 

Tro. From Troy and Troilus. 

Ores. la it possible? 

'Pro. And suddenly; where injury of chance 

Puto back leave-taking justles roughly by 

All time of pause, rudely beguiles our Jipe 

Of all rejoindure, forcibly prevente 

Our lock'd embrasures, strangles our dear vows 

Even in the birth of our ovrn labouring breath. 

We two, that with so many thousand sighs 

Did buy each other, must poorly sell ouraelves 

With the rude hrevity and discharge of one. 

Injurious time now with a robber's baste 
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Crams his rich thtevery up, he knovs not. how; 

As many farewells as be stars in heaven, 

V/ith distinct breath and consign's kisses 

to them, 

e fumbles up into a loose adieu, 

And scants us with a single famish'd kise, 

Distasted with the salt of broken tears. (() 

In Shakespeare's time actors memorized their parte 

and, though it is easier to memorize verse than prosa, 

the aboye fragment on the líps of Troilus, even for 

th best British actors, implies not oniy intricate 

mnernonic difficulties, but aleo diction, because of 

the rich oral. exuberance, "trernendously unendlessly 

elaborate. But the arder of it is not equal to the 

complexity. The adverse action of time upon the part-

in g lovere le repreeented by an astonishing number of 

verbs: 'puta back,"justles rouvihly by,' rudely 

bevuiles,"forcibly prevente,' strangles,' but the 

emotion does not develop and does not acquire added 

coherence in the couree of its expresslon. It remaina 

a long and acutely een.eed effort to exprese a single 

moment of conflictirw feeling 	It belongs, in short, 

to a period of Shakespeare's development in which the 

keenness of bis apprehension of certain elements of 

experience (already for the most part i ndicated in 

the sonnets) iras not accompanied by a correeponding 

soase of oruer and significance. We sh411 ase that 



arder and algnificance Kradually !,rowa out of the 

increasing mastery of his art..." 

There .:r ,N  opinions which consider Troilus 

and Cressida as imaginstive and critícize it as, 

ounctilious, but not in reference to fea; link;: 

Tro. And suddonLy; where injury of chance 

Futs back leave-takinK, justles rouRIITY by 

All time of pause... 

There is t lso the opinion that Shakespeare, in 

thia drama, exhibits a deep sense 	emotional con-

víction which constítutes the most important part of 

the work. 

The matter becomes clar 	we  •rgmember that 

Troilus is t le 	r1 ol 	EinK 	T-oy, 	le 

Cresaida is the d.aulfhter ní 	ic ta 	who, althouvil 

Trojan prieet 	s ml Y emy of hi8 country and a 

partisan of the Greeks. 

‘cater part of the action takes place on 

the Greek iiglitLef ield, near Troy. Unrestrained lave, 

transformed int() lust, follows the parallei expression 

of the poet in Sonnet CUIX: 

The expense of spírít in the waste of shame 

I perjured, murderous, bloody, full of blame, 

Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trus, 

Enjoy'd no aooner but despised strií71t, 

l'ast reason junted, as a swallowid bait 

laid to make the taker mad; 
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Med in pursuit and in possessim so; 

having, and in quest to have, extreme; 

A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe; 

i3efore a `doy  proposed; hehind, a dream. 

Al). this world knows; yet nono know, well 

To shun the heaven that ieads men to this hell. 

Criticism av,rees that the sonnets austain the 

vital root of the various elernents which makc up 

the acote dramatic art of Shakespeare. In all his 

writings from the beginninlij, there prevails the 

same consciousness of superiority, with arrogance, 

which we find in Ion  Quixote de la Mancha. This 

concept of pre-eminence gives a cense of eternity 

which dominates the works of both Shakespeare and 

Cervantes. 

}3ut Cervantes shows en exquisite irony, 

expressed in prose or poetry with a delicate greco, 

which in hia great novel surges up to the superb. 

Shakespeare, in the íreater part of his work, 

written in magnificent blank verse, shows hLmself a. 

reactionist far ahead of his time, 

A feeling of tregedy flamea up in the meaning of 

many of his sonnets, with a general tone and in-

timation of eternity, ieadin the author to the most 

lofty possibilities existing in nature; but oven then, 

poetry dominetes triumphantly: "Mies that feeter 

srriell far worse than weeds..." 
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In the same way that Don Quixote  de la Mancha 

and the tweive Exemplary Novels  form a coherent 

unit, the whole work of the English Bard forms one 

enormous and stronKly united body. 

The marked transition from the first to the 

second part of Don Quixoto,  shows a definite 

maturity in the Prince of Wite; the same transition 

can be observed if the dramatic works of the Swan 

are followed chronologically. 

Young William tried to take the summit of 

historical drama by aasault. The greatest author-

ities on Elizabethan literature aiwaye poínt out a 

chronological sequence in these works. 

Other observant m'itera, not thinking in 

terma of chronology but looking for the inner 

spírit of the historical dramas, have grouped them 

in cycles. 

Criticismo, as far as it has been possible to 

investiwate, suggests no reason why Shakespeare 

chose to write The First Part  of  Henry VI  iast. 

Probably the defeat of the English armies in France 

by (loan D'Arc did not hold the same poetic and 

dramatical possibilíties for the author as the 

legend of Marguerite D'Anjou and the abysrnal fall 

of the Lancasters, which viere in moral opponition 

to each other. 

Aleo, the epoch which The First Part of  Henry 
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cayera is eiKht or nine years atter the war. 

Por the purpose of this work, which attempts 

to follow the d a atic and poetical development of 

Shakespeare in comparison with Cervantes, attention 

is viven to the medieval En7lish hiatorical cycle 

in chronoloical arder, following the kin7s whose 

lives and actions awoke a Jeep ínterest in the 

author, without; Kivinv, any special attention to 

other works of a different type that Shakespeare 

wrote during the three years in which he produced 

neveral of thene difforent works , that is to say: 

The Comedy  of Errors, The Tandas of the Shrew and 

Love's Labour's  Loat, published between 1591 and 

1594, as well as Titus Andronícus (1594) and Romeo 

and Juliet. 

Du.ring theae last three years, London theatres 

were closed frequently because of the plague. It 

is said that Shakespeare took refuge in some dietant 

place, far from the city, where he devoted himaelf 

to writing. Hia líterary production was uninterrupt-

ed during twenty years. 



DEVELOPMENT  OF CERVANTES 

The varied experiences of Cervantes, 

from childhood to his lást days, pave him an 

opportunity to know all aspects of human nature. 

If we accept serious critical opinion and also 

the proof of his works, he was not the layman 

which his contemporaries would have liked to 

consider him 

It ja a weli known fact that during his 

childhood he traveled with bis family; his 

Lather was a physician who went from town to 

town and village to village in Andalusia. It is 

almo knawn that Cervantes lived for fi.fteen years, 

at different times during his lile, in large cities 

such as Seville and Granada. The influence of the 

apeles and their graceful manner of oral expres- 

s'ion attracted his attentlon and later he made 

good use of it to gime grace and coiour to his 

literature. 

It is accepted that, "in Alcalá de eri:J.res, 

f 
	

when Cervantes was a little more than seven yeL.r-L1 

oid, he must have attended the Acaderr.y paf 

• • 	• • 	e 	• 	•• 	• 	• 	• 
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Alonso Viveros where readím, wrítinK, Latín, 

(7:,rammar and 'canto llano' were tauvjht. This 

Academy had 	renown..." (1) 

For many centuríes both Shakespeare and 

Cevantes were consídered talented bu t; self-

tauRht writers, althowh theír works tend to 

show the oppoaite. 

"As the aboye mentioned ,cademy wara 

elementary, San Juan de Avila obtained from 

the el:Uy v,overnment perminsion to round the 

jesuít Fathers Colleym of Saint Gatherine 	Tf 

Cervantes' 	11 ved there 1. t is 	 to 

sippose that 	Fuel attended this Jesuit center 

(Andy. Señor Astrana Marín says so, and ít 

has be en confírmed by Señor Gonz4lez Aurioles." (2) 

Accordiní,..,5 to the research of Señor Rodqyuez 

Marin, Cervantes contínued hig studíe8 in 15evil1e. 

In the pjeneral literary work of Cervanten 

his relígious creed shínes through cleari,, He 

always appears as a Jeep and respectful Catholic, 

a reverend worshi)per of Our Loro, a true and 

devout Christian, and a passionate admir - 	Ale 

ioly Virgin. 

It is not eaay to di8cover Shakespeare's 

religious beliefs. When Hamlet was going to kill 

Claude, he did not do so becaute the king waa 

praying, and Hamlet thouEht that Claude might be 

,v.1119,1'..11t9 .7/..7141i; 11,•,24"1.-Iskontwordmen. 'me* 
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purdoned ; but, when the I3ar. i re feria Lo Joan D'Are, 

he considera her r witch. 

In the i xteenth century, general education 

in EnPlfand still had the same Latin foundation 

as in Spain. Most facts and evento in Shake-

speare's life are unkaown; but Cervantes himself, 

in his literary works, telln important detaiis 

and oven minute facts about his life. 

How could Cervantes know what he explains 

so elearly and precisely, in the literary dialogue 

of, his Exem_plarj novel, "El coloquio de los perros," 

which is one of the wisest and most philosophical 

of his works in fiction? 

"In El coloquio de los jaerros Cervantes praises 

the general schedule followed under Jesuit super-

vision; one must euppose that he owed a great pazt 

of his development and formal education to the 

Jesuit Fathers. In this institute was taught infima 

latinitatis, three courses in grammar, one in 

rhetoric and three en the humanities. Latin was 

taught by mearas of Introductiones  Latinae by Elio 

Antonio de Nebrija (sic). Grammar covered, besides 

a knowledge of the classies with translations, 

examples, composition, etc., Horaco, VirEil, Caesar, 

Plautus, Seneca. Rhetoric used the Institutiones 

Oratoriae of quintiliano, a forerunner of modern 

style. The Partitiones of Cicero and other similar 

• 
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of h.inour.;Ur.r1 	dervantes 

/,haractern 	'profr..,und re2r,ect for the Catholtc 

r.:blit 4 awl the 81Arltual. atmosphere 	 his 

	

1.JtJ1.e ilfe dev 	 Kivee a rounde 	dea of bis 

baal.r: moral,  vU1UeL. 

pn.1 	Insulte the type of influer.ce which 

s. 
Q teacher, 2eíior apez de Hoyos, transmitted tO 

hIn puptl y  for we know that the teacher was in-

nrared by the readinvn of Erasmus, Juan Luis 

Viven, VaWn and others who represented the 
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humanistic wisdom of ancient classicism. In the 

teacher, as in the atudent, we find the vibrant 

values of the Script;ure as well as writinRs of 

the cburch fathers; Cervantes' mind was illumined 

by the theory of Saint Thomas Aquinas, who taught 

that virtue is a substance of the soul and noble- 

ness the inalienable attribute of virtue." (5). 

Following upon these opinions of Cervantes' 

education, criticism has come little by little to 

accept that he was not a "layman." 

The Roman Cycle of Shakeapeare's dramatic 

works - Titus Andronicus (1594), Julius Caesar 

(1599), Anthony and Cleopatra (1606), Coriolanus 

(1606) - and some of the comedles such as 

The  lerchant of Venice and The Comedy of Errors, 

etc., make no mentían of the author's travel in 

Italy, 'out some critica and investigators, among 

them Mr. Thomas Calvin, are inclined to believe 

that all these literary works of the Roman Cycle 

were written while the author was breathing the 

very atrnosphere of Italy so as to give to his 

writing the precise flavour of the background. 

On the other hand, most artists of occidental 

Europe go to Italy to find the inspiration which 

la heritaue of the oíd deities on the Mediter- 

ranean shores. 

Cervantes went to Italy before his service 
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to Cardinal Julius Aquaviva. "Could a man like 

Cervantes lie around year after year doinm nothinp; 

but playinm quínolas (a 	 card mame)? 

History Je silent on this point. But what about 

his works? Bis stay in Italy was certainly tran 

scendental in Cervantes' spirituai development." ((y) 

"He (Cervantes) iaw Genoa...he passed throuRh 

Lucca, Florence with her su.mptuous buildings, 

flowing rivers and peaceful streets...He entered 

Rome, qu.een of ci ties and mistress of the world. 

He was in Naples, finest city in Europe...in his 

old aíe he still remembered with nostalgia, 

INaples, the illustrioue, and 1 waiked on her 

streets for more than a year' ...As soon as he 

learned the tongue he read eamerly Orlando 

inamorato, Orlando furioso which he never forgot, 

and the precious and indelible Arcadia and Ameto; 

aleo other works of his master of fiction; the 

indispensable volume Sonetti canzoni  e  triomplt 

which inepired him, Il. corte7iano, 	 d'amor°. 

Every one of these acuiptured pieces left him 

transformed. He was st that time twenty year oid 

and chamberlain to Cardinal AquavivaA.Cervantee 

built up an enormous cultural background. He read 

The .9.11yllry_199ks and Diana by Jorge Montemayor; 

the Lnamoured Diana by Gaspar Gil Polo; The 

Examination of Mind by Huarte de San Juan; 
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Vularis, Juan de Mal Lara; Araucana, 

Alonso de Ercilla; Trovadour, Jorge Montemayor; 

1 amadici, Bernardo Tasso; Rinaldo and Aminta, 

Torquato Tasso; the Hecathomithi, Cinthio; as 

well as works of Boccaccio, Sannazaro, Ariosto... 

the works of Antonio Lofrasso; the Ten Books of  

Love Fortune and Love, which made him laugh so 

much, and from which he took the name Dulcinea." 

All Latinity was his: Pietro Bembo, the 

Aretino, Petrarch, liante, and many other Greco—

Latín classics. How could Tomás Tamyo de Vargas 

call Cervantes "a layman?" 

But life was to teach Cervantes much more 

than books and his experience in the service 

(Lepanto, the Invincible Armada, Corfu, Tunis, 

Portugal, etc.) left heroic traces. 

His sea was the sea of Ulysses, and bitter 

was his captivity in Algiers; the humble position 

he filled in orden to earn a modest livelihood 

was very depressing. 

In spite of constant suffering and the extreme 

poverty to which he was reduced, humiliatIon and 

siavery, all these misfortunes only ra.ised him 

higher on the path to perfection and the ideal of 

poetry and beauty. 

"VIe muat not correct Cervantes' mietakes as 

we would a student's notebook," saya the illus— 
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trious lion Uamón Menéndez Pidal.(). 

"Cervantes created constantly and he did 

not h3ve at hand the books he mentioned. His 

mistakes rnust not be tapen as a lack of culture. 

?or instance, when he attributes to Cato the 

couplet, 	cris felix multos numerahis 

amicos'...which belongs to Ovid, or in his judp;e-

ment of Home, s nylph Caiypao as an enchanter, or 

quotinR 'non bene pro toto libertas benditur' 

from Aelwp 4 s Canis et Lupus which he attributed 

to Horace or twhoever may have said it,' as he 

wrote." 

Parallel to the aboye mentioned (,and many 

more) sources of inspiratíon, Cervantes did hi.s 

wrj,tin in a way which was /Always poetic. "We 

idldre 1. - reat sul,,zes'Aveness of this atrophe 

of beautiful verse which the enamoured student 

U,,L43 

1.1 1_ e o voy una estrella 

Ie desde lejos descubro, 

it,As bella y replandeciente 

úe 	antas vió Palinuro 

I vo following a star 

that 1 discern from afar, 

more beaut i.ful, more resplendent 

than those that suw íalinuro. a.S.A.) 
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¿ho wili not call to mirad Palinuro, the pilot 

of Aeneas? Cejador y Frauca, In his Dictionary 

on Cervantes, refers to verse 515, Canto III of 

the Aeneid, where he sees all the stars that pass 

through the tranquil sky: 

Sidera cuneta notat tacita labentia caelo. 

What stars did Palinuro seo? Did he see Arcturus, 

the pluvial Uyades, the Great and Smai.l Dipper and 

°rían armed in gold? 

Arcturum piuviasque Hyadas, F,eminosque Triones, 

armatumque euro circumspicit Oriona. 

What a joyful thought when, remembering Clara, he 

finds her more beautiful than the most vivid star 

with its mystic and poetic radiation, which Palinuro 

saw shining in the stillness of the night, just be- 

fore dawn. How many times Cervantes must have 

thought of Virgil, while lookinpj at the celestial 

bodies on a summer night. In that solitude, a 

rumour of ancient deeds must have come wafting on, 

the breeze." (10). 



CAFTIVITY IN  ALGIERS 

1580 

This "comedy" written in four acta or jornadas 

cayere the historical aspect of slavery suffered by 

Christians under the Mohammedans in Algiers. 

Cervantes appears under the narre of Saavedra, 

one of the sirves. Aurelio, another captive, aleo 

shows several characteristice of the author. 

It aceina unbeiievable that the great proud poet, 

Lope de Vega Carpio, who so bitterly attacked 

Cervantes, wouid drin.k from the fountains of 

gliptlyity  in Algiere  to give light to bis work, Los 

111.911Y2121911101 (1598). 

The character of Aurelio, one of the most im- 

portant protagonista in the play, shows Cervantes' 

experience during aoven years in captivity. There 

are some alleRorical characters such as the Demon, 

the Occasion, and the Need, but the main part of the 

action is given to Izu.f and the oman Zahara; and to 

Silvia and Aurelio, a handsome couple in slavery, who 

display all the Christia.n virtues. 

The piot is plan.ned logically; each jornada has 

happeninge which, according to their importanco, are 

acted out by the appropriate characters, related in 

romance or hendecasyllabic verse. 
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Poverty, in all its aepects, sacrifico and 

humiliation, is the atmosphere of misery in which 

the claves move, whether they be raen, children, 

or whole femíneo; they often suffer not only 

hunger and thirat but sil indo of phyaical and 

moral degrldation. 

'he suffering la  described poetically and 

those in captivity who could not endure torture 

for cake their rellgion and thus become responalble 

for the saerifíce of hundreda of Christians, as 

Cervantes explaina in sparklinT, metaphores, in 

whl.ch human paeaions and virtues are interwoven 

srtintically and poetically with witty truisma. 

In the first jornada, Cervantes shows himself 

a. true poet in his description of the martyrdom of 

the prieat, Sebastian, a young esptíve. 

"l'he Martyrdom in  Almiers,  of Fray Miguel de 

Aranda ja based upon a real fact which happened on 

the l8th of May 157?,  and which is narrated by Aedo 

in his Topyruhy and General History of  xUl/iors. 

It la divided into five parte (or volumes) and 

printed in Valladolid in 1612..." (J 

One of the most colou.rful elements in the BO-

called comedy, which really has the characteristica 

of a dramatic tragedy, is the gamo of interwoven 

pasaions of the Moors and Turks who are alwaye 

attracted by the beauty and virtue of Christians; 
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Cervantes found a mine in this theme, .and exploited 

it fantastically in his witty creative style. 

On the other hand, the plot is enriched by a 

variety of situations which always breathe the 

author's unmistakable criticism. 

The conflict is stated at the very be4nning. 

Izuf, owner and master of Aurelio, is passionately 

in love with the young and marvelously beautiful 

Christian ©lave Silvia; Zahara, Izuf's wife, is 

burning with love for Aurelio (who has many charac-

teristics of Cervantes, although another captive in 

the play impersonates him). 

Fate has joined Silvia and Aurelio under the 

same shelter. Izuf bought them without knowinír, they 

were married some time before. When they meet again 

in Moorish captivity, their love blooms once more in 

the midst of their suffering. 

The play shows the same technical procedure 

employed by Shakespeare in several of his works, 

mainly Midsummer Nígyit's Dream, The Comedí of Errors, 

etc. 

Even in prole, Cervantes employa this technique 

of "enredo," or entanglement, in the sentimental 

realiem of Cardenio and Lucinda, Don Fernando and 

Dorotea, appearing in the first parí; of Don '.uixote. 

The description of the corsair's action, the 

selling of prisoners and all the adventuree and 
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dreadful happenings on land and especially on the 

sea, adds a Byzantine flavour to the play. 

More impressive than the first jornada, is the 

uecond, An entire family was eaught in a common net 

by the Mohammedans and the voice of the auctioneer 

announces, "Two little doga and the big oid dogimand 
"the prelnant nhe doy" (1t) (2) 

Pwo children up for sale are bright enough to 

underntand their misfortune if they are separated 

forever, which finally occurs. 

The sale of the children to different huyera 

break° the hearta of their parents, whose last words 

of advice to the little once are that they should 

always be good Christians. 

The position of Fatima, Zahara's servant, who la 

desírous of helping her owner in the passion which 

in eapping Zahara's vitality, resulte in the exorcism 

which is aimed at gaining Aurelio's lave for Zahara, 

in the last part of the second act; this runa parallel 

with Shakespeare's Macbeth  (Act III, Sc. y). Resides, 

it clarines the question raised by Don Murcelino 

Menéndez y Pelayo as to whether or not Shakespeare 

and Cervantes belleved in witchcraft. 

In the second act the Demon, addressing Fatima, 

saya: "Pon al conjuro pausa, y al momento satisfaré / 

tu intento en lo que pides / si acaso tu te mides / 

y acomodas a mis palabras todas y consejos / Todos tus 

aparejos son en vano, / porque un pecho cristiano, / 

1,VIrrI5.J 
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que se arrima a Cristo, en poco estima / hechicerías.. 

The adra is different in the two exorcismo, but 

that of Cervantes has all the shadings of pure and 

perfect poetry. 

Fatima: "El esperado punto es ya llovido..." 

The third jornada concerns, historically, the 

war in Flanders, to which Don Jurn of Austria and his 

brother Philip devoted their personal attention. 

Meanwhile, "Don Juan no venir; acá morir!" en 

the Jipe of the Turkish children, sung as a refrain, 

was a constant etab in the heart to captives who 

dreamed that the armies of Don Juan of Austria would 

release them from slavery. 

There is aleo a very attractive nature facet to 

the play with rivers, hilis and mountaine, which the 

claves learned to know in the hope of escape, which 

was their golden dream. All this is combined with 

expressions of a leve of freedom which embellish and 

heighten the poetie value of the play. 

At the end of this jornada, Silvia and Aurelio, 

who had married bef ore the disaster at sea "Mich 

separated them, meet again under the roof of Izuf and 

Zahara, and both are aware of the passion which 

consumes their owners: Izuf is in leve with Silvia 

and Zahara is fascinated by Aurelia. 

Of the two Christian children sold separately, 

the younger apostatized in order to enjoy the pleasures 

of Are; the oidor remained a perfnet Chríst_,1 
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enduring every misfortune. 

In Act IV, there ie an allusion to Chri.etianity 

in the early days. One slave who escaped from cap- 

tivity, tried to come back. He falis asleep on the 

Frass, ired and hungry, and a lion approaches hin 

gently and sleeps beside him. 

Another fuf0.tive is taken into the presence of 

the king who orders that he be tortured. Later 

Azán, King of Algiers, orders the Spanish apostate, 

lzuf, to sell Aurelio and Silvia te him. The king 

then accepts Aurelio's word of honor and sets hin 

free to return to Spain with Silvia, coiiect their 

ransom, love each other and be happy. 

Cervantes eulogizes the priests in the Order of 

Merey as well as the Trinitaríans who paid Cervantes' 

ransom by hegging alma, whi.ch is historically true. 

"An in the great paintings of the Renaissance 

the pointer portraye himself, not in the rniddle, but 

on cine side; Cervantes expressea himself by Saavedra, 

and, not oniy by the second name but by other detalle, 

shows who he ir. Por example, he pronounces nart of 

the terceta of Cervantes Epiatle to the súcret2y of 

Philip 11, Mateo Vazquez with light modifistionn... 4. 

There are many Cervantine themen in El Trato 

dej.rp-el, euch as glorifying the melancholy of the 

Golden Age: 

Aurelio - Oh Santa edad por nuestro mal pasada 

.41-9,1-.51(01w1~11511711MMIT,11111h...._ /.1 
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a quien nuestros antiguos le pusieron 

el dulce nombre de la edad dorada! 

The poetic quality of El Trato de AlTel admite 

of no digcussion. The bitternese of the atmosphere 

in which slavery took place is narrated and des- 

crihed, but the poetical quality, instead of bein 

dimínished, is purified and reinforced by the beauty 

and sincerity of the author's Christian faith. 

Cervantes' drauatic workL have no parallel with 

the historícal Englinh thestre of Shake8peare but, 

as poetry, they show the excellence of a true and 

magnificent poet. 

.1915,:,-12111.W11.1119.511.11111r.41ü119:114:11111-11114-5,7M...:011.11,1  
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THE SIEGE OF NUMANCIA 

1581 

Numancia nowsdays named Soria - is the setting 

for this historical work. It has the features of 

Los Persas, one of the most famous tragedies written 

by Aeschylus, and the only technical aspect which 

makes it different from this classic is the absence 

of the chorus; a chorus is the unrnistakable charac- 

teristic of Greek tragedy, and was aleo used by 

Shakespeare in The Life  of Kinj  Henrs V to ;ive 

maximum heroic splendour. 

This unique work of Cervantes revealo his poetic 

and dramatic qualities. The plot (Ud not merely come 

out of his personal wit and wonderful invention. Its 

greatest merit is rooted in truth, in poetry, in 

heroic deudo, as well as in the artistic development 

of the tragedy. 

Cervantes drank from the rich eourcea of Latín 

authors such as Apiano, from the otreamo of Lucio 

Lloro and the works of Tito Livio, in whose writings 

he found htatorical truth. 

The poetic creation of La  Numancia is from 

Cervantes' own mirad, and constituten the greatent 

proof of his ability as a dramatic poeta This 

tragedy te an unquestionable masterpiece. 
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"He (Cervantes) might have discovered the rapeody 

of Latín hietory .in the Caetilian General History by 

Kíng Alfonso, or in the Hietorical Com2/1111111 by 

Garibay (1571) whose widow ovas a personal acqualntance 

of Cervantes, or in the Cbronicle by Ambrosio de 

Morales (1574) who was aleo his contemporary. Perhape 

some old romance such as Gentle Prose (1573) by 

Timoneda might have brought him ron echo of that lcgend 

already expreseed in poetry. From these sources perhaps 

he read of the tira Roman ware againet Spain, in 152 and 

133 B.C., ae well as the hero Viriato (Virato), who was 

head of a group of nativee defending the soil of their 

country. He combined the two ware into one, in orden 

to fit the circumetancee of the tragedy to hin own plan 

and literary style; and perhaps he took the narre of hin 

character Bariato (or Variato) from Viriato, about whom 

he built the character of the lad who was the last 

survivor of his race. Teógenes and Caravino, who appear 

in the tragedy, are real hintorical characters, as well 

as Cipion (Bscipión, el Africano), and Yugurta, who was 

the son of )4anastabol of Numidia and grandson or 

Maseinisa. The other characters in thia Cervantino work 

are purely imaginery or allegorical..." (1, 

All rhetoricians of the period of Cervantes and 

Shakespeare assign fimo acta to each play, but The Siege 

of Numancia and Captivity inA.140re are constructod in 

four "jornadas," which is the literary etyle of the first 
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Cervantine period. Not so those playa which belong 

to the cecond period, which are divided Lnto three 

jornadas. 

The long war in which, for aixteen years, Rome 

has been trying to conquer Spain, has corrupted the 

soldiers heroically defending Numancia. 

The Romano, Cipión and Yugurta, show all the 

ambition and cruelty that history has attributed 

to them. 

It would be difficult to imagine a more audacious, 

rich and colourful scene than that contained in the 

eecond jornada. 

The principal Numantine chiefs are listening to 

Teógenes„ their leader. At hie sido are Caravino, 

(of Carabino), Tarquino, Marandro, and others. The 

military men, tired and discouraged by the long siege, 

are discuseing animatedly sorne means of driving away 

the Romana. 

Teógenes is downcaot; Caravino suggeets one more 

ferocious battle, but Teógenes would like to go out 

and right singlehanded; some suggest praying fervently 

to their godo and offering sacrifices. 

All important passagea of the second jornada, in 

which these things are discuesed, are written in 

majestic hendecasyllabic verse; other passages are in 

octosyllabic or other minor meter©, but the magnificence 

and splendour of the tragedy continues undiminiahed. 
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Whilo Teógenes describes the bitter suffering 

of his army and his people, Caravino prays fervently 

to the gods: 

Teksenes 

Paréceme, varones esforzados, 

que en nuestros daños con rigor influyen 

los tristes sinos y contrarios hados 

pues nuestra humana fuerza disminuyen. 

Tiénennos los romanos encerrados 

y con cobardes manos nos destruyen; 

ni con matar muriendo no hay vengarnos, 

ni podemos sin alas escaparnos. 

No sólo a vencernos se despiertan 

los que hemos vencido veces tantas; 

que también españoles se conciertan 

con ellos a segar nuestras gargantas. 

Tan gran maldad los cielos no consientan; 

que se muestran en daño del amigo, 

favoreciendo al pérfido enemigo. 

Mirad si imagináis algún remedio 

para salir de tanta desventura, 

porque este largo y trabajoso asedio 

sóle promete presta sepultura. 

El ancho foso nos estorba el medio 

de probar con las armas la ventura, 

aunque a veces valientes fuertes brazos 

rompen mil contrapuestos embarazos... w 
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In violent contrast to the despairing military 

chiefo who feel their responsibility, we see the inaid 

Lira and the young Numantine Morandro who are deeply 

in love and immel:sed in their own private universo, 

enjoying their amorous pleasure. 

The rich resources of Cervantes' creative ability 

are ohown in this jornada when Marquino evokes a dead 

soldier, offering a lamb in sacrifice at his p;rave. 

The whole ceremony is enhanced with incantations and 

supplications, while fragrant incense smoke curio up 

slowly againot a background of numerous crystal jaro 

filled with miraculouo liquido of different colours. 

The se elements of a hydromantic passage are combined 

with the action. 

All this magic acta upan the body of the aoldier, 

who lysteriously risco up from his tome, wrapped in a 

whito windinl.r, sheet, which represents the veil which 

transported him to eternal life. 

The dead soldier prophesies that the Romana will 

destroy Numancia so completely that not a single living, 

Numantine will be taken back to Rome as a trophy. 

The Numantines decide to send Caravino to Cipión 

to propo3e a special contest with the Romano. Cipión 

refusao, the city continues blockaded and the sieKe 

becomes unbearable. 

The Numantine women encouraRe their men to go into 

the field and fight the enemy; but there were anly 



an (1 exhauatet4 Numanzinel; to 
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4 :t7 tn,u04 	atronw anl healthy Roman3. 
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	 sTR al 	„sir and the 

caI 	detliity af the atar' t n.p7 Spaniards, there 

.ro1.1ain, a suz,lestion to est te Roman 

2rinanera. 

Meshwb.1 
	

the most valíant ecidedto -o to 

the enemy camp and brin42, back food; but after they 

mid r,ne, Meógenes decides to burn the city, an order 

which resulta 4.n a most pathetic scene crowned by 

an vhich reaches an unexpected clímax. 

cruelJy of the Romana exceeds all imagina 

p,anish women are killed; most of the 

iíumantinea who crassed the barríer died; Morandro 

cGme back with a 	ece of bread for his beloved Lira; 

ahher aoldiers return mortslly wounded, only to die 

with theír loved ones; the city ís burned to ashes. 

and his army were deprived of the pleasure 

takin17 a live Numantine eoldier back to Rome, for 

Vírato, the last survivor of the unfortunate Numantines, 

jumped from the wall when he saw the enemy enter the 

3moking ruina of hís city. Thus they were denied the 

ativave pleasure of mocking this last survivor and 

takinr:, hin as a clave to Rome. 

Several allegorical characters auch as War, 

Dísese, and Hunger play en important part in the 

hrme::y. Durinv; the low siew:el  the people of Numancia 

z 
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suffered these terrible calamitles which result 

from war. 

AmonR ti Shakespearean tragedies, Titus 

Andronicue portrays such cruelty that the audience 

hae been known to leave the theatre at the end of 

the banquet, when Titus shows l'amara the heads of 

her sons, of whose fleeh and brains nhe has already 

erten. Nevertheless, the action of a etaunch Roman 

soldier does not represent a whole nation. The 

ven¡ eance in the eoul of Titus was causad by the 

cruelty of war. 

Cervantes obtained entirely different resulte 

and received the higheet critícism: "Eloquent is 

the praise given Cervantes' work by the German poet 

Augusto Guillermo Schlegei. Referring to the first 

Cervantine dramas, he saya: "One of these comedios, 

qaptivity  in Algiers, probably the first written by 

Cervantes, shows the beginnings of a new art form in 

the exceso of narration, the general plan and the lack 

of variety in characters and situatione. But the 

other, The Siefie of Numancia, regchee the heights of 

Greek tragedy, erected on the classic buskln, and by 

an unconscious and inetlnctive npproach to the s'in-

plicity and greatnees of ancient times, becomes a 

memorable step in the deveiopment of modem poetry. 

The idea of Fate predominates throuvhout; the elle-

gorical characters which appeer betweon the jornadas 



represent ín a way, the functlon of the choruu in 

the Greek tragedy: they direct the attention and 

set, the tone...i might even say that a Spartan pathoe 

appeara here, for all indívlduallem la throwp into 

the mould of patrlotic feeling; when the poet refera 

to the glory of hia nat ion in pa t ware, ancient 

hiot.cry is 1 inked with the present day." 

With thle tragedy Cervantes proved to the world 

that he wac a poet and dramatist 1f the hlOest rank, 

and he has been eulogized by auch Rreat writors as 

Goethe, Schopenhauer and many others. 

"In 1J 8, while the clty of Zaragoza iras besleged 

by Moller, Junot and Lannes, and Palafox wae resieting 

the Napoleonlc aggreesion, 4a Numancla wao performed 

once more end brought to lite, i.sa the nineteenth 

century, the courage of the Iberlan city exalted by 

Cervantes. The performance of the tragedy under auch 

circumatancea la a.xnple proof of the patriotie signif-

lcance of thia work..." (: 

Apparently Cervantes was elwaya healtant in 

judKíng bia own worke, but between the línea one seso 

hia iitty irony about everything and everybody, in-

cluding the reader; the author's feellng of self-

conlidence atines through constantly, expreased both 

aerlously and humorounly. 

Reforring to bis own comodina in Adlunta al 

Partano, he sayas ".,.the one I hoid in hiRheat 
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esteem and which 1 feel most worthy is that callad 

La Confusa," and h3 adda calmly, "among all comedios 

of the 'Capa 	Espada' atyle performed up to now, 

this atando vory high, ranking among the best." 

Referring to the same matter he wrote: 

Soy, por quien La Confusa, nada fea, 

Pareció en los teatros admirable, 

Si esto a mi fama ea justo que se crea. 



'FHN ihEolEVAL Zi,GL1SH DRAMATIC CYCLE OI SHAKESPEARE 

The historical dramatic works of Shakerlpeare, 

inspired by the history of his own country, reach 

the heipht of the greatest epics. They emerge from 

the upheaval of the Middle AFes and overflow pro-

divjously :finto the Renaisoance. 

The ainbition of the Enp::lish kirws to plant 

their banner on the European contiment, caused the 

Hundred Yeurs War. 

Sorne of thene monarchs sacrificed princes and 

kings of' their own blood, and occaoionally tried to 

cleanse their crime by crusades ta the Holy Land; 

Bolimbroke (later Henry IV) was responsible .for the 

death of hin counin Richard II but he never undertook 

a crusade. The magnificence of the romantic period of 

knight errantry was enhanced by the presence of kinIrs 

who became crueadere, such as Richard I, the Lion 

Hearted; this English kinp was as famous for hin srdour 

in battle as for hin noble virtues and chivalroua 

npirit. The impulses guiding men of that epoch im-

pelled them to follow one of the pureat and most 

poetical ideala that has ever motivated humanity 

durinR the 1ast two thousand yearn; the tremendous 

poetic inepiration of Shakespeare grave definitely epic 

characteristics to hin cycle of dramatic workn 

19, 
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whose weak-

nesa and insanity contributed to the decay oi the 

lyaasty. 	ccordin cthe opinion 	historans, 

i physical condition was inherited fror mis French 

7.randfather and increased by the horrors of war. 

After the aunset of the Lancasters, in the 

drama tic zorke of Shakespeare, Richard III became 

kín, and later the grim henry VIII, a Tudor. 

In an atmosphere pre!,nant with the resounding 

and ironic lault,hter of the immortal Bard, there move 

a Freat variety of characters. The big 	llied 

Falstaff, embodiment of all vices and the most re-

pLui:nant vjutton, captures the irnagination; he was 

cc)lourful friend ni' the younv Prince of 'iales, a 

juf?.. 1.71er and the comrade of bendita, trieves and i4-

waymen, who 'arare the intimate and favaurite friends 

of te )rince, who later succeeded Bolimbroke as 

• , - 
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Henry V, to hecome England's most iitustrious 

warrior and the hero of Aidncourt. 

Falstaff is a comic character, wicked and 

vicious if weighed against the unfortunate prince, 

Arthur of Bretagne, who was direct heir to the 

throne, as son of Geoffrey Plantagenet the Handsome, 

husband of Constanza. 

Young Arthur, in his suffering, was the opposite 

of Falstaff. As a young boy he was sentenced to 

have his eyes burned out with red hot irons and, 

though saved from this torture, he was mortally 

wounded with a dagger and thrown Lato the Sena River 

by his uncle, John the Landless. 

Intelligent criticism has questioned the his- 

torical depth of Shakespeare's works. This is not 

only because of the changes which he introduces but 

the casual way in which he handles the most painful 

events, with the aid of anachronisms, in order to 

make use of the extraordinary characters and events 

to build up his scenes. 

An example of this liberty with hiatorical facts 

and characters is the case of Henry V, for whom the 

poet developed a feeling of a.rtistic and sentimental 

affection. As Prince of Wales, in the First Part of 

Henry IV, he was the friend of a juggler and thieves, 

fickle, inconstant and effeminate. But when he 

ascenda the throne, the chango exceeds imegination 
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()r Shazespeare ha: adorned hím with a poeth; 

3en5itivity and the most marvelous deeds; he is 

virt;ious, 	 ruliable, v91.iant beyond 

Inuru,s v.hen he dereates Henry Pierce, Harry iHotspur. 

denry V taus hecome the bravest, most noble and just 

Hword of tie times, and the conquerinfJ, hero in the 

amaziwy aeeds of the l/ncastrian dynasty. 

The xan oí' Avon could not allow his hero to 

prjsh in a common scene if 	w- luttony foliowing 

rinhr 1d te n.nd frantie revelry, which would have leen 

true to fact. rhererore, with the noblest of sen- 

timent:J, the poet Kaves hin hero a friorious death as 

reuult of an unequal battle. 

The same literary freedorn is shown in Shakes- 

pearess characterization of PíJarvaret D'Anjou, 

'Princesa of France, whom he endowa with poetry and 

heauty, and actions far surpassinq: those of the 

Laly b,acbeth. 

li.arr-aret's beauty, as Lt; flowered in Shakes- 

peare's imalrination, is shown in the 1i4t of a 

celestial dawn, and in the fire and gloom of in-

paasions, in anvuísh, misfortunes and in 

uncontrolled ambition. 

In the -reater part of this 	historical 

cvc le of Shakespearean dramas, ambltion is the mtin 

axi2. In Henry VI it comes out; more strol4y than 

Lh e mo ber instinet, in 	iwiret's drive to acquíre 
1 

y. 
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the throne of England for her son. 

In the aboye mentioned cycle a succession of 

royal heads fall, as result of ambition. 

The dramas and trmedies whích eonstitute thís 

cycle are: 

I. The Life and Death of Kin7 John. 

(Dynasty of the P1anta(1;enets). 

2. The Tragedy of KinEjachard II 

(Dynasty of the Lancasters). 

3. t1he Yirst Part of KinE Henry  IV 

4, The Second Part of Kinv Hen.rl  IV 

5. The  Life of KinE Henry 

(Trilogy of the two roses)1 

6. The First Part of KinEHenry_VI 

?. The Second Part of King Heny VI 

8. The . Third_Part of Kin& Hennyi 

(En.d of the Middie Ames), 

9. The Tragedy of Richard III 

In the aboye works, the dramatist has not 

proceeded chronolo4ca11y; neither has he employed 

ah l the royal personames available. He does not 

mentían actions or events in historical arder but has 

selected those characters where the tramic tone or 

é unusual circumstances lend themselves to dramatic 

treatment, within en atmosphere where hiotorical truth, 

in one form or another, is of outstanding importance. 
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Those things which primarily drew the attention 

of the poet were the historical cases of kings who 

had several children, and the way in which the 

parents' protection, according to medieval iaw, was 

always in behalf of the first born. 

These oyente took place after the time of 

nilliam the Conqueror, who gave to his first born, 

Robert, the dukedom of Normand:y; to his second son, 

William, the kingdom of England; and to the third 

and weakest, Henry, only five thousand silver pounds. 

dowever, Henry turned the tablee and destroyed the 

power of his two brothers, becoming Henry 1 of 

England. Later, Henry 1 was punished by life when 

his only eon was loet In a shipwreck and there carne 

to the throne of England as Henry 11, the son of 

Uatilde (Henry 1's sister) and Geoffrey Plantagenet 

the Handsome. 

At thie historical moment there comes a series 

of avente and a parado of kings and personages which 

;ave the poet the opportunity to select according 

to his pleasure whatever he needed for the SUCCOSO 

of his work. The dynasty of the Plantnenets reach- 

ed extraordinary power with Henry II. 

Henry II was King of Enland in direct line 

from his grandfather Henry I third son of William 

the Conqueror. 

Henry II was Lord of Anjou becauee he was the son 
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of Geoffrey the Handsome, and by marriave with 

Leonor of Aquitania became also Lord of. Aquitania. 

So Henrv u be an the AnKevin dynasty, famous 

for the proweas of Pichard the Lion :iearted, a 

dynasty which later declined under John the Landless. 

TdflE HUNDRED YEARS WAR 

The ambition of England to possess territory 

on the contínent, mainly in France, tlaused the 

nundred Years War, which is dimíded finto two periods: 

1320 to 1h14, and 1414 to 1453. 

At this time the Magna Charta was in force in 

England, which had been drawn up in 1215, an event 

which is not viven much importance in Shakespeare's 

work. During the reigu of Henry III and Edward 

Parliament was built. 

The poet did not use the se last two kings. 

On the other hand, he round most useful the English 

kings who lived during the Hundred Years War, be-

ginning with Hichard II and the three Henries of the 

Lancaster dynasty, up to Richard III. It constitutes 

a cycle which ruled firet under feudalism, when the 

light of medieval times and kniRhtly customs were 

beginning to fade before the shíninp; aurora of the 

Renaissance, over which towered the fatal figure of 

Henry VIII, a Tudor (1509-1547). 
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According to feudal law, the king of England 

was subject to the sovereign of France, but 

notwithstanding this vassalage he was very power- 

ful. 

The noble figure of atan D' Are (1429) fought 

against the English in Orleans. At first she had 

rever. rol victories in her effort to cave France 

from the moral shipwreck into which the country 

was sinking, but in Paris che iost, and was soid to 

the English, who condemned her to be burned for 

witchcraft. 

The valiant saint of Orleans was not a source  

of inspiration for Shakespeare. 

The Hundred Yeare War culminated with the indo- 

pendence of France and a wave of patriotism main- 

tained the unity of all her provinces. 

In the time of Charles VII a permanent army was 

forrned and certain fixed taxes were levied. This 

king tried to strengthen all the institutions 

founded by Charles V, especially those reforring 

to subsidies and the Court of Accounts. 

In 1461, at the death of Charles VII, France 

was already well along the path to liberty. 

Historical facts, favourabie or unfavourable, 

were never an impediment to the Bard in arranging 

his poetic °m'Are. He squeetes the heart of centuMes 

as well as the heart of kings and, wíth the magic 
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of hi creation, endows them with the míraculous 

light of eternity which has appeaied to all 

1r,enerations. 
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THE  LI i1E AND DEATH OF KING JOHN 

The wor1d lo in my debt, 

There is something owing to Plantagenot. 

I, marrie Sir, let me alonc for g&me 

I act some wondoro now 1 know my name, (1) 

The  Life and Death of King John, considered by 

many acholare as ono of Shakespeare's simpleet 

tragedi es, has the charla of relief from strain. 

From the very beginning the plan in important. 

Since time immemorial the poesession of laxad 

has been the most serious problern in Englaud. 

Philip of Franco, with every legal right, 

asked King John for Ireland, Poitiors, Anjou, the 

Turene and the Main in behall of Prince Arthur of 

Plantagenet iho was the son of King John's oidor son 

Geoffrey rho irise time ago paBsed away_ 

The petition was refused by King John. 

The plot of t'As tragedy is based on the crimen 

by which John usurped the throne and kopt it. On 

one sido there was a party formed by King John and 

hin mother Leonor of Aquitaine. On the other sido 

was Constance, the widow of Geoffrey of Plantagenet, 

and hor son Princo Arthur, 
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Among the outstanding characters, besides 

those aiready mentioned, there appears Philip 

FaulconbrídKe the Bastard, who was the son of 

Richard the Ilion Hoarted, brother of Ki.ng john. 

Philip Faulconbrldge row•L'esents the hien of 

action, violent Grid sincre, 	contrast to the 

adolescent and uoak. 	krti3.ar of Bretag e. 

The noble and houourable blood of Richard the 

Lion Hearted runn in the veino 	Babtard. 

Hubert of Bursh, the jniler, .dpleton the tsreup 

of main charactürs qmonln who ale tmTbuleut act_on 

lo o. aywhol of Kijm tführ.?, developb. 	ntH 

of the thirtl)onth 	1, 1 

The dramb 	aeloc 	1:4o% Ant ry 'titoso 

characterü 	 L 	wrat 

dranatie pre 	 in actt 
	

imthetic 

and tragic. Howeverl  when th t cAlaractors and cir- 

cumstances do not agreo with ..113 4poeh in which the 

poet has placed the action, 	I.J.,..treaueea varioua 

elemento in persone who did not 1,hat time; 

and, what lo more, he frequen ly modifies the 

charecter of a real personage, and bes aous on 

a body and soul entirely different from hl° own. 

In the heart of the Middle Ages, in full feudalism 

chivalrous voices resound, and the poet speaks as 

if he himself viere of royal blood, with a thorough 

knowledge of nobility and eapecially royalty. 
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Henry 11, after the defeat in which hie English 

partisana betrayed him, aaked Philip for the names 

of the traitor8. Finding among them the norme of 

his son, John Lhe Landiesa, Henry Plantagenet died 

the ,following day. 

Richard the non Uearted succeeded to the 

throne of hi e father Henry; but when Richard went 

on a crueade with Philip Augustus of France, John 

thg Landle©s made up a diabolical piot in order to 

ascend the throne of his brother. 

Richard died of a cronsbow wound at Chalus 

(Limoges) and, according to his exprese will, John 

becarne king. 

Geoffrey Plantagenet aleo died leaving an 

heir, Arthur of Bretagne, with legitímate rights to 

the throne. 

These are the roote of great suffering which 

the author uses as the powerful motivating force in 

hie tragedy. The cruelty and vice of kinge, in the 

hands of the poet, produce magnificent theatrical 

effecte; and he has left to posterity portraits 

which are sometimes completeiy dlfferent from fact, 

such as the one of Marguerite Wknjou and John the 

Landiese. 

Hypocricy, egotiem and unrestrained ambition 

give vivid hues to thin tragedy. On the other hand ,  
historians and critico who rarely agree regarding 
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John the Landless, are all in harmony as to the 

wickedneso of this king; he was imprudent, impious, 

sacrilegious and capable of any abominable action. 

It will suffice to remember that he ordered the 

rayes of hin nephew, Arthur of Bretagne, to be 

burned out. But scenic effects were more important 

to Shakespeare than accuracy in historical facts. 

The poet follows the royal geneology by an 

elaborate technique which in so clear that it sur_. 

parees history itself. But in regard to facts, he 

modifico them or negiecto them, especially with 

regará to periodo. He mover his characters on the 

checkerboard of time and obtains the moot amazing 

resulto, but with unexpected and ununderstandable 

anachronisms. 

These modificationo, deliberately planned, 

have prevailed over historical truth, which on 

many occasiono seems pale compared to Shakespeare's 

dynamic creation. Despite the fact that the histor-

ical truth in well known, the, dramatic character-

ízations are accepted. 

Shakespeareso historical playa show a thorough 

knowledge of the falso atmosphere of the court, not 

only in England but aleo in Greece, Italy, Gaul and 

Egypt; and aleo of the public and prívate behaviour 

of kings and the poisonous intrigues of courtiers 

who often are more able politically than the 

Itti,91, 
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monarch, who may be weak and ineffective. John 

the Landleas became very attached to Philip of 

Faulconbríde_ the Bautard son of Richard the 

Lion Hearted. This colourful churacter, as he 

appears on the stage is a. happy creation of 

Sha.kespeare t a arte 

John rocognizes Philip Faulconbridge as his 

nephew, admiring his physical resemblance to 

Richard the Lion Hearted. He orders .Philip to 

kneel before him and the Bastard rises, converted 

to a knight, ennobled with the neme of Richard of 

Plantagenet. 

The author brings two terrible women fact to 

Pace in this tragedy, in an unrestrained conf lict 

to secure the throne: Leonore of Aquitaine, widow 

of Henry II and mother of John the Landless, la 

aEainst Constance, widow of Geoffrey of Plantagenet 

and mother of Arthur of Bretagne whose father was 

direct heir to the throne, since he waa the eldeat 

son of Henry II. 

The struggle between these two women threatene 

the downfall of the country. In this case Shake-

apeare te loyal to history: the citizene of Angers 

decide who is to role the country, John the Landles© 

or Arthur of Bretagne. The citizens auggeet the 

marriage of the Dolphin, Louie of France and later 

Louis VIII, with Princesa Blanca de Castilla. This 
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couple, in futuro years, were to be the parente 

of Louis IX, the Saint King named the Angel of 

Peace. This union denies the legitimate hopee 

of Arthur of Bretagne to attain the throne. 

Constance moans in distilled bitterness: 
I I 

...I will instruct my sorrows to be proud; 

For grief is proud and makes his owner atoop. 

To me and to the tate of my great grief 

Let kings ensemble; for my grief's so great 

That no supporter but the huge firm earth 

Can hold it up; here I and sorrows oit; 

Itere is my throne, and kings come bow to it." (2) 

The grotesque figure of Limoge of Austria 

uppears covered with a nonio skin, thue mocking 

Richard the Lion Hearted, which angora Constance 

and infuriates Faulconbridge, who followe hini off 

etage and returne with the Austrian's head. 

Not in vain has Richard the Lion Hearted left 

bis blood in the heart of Richard of Plantagenet, 

who now has avenged his father. 

Constance begins to realizo there i little 

hope for her son's futuro. Arthur je a young boy 

but he is armed by the King of France, who promisee 

him his daughter, Princesa Mary, in marriage. But 

Arthur must first perforen a very difficult task. 

At the head of an army, the young prince is 

to attack and take possession of a castle. The King 
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of France and Conntance, Arthur's mother had a 

political idea behind this historical fact. The 

mother of John the Landless was Arthur's grand- 

mother and she lived in the castle that he was 

to capture. Arthur was by law, heir to the 

throne. 

Bef ore Arthur and his army could take 

possession of Castle Mirabeau, John the Landless, 

by a rapid machination, took the young prince 

prisoner, and no one knows what happened to him. 

Shakespeare was accustomed to combining 

elements from real life with those extracted 

from legend, applying them to obtain scenic 

effects, according to hie needa. The poet de 

signed, againet the ferocity of John the Landless, 

the handsome and naive figure of Arthur, whose 

rirtues are emphasized by the desperate crys of 

his mother who le clamouring .for war: 

Constance (to tymoges) 

War! War, no peacel peace is to me a war. 

01  Lymoges! O, Austria! thou dost chame 

That bloody spoil: thou slave, thou wretch, 

thou cowardl 

Thou little valiant, great in. villanyt 

Thou ever strong upon the stronger sidel 

Thou Fortune's champion, that dost never 

fight 
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But when her humorous ladyship is by 

To teach thoo safetyl thou art perjur'd too, 

And sooth'st.up greatness. Wb.at a fool art 

thou...fi (3) 

The sufforing of Constance risee in the middie 

of the stage like a filme, her voice contracting 

convuleively in bitter reproach for Arthur's death. 

It is impossibie to conceive of lamentation more 

mournful than that which springs up in the center 

of the action: ©he le deprived of a son, niready 

killed, and a throne 	vanished with him. 

When Cardinal Pandulf tries to comfort her 

she rejects his sympathy with poisonous irony: 

Conetance 

Thou art not holy to bolle me no; 

I am not mad; t' As hala. I toar is mine; 

My neme is Conetance; I wan Geoffreyie wife; 

Young Arthur is my son, and he is lostt 

I am not mad; 1 would to heaven I werel 

For then 'tía like 1 should forget myself; 

01 if I could, wbat grief should I forget. 

Preach some philosophy to make me mad, 

And thou shalt be canoniz'd, cardinal. 

Por being not mad but sensible of grief, 

My reasonable parí produces reaeon 

How I may be deliver'd of these woes, 

And teaches me to kill or hang myself; 
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If I were mad, I ahould forget my son, 

Or madly think a babe of cloutn were he. 

am not mad; too well, too well 1 feel 

The different plague of each calamity. (4) 

According to history Arthur of Bretagne dis- 

appeared, but Shakespeare creates a miracle in his 

tragedy: Hubert of Burgh, the ,jailor, who was 

supposed to burn Arthur'a oyes out and later kin 

him, was feoling sick and young Arthur, with his 

gentlo aoul, took caroof him. So Hubert, in a 

tender scene, was touched by a deep feeling of 

humanity and Christian piety, in Chis "bloody" 

Shakespearean tragedy, and does not blind the lad 

nor kill him. 

According to the poet, Arthur falle from a 

high wall and la killed while trying to escape from 

prison. History says that Arthur's death was due to 

John, but in the tragedy John repente of his wicked- 

ness and criminal actiona. 

Variety and contrast in attitudee and actions, 

all, moved by paesion, show the great technical 

ability of the author in these hiotorical tragedies. 

The Bastard (Act III,Sc. III) dieploys a. 

opirituality contrary to what might be expected of 

him: in epite of his loyalty to the king, he re- 

proaches him, in a scene similar to that between 

Antonio and Brutue after Caesar's death: 
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Pastard 

Go, bear him in thine arras. 

1 am amazed, methinks, and lost my way 

Amony the thorns and dangers of this world. 

How easy dost thou take all England upi 

Frorn forth this morsel of dead royalty, 

The life, the right and truth of all this 

realm 

is fied to heaven; and England now is left 

To tug and scamble and parí by the teeth 

The unowed interest of proud-swelling state. 

Now for the bare-picked bone of majesty 

Doth dogged war bristle his angry crest 

And snarleth in the gently eyes of peace; 

Now powers from home and discontenta at home 

Meet in one line: and vast confusion waits 

As doth a rayen on a sick-fall'n beaat, 

The imminent decay of wrested pomp. 

Now happy he whose cloack and cincture can 

Hold out this tempest. Bear away that child 

And follow with apeed: 	to the king: 

A thousand business are brief in hand 

And heaven itself doth frown upon the land. (5) 

After Arthur's death in the tragedy, John the 

Landless is no longer a pero, erren for Faulconbridge. 

Shakespeare pours over the tragic horror a poetic 

elixir which has crystallized history into a 
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maeterpiece of poetry; fable and myth are satirLzed 

and under the light of creativo and poetic imagina- 

tion, everything recovers a new lite, a new action, 

motion, spirit, essence, and a rhythmical exprese:Ion. 

The poet's divina creativo npark shines from a 

single facet in hin dramatir;. poetry. He lamente 

tenderly through the heart of a child, Arthur of 

Bretagne. 

Shakespeare had left hie homo town when hin 

son Hammet was two yeare old and returned ten years 

later when the child died at twelve years of age. 

Thus hin delicate sennitivity was twisted by pain 

to its very rootn junt a short time before writing 

The Life and Death of King John; he uses the ac 

customed technique to resolve a acenic problem by 

making Arthur appear as Hammet, instead of the oidor 

youth that he really was. 

The soul of the child le a jewel containing 

all virtues. He is a character created with in- 

finito tendernene, a serene soul oven when facing 

the greatest disaster. 

Arthur usually obtained what he needed by hin 

gentle mood, in an atrnosphere of sweetness and 

suffering, for he was created out of the poetie 

heart, trembling with pein for hin own son Hammet. 

When Arthur knowe that he Je about to die, he 

addreenee his mother, with a placid countenance: 
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I do beseech you, mad am, be content... (6) 

Pain, cruelty and the most tender feelings of 

the author for his dead Hammet, are expressed in 

the despair of Constance; her heart melte with 

love for her boy, combined with bitterness and 

fury and envy, an effervescence in the mind, the 

heart and the soul of the poet's creation, and 

gives origin to this tremendous tragedy. 

The characters of Cervantes do not exhibit 

these characteristice in bis dramatic works. 

liowever, in The Siege of Numancia, with its power- 

ful dramatic technique, we find not only the most 

exquisito poetry, but all the burning passione 

that the human heart can shelter, and a sublime 

patriotism at the clímax, which loada to the un- 

usual ending. 

va r- 



TIE; TRAGr,bY GF KING RiChARD 11 

l':ven when Shakespeare was youw, he 

hated the cruelty of ambition and the 

ferocity of war, as much as he loved 

all the rites of royal courtesy. 

Similar tendencien must be assurned 

from the study of Kind Richard 11 of. 

Shakespeare, a work which in some 

aspects constituteu bis most im-

portant histories] creation. " (1) 

In this extraordinary tragedy Shakespeare 

fimers all, the strinvjs of the human heart. He 

first raises Richard of York to the hiAest summits 

of pride in all his royal prerw.atives. 

Later, crime and the resultinv despair convine° 

the king of hi.s powerlensness; when he becomes fuily 

conscious of his impotence, he feels obliged to 

abdicate. 

But he does not.  easily transfer the crown; the 

soul hesitates, and only later does he yield, 

convinced of his inability to rulo. 

The philosophical moditations of the author are 

elearly felt in Richard's attitudes and psychological 
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states, just as they were felt in Hamlet's 

irresolution. The disaster is expressed in the 

impressive soiiloquy of Richard in Act V when he 

finds h:imself abandoned by all, altenated from 

every kind of love and tenderness, hurí by 

solitude; in his disillusionment he oven despairs 

of music, thouh later he considere music as the 

purest manifestation of affection. Indeed, it is 

affection that he holds in the hiplest esteem. 

All the poetical capabilities of the author 

appear in Chis tramedy: by means of poetry he 

analyzes, in their essence, the deepest caverns 

of the human soul with the greatest ease and 

faithfulness; at other times, he raises beauty to 

sublime and lofty hei4ts, perfect kindness to its 

ultimate limits, and virtue becomes a marvel of 

the human soul. 

The tragedy of Richard II embraces the last two 

years of his reign, from 1398 to 1400. These two 

years, marking the passsge from one century to the 

next, siso coincide chronolopsically with an im-

portant period of transition in many European 

countries. Feudalism was in its death arony as it 

faced the important ch'nges and broad consequences 

that the Renaissance was bringing to occidental 

Europe. 

Echoes of medieval chivairous voices still 
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resounded and heraidry with i. t; arras and emblems 

still strufwled arlinst the insatiable nmbition to 

possess the laud. 

Despotism and erro ;unce was the mark of the 

nobility, and the cruelty of kínrs to reach the 

throne resulted in extraordinary contests. Such 

were the characteristics of the period. 

Usin r as pretext a violent duel between two 

noblemen, Richard. Lord of Hereford, assumed the 

power and wealth of the Lancastrian dynasty, the 

most famous and brilliant of all the Enpaish 

dynasties. 

The poet weaves a rich fabric from the various 

elernents and, with the golden mantle of poetry, 

produces an extraordinary work. He follows the 

sarne technical and stylistic procedure which was to 

load to perfection in his later and more convention-

al hietorical adaptatione; he employs anachronism, 

whenever it la necessary to achieve his rnost 

dramatic impressions, either by the ínvention of 

characters, or by distorting important events. But 

we always find that royal blood is spilled, which 

suggests the immense accumulated suffering in the 

soul of the I3ard. 

Though this tragedy is connected with history, 

the poet has been callad as "ignorant" as a 
(2) 

"prentice," and still is considered by soma eminent 

• 
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writers ns the cruel and "bloody" Shakespeare. 

However, in his tremendous suffering he was 

carvínv out his immortality in a work of unsur- 

passable beauty. 

Richard is one or the persona ;es in the 

feudal epic of the Lancastere; he was the son of 

the Bleck Prince of Wales who was eldest son of 

Edward III; the Black Prince died before his 

father, Edward, and Richard ascended the throne 

of EnEland. 

In this hazardous epoch, when Richard was a 

younír boy, there was the heresy of Wycliffe. John 

Huss was another dissenter with the same views as 

kat Tyler who had provoked a rebellion, and both 

produced a veritable chaos. 

Richard II married Ann, Princess of Bohemia, 

and when she died he married Isabel de Valois, 

Princess of France and daughter of Charles VI. 

The unpopularity of the king increased when 

hís uncle, the Duke of Gloucester, showed himself 

openly opposed to his royal nephew; later Gloucester 

was accused of treason and dieappeared, probably 

murdered by his nephew, King Richard. 

Under these circumstances Bolimbroke, son of 

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster and causin of 

Richard, became a threat to the monarch. In arder 

to free himself from this danger, the king exiled 
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H,olimbroke and nnother nobleman,'and dnríni7 

BolimProke's absence, Richard npproprinted rnoney 

from the treasury oí Henry of Uereford (BoAmhroke) 

to support the war ai):ninst Ireland. 

;#:eanwhile, with Bolimbroke exiled, his father 

john of Gaunt, uncle of Richard, was dístrawht. 

Richt-1rd vísits him and treats him most eruelly. 

Both Richard and Bolimbroke were -andsons or 

the p:reat Edward III. When Richard usurped the 

throne, all the apocalyptic ruries of York and 

Luneaster were unleasbed, which resulted in the 

War of the Roses. 

Bolimbroke enjoyed tremendous symputhy and 

popularity when he cnme back from exile to oman-

lze sn arrny, which terrifjed Yorkshíre. 

caupht off balance by the unexpected events, found 

h imself without protection and abdIcated in faveur 

of Bolimbroke, who recame Henry IV. 

Richard was taken prisoner and sent to the 

castie of Fomfret, where he was assassinated. 

The poetical presentation of this historical 

tralsedy is truly extraordinary. 

The Traweqy of Kin, ilichurd I wns probnbly 

written in 1595 and revistered in 1596; the main 

sources were the well known chronicle of Holinshed, 

which Meres mentions in his Palladis Tamia, pub-

lished in 1598, and it is also supposed that 
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Ghakespeare had recourse to the Annals  of Sloeve, 

a very oid chronicle of London in the fifteenth 

century; he also consulted Hall as well as the 

chronicle of Robert; Fabyun, Sheriff of London in 

Apparently, the tragedy of Richard II has no 

definitely known orimin; the quality of Lhe work 

shows the hiOest literary values and the abundance 

of lyrical monologue is truly remarkable, surpassin 

every other extant poetical work of the Bard and 

servinfr as a model for its author, since some critico 

mention it in the Diary of Forman. 

"lt is probable that the cid drama presented 

lac,lard as even more wicked and falsa than 

:Shakespeare portrays him. Wc know that in Confessio 

Amantis, by i;ower, the noet renounces his loyalty to 

1<ichard, for he struck out the dedication of this 

roen to Kinm Henry. Also, William Lanyland, the 

nuthor of Vision of 	Plowlman, escaped from 

Richard at the last moment, takinm advantame of his 

destitution as a suKmestion to the badly advised 

youth. Consequentiy ore can suppose that tradition 

showed Richard as a lidie criminal, in whose wcakness 

only crime thrived." (3) 

Shakespeare follows tradition as well as 

historical sources. Occasionally he modifies facts, 

even the most fundamental and ah l important ones, 
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such as consideri.nir Richard as the assassin of 

Gloucester which is not round in the Chroniele o 

Holinshed ; but in the tralsedy Gaunt aceuses the 	 4 

kinp.  of havintr perpetrated this erime. 

All impressions produced on the audience come 

from delicate threads rnan :ipuiated by the Ciwers of 

the poet. 

DurinF the royal vistt to John of .1aunt, Duke 

of Lancaster, who was in aRony and dyinfY, the king 

was extraordinarlly vilo and unT,odly to his uncle: 

O, had thy fryand sire with a prophet's oye 

Seen how his son's should destroy bis son:, 

From forth thy reaeh he would have 1aid 

thy sharne. 

Deposin!:: thee befare thou were possess'd 

Which art possess'd now to depose thyself, 

Why, cousin wert thou reRent of the world, 

It were a sh.ame to let this land by lease; 

But for thy world enjoyinc but , bis land 

1t is nor more than shame it so? 

Landlord of Entgand are thou now, not 

Thy state of law is hondslave to the law; 

and thou 

11,- Richard.  

u 
A lunatic lean-witted fool, 

Fresumin on an 1e's orivilee, 

Darest with thy frozen admonit-  on 
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:)ale our check, ch8sinc7 the royal biood 

With fury from his native residence. 

Now, by my seat's riht royal majesty, 

Were t;hou not broth.e.r to n'eat Edward's son, 

This tonue that runs so roundly in thy head 

Should run thy head from thy unreverent 

shoulders." (9). 

But later on, the post; awakens in his audience 

a certain sympathy towards Richard, quite opposed to 

the feelíns previously aroused against the king, 

espeeially before the dying John of. Gaunt;, who was 

justly exasperated by the unfair appropriation of 

Bólimbroke's resourees. 

In Che first part of the traEedy the description 

of the kíng's passion rouses tremendous indignation, 

but in the second half the horror disappears. 

The author appeals to the heart of his audience 

for a feelirw of pity and merey towards Richard, 

who falls helpless under the actuaiity of his crimes, 

into the darkness of death. 

In Acta I1 I, Se. IV when the queen, upset because 

of' her self-imposed silence, talks to the f?f,ardener 

of the palace and he tells her that the king has 

heen overthrown, she fijes int() a rage and refuses to 

believe hím. 

The author's style of expression, despite its 

violence, is entirely poetic. Within the total 
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unity which 

seenes, one 

trmedy demands we find, amonfr other 

in which Bolimbroke ironically kneels, 

in cruel mockery, before the fallen. Richard who is 

now a prisoner. Richard, overthrown, exelaíms: 

...Come clown? 

Down court! Down, kiw7! 

For nif.ht-owls shriek where mountain larks 

should sing. 0(6) 

A bitter dialogue pours forth from the humil- 

iated and vanquished York; Lancaster bows mockin;ly 

to Richard in a manner usuaily reserved for crowned 

heada. Thus the laws of M'e are acted out by 

human beinRs, but it is Tallon's law of "An eye 

for an oye, and a tooth for a tooth." 

Shakespeare leads Richard over a thorny path 

to even worse misfortunes which are awaiting him. 

In London Richard is led through a street to the 

Tower, where the queen is waiting to see her husband 

for the last time, now despoiled of pride and 

confidence. Richard, on seeing his wife, addresses 

her; he suggests that she go to France to tell the 

sad tale on winter nights and "send her listeners 

weepinc to their beds..." 

It le hand to believe that Shakespeare would 

rush into a historical traRedy such as this without 

having a definitely preconcetved plan, as some critics 

seem to believe. From the middle of the tragedy on, 
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as it approaches the climax, the dramatist is 

43l3yinr with the reelinrrs or his audience. 

The critic, researcher, scholar niay be able 

to analyze the technícal procedure. But the 

spectator, who iack.s oreparation and the intention 

(pf Lhe critic, will allow the writer to lead his 

emotions; later, perhaps, he may consider the 

struct.ure of the work, analyze the development of 

the characters, but his purpose will always be a 

different one. 

In the witty handlim 	passions, throuu,h all 

of nature's ups and downs in happiness and mis-

fortune where life mover men like sad puppets, the 

Bard has moved his characters to reach the artistic 

and poetic effect at which he aims. 

The technical action of Richard II devel.oped 

the author's great ability, which he demonstrates 

in the next dramas of Henry IV, in which Falstaff 

appears as one of the first comic characters in 

universal literature. 

'In the life of the Prince o :iales, la ter Henry V'  

,ere see a change from one traíTedy to the next, mirror-

inJ the sane character development observed in 

Picard 	but on an ascending scale. And Last 

cor,es the sad and decadent creation of Henry VI, with 

vlom the dynasty of Lancaster comes to an end. 

Ghakespeare, with his extruordinary creative 
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power, moves the soul of: Richard II in such a way 

that it reflects automatically on the audience; 

the soul of the kinfr, as showri on the stafre, is 

entirely the poet's own creation. Richard entes 

out with deep emotion Lo his country, and salutes 

her with the deepest reelíms of respecta and con- 

fidence; or with a proround disillusionment, 

accordinf- to the psycolorJ;leal conditions of the 

scene. 

At times he blesses heaven because of the 

protection showered on his divine rirOts, and in 

the end, when everythinu is iost, his soul sinks 

into an abyss of failure and despair. 

Bolimbroke is not a phantom faciniT Richard; he 

is like the latter, a prince of noble blood; he has 

the same legal rights as heir to the throne of 

England as Richard. 

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster and Bolimbroke's 

father, and Richard's father the Black Prince, viere 

both sons of the p:reat Edward III; this relationship 

was the reason for Bolimbroke's opposition to Richards 

While Richard descended the steps of failure 

cursing Lis partisans who chaimjed to the winninr, 

sido, Bolimbroke founded the rnost brilliant Ent?;lish 

dynast. 

The poet takes advantae of the historical 

situation in this way: while Richard held the 
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scepter 	pride resulted in darkness.over his 

world ; now, with most of.' his fgliowers dead, bis 

laments pour forth for he knows that he has lost 

everythin,-. 

AL Chis point i.t is appropriate to mention a 

theory of 	Thomas 	 who expresnes what 

rnany ot;her critics have surmised but could not 

prove: namely, that Shakespeare was passing 

throul7h a very special state of mind when he wrote 

this traíredy. 

The drama rises for the last time with a 

patheti.c soli_loquy of Richard while prisoner in 

the tower of Pomfret Castle. 

A little later Exton strikes the king, who 

says: 

Richard  

II That hand shall burn in never-quenching fire 

That staggers thus my person. Exton, thy 

fierce hand 

Hath with the king's blood stain'd the kinE's 

own land. 

Mount, mount, ¡ny soul! Thy seat is up on high; 

Whilst my cross flesh sinks downward hure 

to die." 

When Exton took Richard's body to Bolimbroke, 

the latter did not approve of the murder, in spite of 

Lxton's defense: 
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BolinOroke 

Exton, 1 thank thee not; for thou hast 

wrought 
41 

A deed of slander with thy fatal hand. 

Upan my head and all Chis famous land. 

Exton 

ron your own mouth my lord , d id 	this 

deed. 

BolinOroke 

They lave not poison that do poison need 

Nor do 1 thee : Thou,:h 1 díd wi.sh him ded. 

1 bate the murderer, love him murdered. 

The vuilt of conscience Cake thou for thy 

labour, 

But neither my ,tood word nor princely 

favour: 

4ith Caín -o wander throuKh shades of nicht 

And never show thy head by day nor light. (7) 



THE, VIRST  PART OF KING HENRY IV 

It wac impossible to have peace within the 

flamee of war, in spite of the efforts mide by 

Henry IV, who had ueurped the throne. 

Kinm Henry IV  consiste of two parta; the 

action starts in an atmosphere of chivalry and 

war in the First Part, and continuea in the 

Second Part. Both parts are concerned with 

establishment of the hegemony of the house of 

Lancaster. 

The strong partisana who had helped Henry IV 

risa to the throne were the sanee who could over- 

throw 	Thomas Percy Count of Worcester, his 

son Harry Percy Earl of Northumberland, and °there. 

From the beginning of the drama the conflict 

is clearly stated, with Harry Percy or Hotapur, 

the most noble and valiant sword of England, in 

opposition to the Prince of Wales, later Henry V, 

whose rebellious and effeminate nature round 

entertainment among bandits and highwaymen. 

The virtues of young Hotspur viere so appeal- 

ing to Henry IV, that he would have liked to find 

them in lila own son, the Prince of Wales. 

In 1402, when both young men were returning 

from the battie of Holmedon, Hotapur informed 
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the king of certain attitudes of the, Prince of 

Vales which he did not consider patriotic. 

Young Hotspur was the hero of Holmedon, in the 

war which had begun two years before against 

the Scots. 

The name of Percy belonged to feudal lords 

with possessions in the north, bordering on the 

fiefs of Scotland. He and his followers had 

fought courageously to win in Holmedon and the 

booty was rich; there were five noble prisoners 

who, according to medieval law, could pay a high 

ransom. 

The prince had asked Percy for the prisoners, 

and Percy went to the king to complain of hin son. 

Though he did not mention the prince by name, the 

description was olear: 

Hotspur: 

My llego, 1 did deny no prisoners; 

But 1 remember, when the right was done, 

When 1 was dry with rapo and extniwe ton., 

Breathless and faint, ,leaning upon my sword, 

Carne thGre a certain lord, neat, and trimly 

dress'd, 

Fresh as a bridegroom; and his chip, new reap'd, 

Show'd like a stubble 	land at harveut horno; 

He was perfumad like a milliner; 

And 'twix'd hin finger and his thumb he held 
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A pouncet 	box, which ever and anon 

He _,,ave bis nose and took't away again; 

ribo therewith angry, when it next carne there, 

Took it It snuff; and st;ili he smilid and 

talk'd, 

And as the soldiers bore dead bodies by, 

He call'd them untatmht knaves, unmannerly, 

To brilw a slovenly unhandsome corpse 

Betwixt the wind and his nobility. 

With many holiday and lady terms 

He question'd me; among the rest, demanded 

My prisoners in your majesty's behalf. 

1 then, all smarting with my wounds being cold, 

To be so pest;er'd with a popinjay, 

Out of my grief and my irnpatience, 

Answer'd ne;1ectingiy, 1 know not what, 

He should, or he should not; for he madre me mad 

To see him shine so brisk and smell so sweet 

And talk so Like a waiting-gentlewoman 

or rIns, and drums, and wounds...(1). 

lercy's accusation roused the kíns, especially 

beca use amonF the prisoners was Edmond Mortimer, 

Earl of kerch and brother-in-law of Harry Percy. 

He was Henry IV's greatest enemy because of his legal 

right to the throne through the maternal line; also, 

Richard 11 had declared him "the prince closest Lo 
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bis own blood" and consequently heir to the throne. 

Hotspur was opposed to the roysl order to free 

the prisoners, and risked hía 1.i.fe in this cause. 

But when the violence wus over, remembering the 

advice of his une i.e Worcester, he decided to free 

the prisoners. Later he would Joh' Mortimer and 

Glendower in Scotland, raise an army and, with the 

house of York, they would fase Henry IV. 

This dramatic piece, written in a medieval 

atmosphere of chivalry, ia brilliantly ornamentad 

with the character of Sir John Falstaff, wbo is 

unequaled in all líterature. 

Falstaff was the close friend of the Lrince of 

Wales and alao a group of robhers and highwaymen, 

han¿1‘3d together to steal the kingis money. On one 

oecasion, atter the prince, Faistaff and othor bandits 

had curried out un ambush, the prince and Poins went 

off by themselvos put mi maska and robhed th.e rest 

of the bandíts at the moment they viere distributing 

the booty. 

Falstaff and the thieves fied, abandoning every-

thinp-,, while theír masked friends (.the prince and 

Poins) took posee 	uf it; 

T - ter, at Mistress rtuickly's tavern in Eastcheap, ¿ 

the thieves toid the prince and Poins about "the 

fierce battie they hacl against one hundred bandits," 

all of thern masked. 

rr4114111:4117.5*.41" 
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The prince confe sed his part in the assault 

andFalstaff laughingly replied that he had 

recognized him but since he was he rir to the 

throne he did not want to kill him. 

Next day, the prince has to tell his father 

about bis behaviour of the preceding day. He 

goes throuph a short farce with Falstsff imper-

sonating the king, and questioning the prince about 

his adventures; in a second recital, the prince 

takes the part of the ki.n{_r and Falstaf .f imper-

sonates the prince, which shows the brilliant 

capability of the author. 

To balance Falstaff's ludicrous action in the 

drama, there comes a conspirecy formed by Hotspur 

in the north, with hin uncies the Duke of York, 

Owen Glendower, Mortimer, Douglas and others. 

The king receives news of the conspíracy and 

prepares his army for defense. 

Up to now, all the belittling descriptions of 

the Prince of 'Vales 	rLdiculous and derogatory as 

they are - constitute only an introduction to hin 

future life of great and heroic deeds in peace and 

arar, in which he will be raised to the 1.7eatest 

he ightn. 

.Before starting the campain in Scotland, 

Henry IV complains to hin son of his lack of 

discretion, and the prince m'omisos to be more 

prudent. 

?11141"' 
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Shakespeare's technique in thís drama is to 

- 

benn with the I3attle of Holmedon, in which the 

rrince of Walos is a ridiculous puppet and Hotspur 

a p‘cat heno of the battle. 

ThrouRhout Henry IV heroic deeds alternate 

with candeal scenen in which repeated bursts of 

laughter contrast with actions of war. 

On the highway to Coventry, Falstaff tells 

his friende how he stole the king's money to 

recrult and equip an army of boggars, who appeared 

on the battlefield. 

On the opposite sida, Hotspur, Shrewsbury, 

Worcester, Douglas, Vernon and others are pre-

pared to _right, when Blunt suddenly appears wíth 

an offer to neotiate peace. 

Hotspur reproaches the long, for his lack of 

honesty in carrying out his promises, for his 

pride and bate, and for the murder of Richard. 

The Archbishop of York explains that many 

brave Wnights are against the king; but in the 

king's party are his two sons, the Prince of 'bales 

and John of Lancaster, Westmoreland, Blunt, and 

others. 

Since his offer of peace was not accepted, 

the king accuses Percy of defamation. 

From thi.s point on, the poet begina to build 

up the 1-rince of Tales, who offers to right alone 

Y 
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at ninst Harry-  Percy, the most valiant sword of 

EnKland, in order to avoid spilling more blood. 

The two armieg apnroach each other. In the kin¡?-,'s 

party there ale several knir,hts dressed in armour 

exaetly the sato as King Henry. One of these, 

Blunt, fallo at the very beginninF; Prince John 

fights valiantly; the king and the Prince of 3ales 

entes Int° the conflict. 

Most of the knights with armour similar to 

Henry's have fallen. Doumlas attacks the king 

ferociously and the prince caves his fnlher's life 

and then enters into a fierce strugrle with Hotspur, 

who falls dead; Falstaff, attaeked by Dou4as, 

pretende to be killed, and falls near lierey's dead 

body. 

After the tattle, Falstaff, with renewed 

strength and vigour, N94et—,73„.1rey's body to the 

prince and asks a reward, elaiminm that he killed 

Hotspur during; the batt;le. The 1rinee of Wnles 

correcta Chis misstatement. 

There is a definite vietory, for the side of 

Henry IV. The prisoners are brought into hila 

presence and the valiant Doumlas is Rimen freedom 

without paying ransom. 

The king divides hita army into two parts: 

one headed by Prince John g,oes to York aRainst 

Northumberland; the other, led by the Prinee cC 

Mi  ar  ~1.-y1WV, 
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4n  les, goes to Wales aBainst Glendower and the 

Earl of Mar eh,in order to put an end to the 

rebellion. 

The First Part of 	 ends with thia 

victory; and the Prince of Wales is on a path 

toward perfeetion, having acquired the virtues 

of a heno. 



TflE 34.;CUND PART  OF  KING WRY IV 

Shakespeare sublimates the actions of the 

Prinee of Wales by every means possible. Having 

saved the life of Henry IV, the prinee is no 

longer a lieentious young man, sunken in the 

perversities and vises of misled youth. He has 

vanquished Hotspur, mirror of all virtue and 

chivalrous 

of battie. 

drama, the 

honour, in honest eombat on the field 

In the period covered by this second 

prinee has compietely reRenerated 

hímself; he has acquired the noble virtues of a 

kniKht errant, as displayed by courage in eombat, 

surpassing the best and most valiant knightc. 

From this point on, the eharacter. of the 

1-rince of Wales develops rapidly until it reaches 

a sublime apotheosis that prepares him to appear 

in the uext drama as Henry V,' glorified as the 

eulmination of the Laneastrian dynasty in the 

victorious battle of Agineourt. 

Palstaff, a most humourous and colourful 

scoundrel and close friend to the Prince of Wales 

during the prince's younger days, continues to be 

a source of laughter, not only because of his laek 

of seriousness in the most pathetic moments, but 
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even when facing diahonour or death. 

Falstaff, at this time, is a man who has 

passed sixty years of aire and his main interest 

is gluttony. He enjoye the finest foods and the 

heavy wi.ne of the Canaries, where he would like 

to be shipwrecked if possible. 

Falstaff has no definite qualities nor does 

he speak an honest word. He uses his intimacy 

with the prince to enjoy vise at the latter's 

expense. As a dramatic character, he made such 

a deep impression on the audience that ¿Iteen 

Elizaheth asked the dramatist to bring him :Lnto 

some of his other works. 

is presented again in The Merry Wives of 

4indsor, one of Shakespeare's rnost pleasing and 

successful comedles. Here Falstaff makes lovo to 

the younR newly-married and virtuous ladies of 

Windsor, and becomes the main focus for laughter. 

In the Second Fart of Henry IV  the principal 

intention of the author is to glorify Enírland, 

to enlarge her fiefs in Scotland and keep her 

territory on the continente The Prince of Wules 

and his brother, John of Lancaster, share in this 

ide/ ;lnd general trend, for John is another example 

of probity and courage. !3oth were keenly aware of 

their father's method of acquiring the throne from 

Richard II: first usurpation, then assassination 

• • 	. 
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and promotion o a war to put down the rehellion 

against him. 

Generally, Shakespeare's greatest characters 

show tremendous moral qualitica and usually, like 

Othello and Cresside v  tbey pass from welldoinp to 

evil behaviour, and not the opposite as Henry of 

Monmouth. 

We know, according, to history, that the Prince 

of Wales une unpr udiced and not reeponsible for 

the state of public affaire, but he was impatient 

to rule. During bis father'e lifetime he was the 

head of a political party oppoaed to the king's 

purposee. In this opposition party, the death of 

Harry Percy by the pr:1:nce's own hands, was con-

sidered a great misfortune. 

Meanwbile, Falataff comes and goen along the 

etreets of London, dreesed for battle. He has a 

pago but no money. Ora this occasion the king ordere 

him to accompany Prince John of Lancaster to put 

down a rebellion which has started in the north, 

instead of going with the Prince of Balee. 

BalancinR, the evento of war are scenes in 

which Mistrese Quickly accuees Palstaff of unpaid 

debts in her tavern, ea well as not living up to higa 

promisee of marriage. But in Espite of everything, 

Falataff continuee to consume the beet the tavern 

has to offer. 
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At this time Henry IV falla seriously 

which saddens the Prince of Wales. 

Already the poet has prepared us for the 

eulminating aetion of the next drama; but mean- 

while, Palstaff continues to enliven the present 

with his special brand of salt and pepper. 

The prince comes to the tavern once more, 

with a friend, to play a joke on Falstaff. This 

scene Ukct II, Se. 4) is extraordinary because of 

the alteruation of bold and impudent ribaldry with 

delicate mythologicai referentes and snatches of 

conversation within a fraternity of rogues. It 

carries an intoxication of the lower passions of 

lieentious youth. 

The prince and Poins, disguísed as young 

people, enjoy therneelves; but eoon they abandon the 

tavern and return to the king. 

After a fortnight of sickness, the king again 

plana to visit the Holy Land, as he had intended to 

do eight years bofore, when he overthrew Riehard II. 

There is an abundant play on urda in this act, 

as is usual in all of Shakespeare's writing, and 

the narres given charactera at the tavern have a 

double meaning. Theae former friendo of Falstaff, 

who is now a ridiculoua old man, had not secan him 

sínce their younger daya when he was a page of 

Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk. 

WYMM 
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The action of the drama returns to •the 

abmosphere of war in which every man must be 

ready to be recruited. 

Then peace comes once more, with an agree- 

ment between John of Lancaster and the Archbishop 

of York; the chiefs drink and embrace each other 

happily in celebration. But Frince John does not 

keep his word and orders the army to return and 

take the chiefs prisoner. He then forces them to 

march in single file before the troopn, as punish- 

ment for their treason and sedítion. 

Comic scenes and martial scenes alternate 

constantly. Falataff Cakes several prisoners from 

the enemy linos and asks Prince John for a big 

feast in honour of his deeds. 

Meanwhile, the king continuos seriously 

He recommends that his sons, Humphrey of Gloucester 

and Thomas Clarence, treat the Prince of Wales with 

understanding and affection; and he is deeply 

saddened when he receives word of the princeia 

return to his diereputable behaviour. 

Undoubtedly the author is showing, by thís 

lacé of stability in the actiona of the Prince of 

Wales, that perfection can only renult from great 

and continuous effort, and not from sudden charge. 

Near the end of the drama, the king auffers 

an apoplectic atroke. As he grows weaker he wanta 



to listen to music and asila for his crown. The 

musicians, playin in the next room, hear Prince 

Henry soliloquize. PlacirT the crown on hin head, 

he entera hin father's chambera and, in front of 

him, tnaken a solemn promise to honour the Crown 

of EnFland. 

The 	askn to be moved to Jerunalem Hall, 

where he expires; the princes show their norrow, 

while in another hall, Falstaff in promising the 

bont posts to hin friends. 

The coronation of Henry V taken place a short 

time later. Falstaff and hís friends acclaim him, 

but he írnores them. 

In the atmosphere floats a presentiment that 

English andes will soon o to France. 

A boy dancer clases the drama by announcing 

that Falstaff will appear in another dramatic work 

in the near futuro. 
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THE LIFE OF KING  HENRY! 

This extraordinary work of Shakespeare begins 

with a chorue. lt announces that everything is 

insignificant compartid with the glorious mag- 

nificence of which the author le about to sing. 

Therefore, the audience is asked to muitiply, 

by imagination, everythinq that it will see: 

men, horses and distancee over which the great 

and heroic deede will Cake place. 

The portrayal by Shakespeare of the Prince of. 

Wales In the two parte of Heuy IV, ís merely an 

introduction to the apotheoeis of the new king as 

he appears in thís masterpiece. There Je an 

imítation of the Greek tragedy ,with the prominont 

place given to the chorue, as well as the tran- 

scendental subject of which it treats. 

The Swan dramatícally and eloquently lamenta 

hie lacé of genius to sing adequateiy of the 

dignity and epiendour as well as the heroic deeds 

of Henry V. He hopea that hie audience, 'iith their 

superb imagination, will comprehend the immensity 

of the action which vibratet in the noble volees of 

the chorue at the beginning of every act, as it tells 

the main points of the plot. 

Rqt 
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The conflíct le etated at the very , beginning. 

The Biehop of Canterbury explaine the situation to 

the Binhop of 	ovar aince the eleventh year 

of Henry IV'e reiRn, there hae exinted an objection-

able project of inflicting heavy taxation on the 

Catholic Church, for the beneflt of the State. 

Lands belowing to the Church would be expropriated; 

there would be a high tribute paid to the king in 

the forro of fifteen carie, oree thousand five hundred 

hornee and eix thousand two hundred of the best 

horsemen, all for the benefit of the public. 

Houever, hopo now burras brightly for the church 

dignitaries, becauue Henry has undergone a chango of 

heart and now wiehea only the 'Jun, for the Catholic 

Church. At thin pc)int Shakeepeare pauses to eulogize 

most eioquently the king'ri character. The post is 

now carving a eaint, with a aoul poseessed of all 

virtues in the hl hest degree, and a windom usually 

round onl.y in divinity. 

The dramatiet uses poetic elemento inaplred, in 

thim case, by the marveloun flowering of the Lancaater 

dynaoty; he glorifies it on the wins of poetic 

nplendour and imegination. Historian!) admtt that 

raen 	V was te tter than hita father, end that the 

kingdom did not decay, as with Henry VI; but thoy 

alBo Hhow clearly that the deedo at Agincourt viere 

1( 
	

the eropee thqt Shakeapeare paints. 
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"The internal unity of the Lancaatrian epic 

poem," saya the acholar Señor Don Rafael Balleoer 

Escalas, "is indisputable, especially !lance it does 

not vary as much an Shakespeare's other works, from 

the dates unually given by scholars. The variation 

is reaily very small. The daten do not go further 

than  from 156 (whích is the latest date accopted by 

Furnivail) to 15j9 (which, according to modem 

research, was the date in which julius Caesar ao 

well as The thlerIx:Wives of Windsor wero produced, 

and in the next year, Hamlet). There could be no 

greater difference than existe betwocn these works. 

But why does thio nurprioe ue? Have we not seen 

Shakespeare J01111.1115, with a single strohe of Ido 

brush, the poetic, the proeaic, the humorous, in a 

book of Inight-errantry?" (1) 

"The drama 12.112  V was probably written in 1598 

or 1599. Scholars have assigned this date becauae 

the choreo in Act V alludes to the "triumphant" 

expedition of the Earl of Essex to Ireland; the die-

astrous return from this expedition took place on 

the 28th of Septembor 1599. Shakespeare's praíse of 

Eoeex la excessíve, and perhapa (according to ono 

unknown writer) it la ironical." 

After discussing"Henry V Wnd 'bsulius Caesar,' the 

poet saya: 

ma ng, 	nuwamg 
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As, by a lower but loving likelihood, 

Re re now the general of our F7acious empresa, 

as in good time, he may,  from Ireland comíng, 

Bringing rebellion broaehed on hís sword..» 

Shakespeare vives this work the characteristice 

of an old metr.tcal romance, but with many historical 

detalla; referrirw, to the arrival of the Great Turk 

in Constantinople, he brinRs him there In 1419 or 

1420, whereas history fixes the date as 1453. 

"Por some unexplainable reason, the poet who 

ha3 flattered the Lancasters more than queen 

Plizsbeth of Ent land, makes no effort to be silent 

about the tilliness of events.” 

Shaizespeare raises Henry from the mire in 

which he w::is sunk as Prince of Wales, tú the level 

of n del,/. This type of divinity which the poet 

attrihutes to him is i.nterpreted differently by 

different critica, and is often considered pare 

f ic ision in its political and intellectual irterpre—

tation. Perhaps the poet was passing throuph an 

extraordinary personal exaltation when he enameled 

this masterpiece in such brillíant colours. 

Henry V tried to co.rrect the errors of the 

preceding period: "The remains of Richard 11 were 

removed to Westmínster, where defunct kíni7a were 

honoured; which tended, in that time of legend and 

klemwd,r-dt-MD, 
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rumour, to prove to the people that Richard waa 

dead, "absolutely" dead. The king amo permitted 

offerings at the tomb of Archhishop Scroop who, 

after his rebellion, ovas murdered by Henry IV. 

The king took great caro to rentore to Percy, 

Hotspurin son, hin property in Northumberland..." (5) 

The main objective of Henry V was to enlarge 

England at the expense of France; but he nought the 

approval of the Blshop of Canterbury in thin step: 

Henry 
1, 	My learned lord, we pray you to proceed. 

And justly and rellgiounly unfold 

Why the lar Salique that; they have in France 

Or should, or should not, my dear and 

taithful lord, 

That you shouid fanhion, wreet or how your 

reading 

Or nicely charge your understanding soul 

With opening tition miscreatel  whone right 

Suits not in nativo colourn with the truth; 

For God doth know how many now in health 

Shall drop their blood in approbation 

Or what your reverence ehall incite us 	6) 

The salive lag►  in France denied a woman the 

right to the throne. Since Henry V laid claim to the 

throne of France through his mother's line, he wanted 

.14 
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to make thie bid legal. However, Henry was aware 

that the salique law, "In Terram Salicam Mulieres 

Ne Succedant," applied not to Franco, but to a part 

of Germany. 

Before starting his warlike expedition to 

France, he asked hie couein Lewis, the Dauphin, 

which atetes and duchica he considered he had a 

right to. The Dauphin replied indignantly, with an 

ineulting remarle about Henry's wild youth, and gane 

him a box of tennis baile; Henry retorted anRrily 

that the tennis bella might become cannon baile. 

This convereation resulted in a conepiracy of Englieh 

traitora, who joined with France againet Henry. 

After the war starte Shakespeare, by the use of 

approved techniques, alternatee a variety of actione. 

Falstaff clics at Mi stress quickly's tavern in 

Eastcheap, exactly as he had lived; King Henry has 

rejected hie comrade in diesipation, and thia die- 

illusionment was principally reeponsible for the 

death of Falstaff. 

In the futuro eventa of war on an epic acale, 

Falstaff was unnecesssry. 

There have been heated diacusaions as to the 

identity of Falstaff; he could have been the well 

known Old Castle, whose offspring Torced Shakespeare 

to make a public apolom for having endowed his 

father with so many vises. 

111 
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The followers of Richard II continued to be 

rebellious after theír king's death, and during 

Henry IV's reign there were constant threate of an 

uprising, which laeted up to the time of Henry V. 

These were finaily suppreased by thie monarch in 

1415 after a conepiracy led by Richard, Earl of 

Cambridge. 

The philosophical speech of Henry to the 

traitors, when the conspiracy was uncovered, gives 

a good idea of the tremendoue epiritual gifts with 

which the post endowed his protagonist: wisdom, 

balanced judgement, justice and patriotism are the 

main virtues showered opon Henry V. He condemns the 

traitors to death, and continues determined that 

the King of England shall be aleo King of France. 

At the end of Act IV the poot uses a speech by 

Charlee of France to praise the future accomplishmente 

of the descendants of Henry V. 

Once in France, with his definitely warlike 

intentions, Henry sende his genealogical tree to 

King Charles and claims the crown with all its rights; 

the Dauphin malees fun of Henry, but King Charles 

prepares bis armies for defense. 

Henry's genealogy shows that he is a direct 

descendant of the great Edward III, and consequently 

has a right to the throne of France, of which he has 

been deprived. Charles aeke a truce for one day. 
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At the opening of Act II, the vibrant and poetic 

voice of the Chorun announces Henry's determined 

advance on Harfleur. King Charles offers Henry bis 

daughter. Katharine in marriage, and some minor 

possessions, but Henry refuses. The encounter at 

Harfleur ende, alter much bloodshed, in victory for 

Henry, and the way is opon for further. triumphs. 

Henry's old friendo, all of them considered 

roques, become unimportant. The poet critícizes 

bitteriy the merciless abuse of the English language 

by an irishman, a. Scotchrnan and a Welshman. 

A romantic window on the futuro ie oponed and 

we see Princess Katharine of France having an English 

lesson, while the ominous sound of cannon approaches; 

meanwhile there le an interchange of indignities 

between the two kings: Charles hopea to see Henry 

at his Íeet, conquered and humiliated, begging for 

merey; Henry repiten that he will attack in a very 

short time. 

Up to this moment the dramatist han been Building 

the frame of the great deeds which are to come. ion 

the battlefield, near Agincourt, the Dauphin and bis 

soldiere are waiting; at two o'clock in the morning 

Henry approachee with his army. 

Henry encourages his tired soldiere, addreseing 

thom as brothere. In a grandiloquent epeech, before 

goirig into battle, he mentione all hin good deede and 
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offers penance to wash away the sino coinmitted by 

his fathel?, Henry IV, when he took the throne from 

Richard II. 

At dawn heury's weary army advances over the 

plain to rneet the enemy. There is a right between 

one Englishmen and nye Frenchmen, to show the 

proportions. Henry prays with humble devotion. 

Piatol fights one Franch soldier and offers to let 

him live if he pays toro hundred ducats. 

Shakespeare compares Henry to Alexander the 

Great: Henry oras bprn in Monmouth where there flows 

a river similar to the one which croases Macedonia. 

It was there that Alexander killed his friend Clito, 

but Henry has nevar kilied a friend (though in cold 

blood he killed Falstaff in .Act IV, Sc. VII). 

A fierce battle leaves the field covered with 

bodies of oren and horses; the binad of nobility has 

been spilled with that of common soldiera, but thie 

does not disturb the king. 

Later, Henry asks the neme of a caetie which la 

nearby and being informed that it Agincourt, he 

gives thia neme to the battle fought on. St. Crispin's 

day. 

The king, addreaaing the audience, explaina 

that he is a Welshman, and for thin reason he wears 

a brunch of leek in his helmet. 

After counting the dead, Henry goes to the 
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French palace, where there in a council with the 

French. He asks to be left alone with hin cousin 

Katharine and although she does not npeak English 

nor he French, they undorataud each other with the 

heip of one of the ladies in waiting. 

Henry aeeks a qulck response from Katharine; 

his suit advances rapidly and he kisses her. A 

little later, when talking with King Charles, Henry 

intimatea that by marriage with the princees he will 

acquire the French ci.tiee protected by %valla. 

The council accepts everything except t;hat a 

chi id born to Katharine in her marrlage with Henry, 

should ascend the throne of France, which condition 

was later accepted. 

The wedding takes place with great hopos and 

promises of friendshlp between Enland and France. 

The Chorus clases the drama with one more 

apolotij for t!le poet's lacé of wit, hin .feble 

resources and weak voice when he has sung of the 

prIories of Henry V, whone son Henry VI r a later 

crowned Kinkr, of France while still in swaddling 

clothes. 

"Henry V symbolizes the unity of his country, 

as ehown in a sublime and epic ma.nner on the battle-

field. The king, dressed in a. simple uniform, walks 

among the troopn and around the carnpaign tents. He 

speaks to his soldiere without their knowing who he 
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is, talking with them naturally, watching over and 

encouraKing his arrny. Si.nce Shakespeare was a 

subject of one of the three strong monarchies of 

the Renaissance, he has made Chis work a paneKyric 

of the wreatness and unit;y of a nation." 

"What was be ;un as an epopee is ended as an 

epithalamium." ft) 

"The ueen was crowned at Westminster on the 

24th of Febrwry, 1421. Shakespeare reserves the 

darle tones for the next reign and in Chis drama he 

does not tell us that Henry V died in 1422, a young 

man, exhausted by the endless struggle. Shakespeare 

oimply says that; Henry and Kat;harine were married 

and lived happily." (9) 

This exquisite and profoundly poetical work, 

with distinctly dramatic qualities, has been clas- 

sified as a comedy by some erudite critico. Others 

have considered it an "o1d metrical romance" lacking 

in depth as Lar as the battle of Agincourt is concerned 

(which was planned and directed by Henry), but one of 

Shakespeare l  superb masterpieces, containing an 

infinito treasure of poetry. It is profusely ornament- 

ed with frequent allusions to Greek mythology as we11 

as to ancient English wisdom. 

"The dramatiot has mude of him (Henry V), an 

alwost baroque statue, fuli of sonorous and warlike 

symbolism." 
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Then should the war-like Harry, like himseif 

Assume the port of Maro; and at his heela 

Leash'd in like houndo, should famine, eword 

and f ire 

Crouch for employment. 

(Words of the Chorus Act I) 

.t4.-es14~1~91~ 



THE FIRST PART OF KING HhNRY VI 

And yet thou shalt be safe? such safety finds 

The trembling lamb environed with wolves. 

III Henry_VI 	Act I, Sc. Q,ueen Margaret (1) 

All the efforts of Bolimbroke to establish the 

dynasty of Lancaster which began with him as Henry IV 

and continuad to flourish during the reign of Heary V, 

who was the finest example of patriotic ideale and 

warlike tendencies, decayed during the painful sunset 

of failure and insanity in the reign of Henry VI. 

It is not eany to understand why Shakespeare 

wrote the second and third parts of Hen.ry VI first, 

and only afterwards the first part. 

The historical background of the War of Two Roses, 

between the hoces of York and Lancaster, covers a 

period of almost thirty yeare from 1455 to 1485, and 

the poet has placed these tragedies (the three parte 

of Henry VI and The Tragedy of  Richard III) which are 

interwoven chrznologically, within this period. 

Shakespeare has portrayed the Machiavellian Richard 

Plantagenet as a moneter, a belly spider willing to 

dovour his three older brothers in order to possess 

the throne of his father, Edward of York, who was 
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kinK of EnRland in the last days of th.e aboye 

mentioned 	of Two Roses. 

There has been considerable speculation as to 

the psternity of the aboye mentioned works; some 

critica say that Shakespeare wrote in collaboration 

with Chr:istopher Marlowe, with Robert Green, even 

with Peele. The poet has been accused by some of 

literary piracy, while others juatify hiui as having 

adapted anclent worka to the needs of the etarra of 

his time and the theatrical companies to which he 

belonged; the most serious opinione consider his 

work as "revision" rather than "píracy." 

"Green's parody in the "Shakescene" passage of 

Groatsworth  of Wit (1592), of a line which occurs 

both in The  Contention and 4 n Henry VI clearly 

suggests Shakespeare's connection with the playa; 

but it is evidence neither for nor ag,ainst th.e 

collaboration of other writers, because there is not 

sufficient evidence for determining, on grounds of 

style in Shakespeare's earlier works, whether there 

was collaboration or not. There is nothing in 

Henry  V1 or Richard ISI which is unacceptable as a 

revision of the original material in The Contention, 

which is followed and elaborated scene by scene. 

It is difficult to asaiRn to anyone except Shakespeare 

the humor of the Jack Cade scenea, the whole sub-

atanco of which is found in The Contention as well as 
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in Henry  VI. Qpinions which exclude Shakespeare 

altogether can be disregarded. Henry VI is not in 

Mere's líst of Shakespearean plays, but its 

Inclusion in the First Folio is almost positive 

proof for assigning to Shakespeare some share in 

the completed work, if only as revisor." (i) 

Consequently, sinco Henry VI appeara in the 

First Folio, and reveais en unmistakeable poetic 

tono from the very beminníng of the drama, 1_4; can 

be conuidered Shakespearean. There is present his 

great, abílity to combine the elements of logend, 

either gloorny or luminous, tragic or happy. 

In the first pert of Henry VI the poot intro-

duces the characters, but without the effect they 

reach in the other two parto of the work. The moat 

impressive ocenea are those which refer to (loan of 

Are, which show the real Shakespeare in all his 

patriotie fervor, usinR all linguistic, dramatic 

and poetic elements to reach a preconceived ond, 

on which critícism generally remains silent. 

In the aecond part there stands out the cruel 

and tragic filrure of Leanor Cobhem, the wife of 

Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester who was brother of 

Henry V and une le of Henry VI. 

Henry VI was an orphan 211CCI eariy childhood, 

weak by nature and with the fatal 1nheritanee o_ 

insanity; thIs derangement appars several times 
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duri.nr his life but Shakespeare rever refers to it, 

merely usitw all the kinr;'s misfortune as a subject 

for tender poetry. Leonor Cobham, as Shakespeare 

describes her, has the prophetic faculties of 

Macbeth and she wants to destroy with her oven hands 

the French princesa, liarguerite D'Anjou, married 

to Henry VI. 

In Uds drama, Shakespeare reyerta to the power-

ful dramatic element of witchcraft, whose con-

sequences brin to the poetry an untoward and 

lugubrious atmosphere which colours the fires of 

passion with a shadow of spectral fatality. 

Leanor le caught in sorcery againet the king 

and exiled for the rest of her life; her husband, 

the powerful Humphrey of Gloucester, a Lancaster and 

uncie of the king, falla from the monarch's favour. 

1:Jevertheless, Shakespeare glorifies him, not as the 

wise humaniet he really was but as upholder of English 

dominion over the French provincea. The king does 

not save Humphrey from death in prison, which several 

opinions hold was caused by apoplexy, while othere 

say it was due to a plot hatehed by Marguerite D'Anjou 

and some of the nobles. 

The king fainte when Humphrey of Lancaster dies, 

for mentally and morally he had been the eupport of 

the king's official life; Henry VI feels loat without 

his advice, and Henry of Gloucester pities him: 
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Gloucester 
IF 

Ah, thus King Henry throws away his crutch 

Before 	lega be firm to bear his body. 

Thus is the shepherd beaten from thy sido 

And wolves are gnarling who shall gnaw theo 

first. 

Ah, that my fear were falsel ah, that it ware! 

11511 

My Lorda, what to your wisdom seement hest, 

Do or, undo, as if ourself were here. 

111,t111 

What! Will your hi.g;hno©a leave the parliament? 

lIng 

Ay, Margaret; my heart :La drowned with grief, 

Whose flood beginn to flow within my eyes, 

My body round engirt with misery, 

Por what's more miserable than discontent? "(3) 

In arder to obtain the dramatic and tragic effects 

he soug,ht, the author modifies historical and chrono-

logical facts. 

Yeare before l  when the unhappy King Henry VI 

decided to marry beautiful Princess Marguerite DiAnjou, 

the Duke of Suffolk wae in charge of ah arrangements 

for the wedding, This marriage was unpopular in 

England because Marguerite's fathor, the king of. 

France, was considerad "a king of carda," uning many 
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titles of nobility such as King of Naples, of 

Sici. ly and of Jerusalem, where he possessed no 

land." (ii) 

Henry VI, enamoured of hin wife's exquisite 

beauty, practically wornhiped her; but with the 

pasnage of time, the queen became more powerfui, 

more ciear--sighted and ambitioun, while the king, 

little by little, sank finto a mental chaos, up to 

the moment when Humphrey disappearn and everything 

begins to decline. 

Suffolk, according to some opinions, was 

reaponsible for the death of Humphrey of Gloucester. 

He bringa the sad news to the king rho swoons and 

later apeaks in a way he had never spoken before: 

Suffolk 

Comfort, my sovereigni Gracious Henry, 

comforti 

King 

Why doth my Lord of Suffolk comfort me? 

Carne he right now to sing a raven's note 

Whose dismal tune bereft my vital powers; 

And thinks he that chirping of a wren, 

By crying comfort from a hollow breaat 

Can chane away the first conceived sound? 

Hide net thy poison with such sugar'd words; 

Lay no thy hands en me; forbear, I say; 
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Their touch affrights me as a serpent's sting. 

Thou baleful messenger, out of my sight! 

For in the ehade of death 1 shall find joy; 

In .rife but double death, now Gloucester's dead. (5) 

"This scene is one of the deepest psychoanalytical 

studies in Shakespeare. Weak persona sometlmes under-

stand themeelves better than others do. The poet does 

not tell us in so many words about the spells of in-

sanity the king sometimeo suffers, which disease was 

inherited from his grandfather Charles VI of France; 

but las concrete problcrn, of a political and individual 

nature, appearo to us oven more real and trua to life 

than Hamlet's problem."(b) 

The misfortune of Gloucester's death is followed 

by that of his partisano. Suffo11 is exiled, taken 

to sea and beheaded. But it is not Suffolk's death, 

but; rather Humphrey's, that jo the real turning point 

in Chis tragedy, 

Shakespeare's poetry emerges in all its splendour, 

permeating even ocenes of life and death which are 

uoually conoidered moot frightful. On the other hand, 

the soul of poor Henry VI, in Shakespeare's dramatic 

bando, becomes a miserable toy, especially when the 

body of Gloucester is brought before him and the Earl 

of Warwick points out sil the horror: 
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See how the blood is settled in his face. 

Oft have 1 seen a timely 	parted ghost, 

Of ashy semblance, meapre, pele and 

bloodless, 

Being all descended to the labouring heart; 

Who, in the conflíct that it holds with death, 

Attracts the same for aidance 'gainst the 

enemy; 

Which with the heart there cools and ne're 

returnth 

To blush and beautify the check again. 

But see, his face is black and full of blood, 

}lis oye-balls further out than when he lived, 

Staring fuli ghostly like a strangled man; 

His huir uprear'd, his nostrils etretehed 

with struggling; 

His hands abroad display' d, as one that graspid 

And tugg'd for life and was by strength subdued; 

Look, ron the sheets h i s hair9  you see, is 

sticking; 

His well-proportion'd beard mude rouh' and rugged 

Like the summer's coro by tempest 

It cannot be but he was murder'd here; 

The least of all these sigas were probablc... (7) 

In spite of the etroni; impression of horror, 

which is the intention of the drama, the flight of 
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poetry moves in funereal rhythrn over the corpse 

of Gloucester. 

Before considering the effect on the audience, 

we should think of the effect on the sad, wounded 

and sick soul of the unfortunate king, Henry VI. 

There are many points of similarity between 

Shakespeare and Cervantes, but there is a great 

difference in their approach to life and death. 

In the dramatic end of The Siegeof Numancia, where 

the whole city is dostroyed, the poetic elements are 

entirely different from Shakespeare's. In the works 

of Shakespeare death is generally presentad as a 

crime; in the abone menti.oned tragedy of Cervantes, 

death la aleo a crime, but by its cuenco death is 

aleo a patriotic resolution. 

The three works based on the life of King Henry VI 

embrace a period of fifty years, from 1422 to 1422. 

They stretch from the death of the hero of kgincourt 

to the assaasination of Henry VI, murdered by the very 

hande of bis succeseor, Richard III, in the gloomy 

Tower of London. All the warlike achievemente of 

Henry V have ended in fanatic and unbridled chaos. 

Richard, when he ascende the throne, does not 

claim paternal rights, in epite of the fact that hie 

father, Edmund of Langley, was the fifth son of the 

great Edward III; he claims hie maternal rights, since 

bis mother, Anne, was the sieter of Edward of Mortimer, 
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Count of March, and both were children of Edward 

the Great. 

Richard Plantagenet remembered that his father, 

the Count of Cambridge, had been assassinated by 

Henry V for high treason. 

In the three parte of Henry  VI we feel the 

breath of the old metrical romances. The One Hundred 

Years War is often minimized in orden to draw 

attention to the civil War of Tuvo Roses. This latter 

war was rooted in difficulties between the nobility 

of the house of York (the White Rose), and the house 

of Lancaster (the Red Rose), but later was taken up 

by their partisano. 

The house of York claimed to repreeent the 

aristocracy; Bolimbroke had established the dynasty 

of Lancaster by ueurping the throne of Richard II, 

who was found dead in prison. "This death, considered 

assassination by modern historians, Je treated by 

Shakespeare as incriminating the Lancasters, alGhough 

the kinw, ore stave, confesses his responsibilityJI(R) 
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THE, SECOND PAR" OF KING HENRY VI  

In The Second Part  ofKing  Henry VI  the strong 

personality of the ¡)uke of Suffolk never submits to 

the authoríty of law; the iaw is alwaye subservient 

to his will. Aecording to Shakespeare's presentation, 

this man ís Machiavellian and not concerned with the 

good of England. 

England had suffered a hard blow from Joan of Are 

and Shakespeare, in his patriotism, despises her as 

a witch and usen her as a highly colourful element 

for his own purposes. 

The machinations of Suffolk are resumed in the 

Truco of Tour between England and France in 1444, 

which is considered a consequence of the Peace of Arras 

in September 1435. The worst part of this truco was 

the marriage of the charming French princesa, 

Marguerite D'Anjou, whose father- was more concerned 

with culture than with government. 

it was not Suffolk's death, but that of Humphrey, 

which caused the decline of Henry VI, in spite of his 

deeply religious feelings. Suffolk, as portrayed by 

Shakespeare, is a hideoue character, a elever and 

hypocritical courtier, who gives to Renuto D'Anjou 

(Marguerite's father) the provinces of Anjou and 

Moine. 

nr 	 Wffil.:~9~~11„, 
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In the three works on Henry . VI, Shakespeare 

has drawn powerful characters: Henry VI, his 'ancle 

Humphrey of Gloucester who waa Protector of the 

provinces on the continent, and Humphrey's most 

bitter enerny Queen Marguerite. 

Humphrey, erudito, brilliant and an exceptional 

politician, is deeply admired by Shakespeare, who 

always shows him in opere quarrel with his uncle, 

Cardinal Beaufort. History does not apTee with 

Shakespeare on this last point, nor does history 

consider the cardinal to be the assassin of his own 

nephew, Humphrey. According to history, the cardinal 

had the deep virtues of wisdom and equanimity; but 

the poet has built his character according to his 

dramatic needs. 

One of the most colourful moments in the second 

part of Henry, Vl is when Eleanor Cobham, Humphrey's 

wife and similar to Macbeth, inquiring the Tate of 

various personages at court, is surpriaed and caught 

in the midst of her sortilege. The sorcery is 

predicting the death of the Duke of York: 

Spirit 

Adsum. 

Margerz Jourdan 

Asmath! 

By the eternal God, whose narre and power 
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Thou tremblest at, answer that 1 shall aek; 

For till thou speak, thou shalt not pass from 

hence. 

Spirit  

Ask what thou wilt. That 1 had said and done! 

Bolimbroke  

First of the king: 'what shall of him become? 

Spirit  

The Duke yet limes that Henry shall deposei 

But him outlive, and die a violent death. 

Bolimbroke  

What shall befall the Duke of Somerset? 

Spjyit 

Let hím ehun castles; 

Saler shall he be upan the dandy plaine 

Than where castles mounted stand. 

Have done, for more 1 hardly can endure. 

Bolimbroke  

Descend to darkness and the burning lake! 

False fiend, avoid!... 

York (reading from paper) 

The Duke yet lives that Henry shall depone, 

But him outlive and die a violent death. 

hhy Chis is just 

Aio te, Aeacida, Romanos vincere ponse. (1) 
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In addition to the parallellsm between Shake- 

spear and Marlowe, there is ano ther point on which 

the most brillíant rosearchers do not agree: "The 

recent ly "unearthed" Shakespeare from Stratford-on-

Avon who, according to his friend asen Jonson, knew 

'little Latin and lees Greek' appearo to have read 

not only the Eneid in the original, as can be 

inferred from Duke Humphrey's remarks, but aleo 

Cicero's text De Divinations, II, 56, from which he 

quotes the oracle. And this is not all; note the 

genial parallelism and Jeep knowledge of English 

history which compares Pirro (King of Espiro) with 

the Duke of York who, it la believed, may survive 

Henry VI and even rule in Henry's place, when 

actually he was destined to die before the king." (2) 

Qn many points there is an amazing coincidente 

between the drama and history: MarRuerite never 

forgave Humphrey for considering her a foreigner, 

and this is shown as revenged by Humphrey's death, 

when the poet describes the corpse so pathetically 

that it mournfully dominates the unusual acene; but 

later, cruel Suffolk was to have his turn. 

The Second  Part of King Henry VI  is a real 

tragedy; the scene which, by means of witchcraft, 

foretells tne conspiracy, is tremendously impressive; 

and unfortunately, as happene in Macbeth, everything 

comes out later as it was foretold. 

4 
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Shakespeare's wisdom in the field of history 

and his classical knowledge, exceeds imagination; 

nat oniy the 1)v,ht of his genius is projected on 

the stage, but there is also a deep knowledge of 

law, of human nature, of events in the field of 

culture and, aboye rail, a tremendoue stock of Greek 

and Latin wisdom which shows the pen of a acholar. 

The invoking of the Spirit by the Duchess of 

Gloucester, suggests fatality, for this event pre-

ceded the War of Two Roses. 

"If we overlook chronology, we can appreciate 

the gigantic synthesis of the historical poet, in 

showing facts which took place before the war (War 

of Two Roses). But lot; us aleo admire the ex-

uberance of his etyle, his humanistic culture, the 

creative imagination expressed in a superbly 

invented theme, unsurpassed by any writer of the 

period of Romanticiem." (3) 

The aboye mentioned war, followed by the 

rebellion of John Carie, included two periode of 

struggle and restlessness, which Shakespeare develope 

in two separate tragedies: The Third  Part of Kinm  

Heno  VI and IhtLI2124y   of King, Richard III, as 

well as one act added to The  Second  

Henry  VI. 

"The poet has transformed a long and tedioue 

period of siaughter and treason into the quintessen.ce 

Part  of 
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of historical drama. He lacks nothing in subject 

matter, for the deeds of York and Lancaster were 

terrible. There is the theme of ferocity and 

brotheriy vengefulness, which reminde us of 

Thucydides description of the Peloponnesian War." (4) 

From remotest, times it was customary in 

England to send far away, all men who were dis- 

turbing elements, preferably to battlee which were 

already lost, in arder to remove them from the 

political acene. At that time, Ireland was such 

a land, and it was there that Lancaster sent the 

Duke of York, working on the duke's passion rooted 

in bitter hatred, as well as on his ambition. 

The poet describes all these passions in the 

moet brilliant colours. For all criminal actione 

attributed to Marguerite, he uses fire words, that 

the paesage of time has not obliterated, although 

history does not mention them. This language in 

which Shakespearee characters epeak is the only 

example of the speech of the royal personages that 

hin characters represent. 

The weaknees of Henry VI is deecribed by the 

Swa.n in a few words: 

King 

Was ever king that joy'd an earthly throne, 

And could command no more content than I? 

No sooner was I crept out of my cradle 
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but I was mude a king at fine months old. 

has never subject long'd to be a king 

As a klo 'any, and wish to be a subject." (5) 

All events used by the poet from the War of 

Two Roses reach an imposing chimax in The Second 

Part of Kíns Henry VI. The Duke of Somerset wanted 

to keep the provinces of Guyene and Normandy on 

the continent; behind this there was amo a rivalry 

for the throne. Talbot was sent to France to re- 

conquer the provinces, but he died in 1'#53  when the 

English armies were defeated, an event which marked 

the end of the One Hundred Years War. 

rueen Marguerite has a very important role in 

the second and third parta of Henry VI; ae a 

dramatic and tragic character, she is considered here 

alone, and apart from the historical aepect. An 

important fact is that after eight yerra of marriage 

she finally gavie birth to a child, who had tan in- 

disputable right to the crown. As the War of Two Roses 

became more and more bitter, the queen's army puehed 

the enemy northward, and the king, when he felt well 

enough, led the battle; but York soldiere finally 

defeated those of Lsncaster. 

Henry was taken prieoner, while the queen and her 

son .f led to France. The throne now appeared eepecially 

attractive to the Duke of York. The dark coloure of 

z4,° 
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traffed' bef7n to apnear: one side fries to destroy 

nry, crown the Duke of York, and dispossess the 

y,)un ,  Prince of ,Jales; on the other side Queen 

uerit,e stands out a(j7;ainst the Duke of York as 

Crirhtful fip;ure, and thi.s enormaus shadow, 

lucubrious, trmie, carnes over into the next 

drama. 
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THp, THIRD FA.RT  OF RING H NRY VI 

The Duke of York, hís hatred rtsíng, tries to 

make sure that he will anend the throne in the 

future. Henry ís still a prisoner and ;¿ueen 

Marguerite is building up her army. 

However, Parlíament refused to dethrone Henry, 

ínsistíng that he should remain king as long as he 

lived. But ít ís arranged that at Henry's death, 

Richard of York will become king. This would deprive 

the younq Prince of Wales of his rights. 

The fíres of vengeanee burned in the queen's 

soul, sinking her int() an abyss of diabolical fury; 

perhaps due to the poison of rase, sha: did not 

foresee her own downfall in the near future. All 

happenings now become violent. Edward of York is 

crowned at Westminster and young Henry loses his 

rights to the erown. 

The new kl.n , aGainst the wíshes of his family, 

fell in love with Lady.  Grey, Isabel Woodville, the 

widow of a military officer in Lancaster's army. 

The Prime lanister 'Ñarwick, "the king s maker" 

did not approve of this marriage. However, Edward 

seemed to solve intelligently and cleverly all 

problems. In this case an unexpected event changed 
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everything: Warwick, prime minister for York, 

reversed his political affiliation and, going to 

France, mude an alliance with Marguerite to restore 

henry VI to the throne. Meanwhile, he was nego- 

tiating the marriage of his daughter Anne to the 

Prince of 1:ía1es, son of MarRuerite and Henry VI. 

Unfortunately, the help given by Louis IX of 

France and the Duke of Lotaringia, which had helped 

Warwick on other occasions, failed this time; they 

could not forgive him for changing cides. 

Henry was rescued from prison and restored to 

the throne; but evento to come were al-eady casting 

their shadow. Many famous battles followed and in 

the Battle of Barnet, in 1k71, Edward IV prevailed, 

and in the same battle "the king's maker," Warwick, 

lost bis life. He críes out in agony as he is dying: 

Thus yields the cedan to axe's edge, 

Whose arme gave shelter to the princely eagle, 

Under whose ehade the ramping lion slept, 

Whose top branch overpeer'd Jove's spreading 

tree 

And kepí low shrubs from winter's powerful wind. 

These oyes, that now are dimm'd with death's 

block ven, 

Have been as piercing as the raid day sun, 

To search the secret treasone of the world: 
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The wrinkles in my brown, now filled with blood, 

Were liken'd oft to kingly eepulchres; 

For who lived king, but I could dig hin grave? 

And who durst emile when Warwick bent his broca? (1) 

Everi more frightful evento were to come, for 

leen Marguerite and her son, confident of Warwick's 

victory, landed in England just alter he had died. 

The queen fell prieoner and King Edward himself, 

incredible action, struck her on the Pace with hin 

iron gauntlet. The young princo, last representativo 

of the Lancaster dynasty, was asnaesinated, and a 

little later hin father Henry VI was murderod in the 

Tower of London. 

The Middlo Agee were coming to an end, as well 

as the Hundred Years War. The great triumphs of 

Henry V on the continent remained a memory for England, 

but they were past. 

Edward IV of York ruled hie people with an iron 

hand. 

3hakeapeare designe Richard of York, the youngest 

son of Edward, as a hateful and diabolical figure. 

When he ascended the throne of England as Richard III 

he took with him all the cruelty which his father had 

displayed when he put to death Henry VI and killed 

the Prince of Wales with his own nword. 

Shakespeare creates Richard III as a syrnbo1 of 
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wickednesa, cruelty, and all the most despicable 

traits of character which the human mind can 

imagine. 

Nevertheless, over this ocean of biood and 

cruelty, there is a poetry which endures forever. 



MARGUERITE WANJOU 

O Phoebusl hadst thou never given consent 

That Phaethon should check thy fiery ateeds, 

Thy burning car never had scorchid the earthl 

III - Henri VI, Act 2, Sc 6, 1 

In creating the character of Marguerite D'Anjou, 

the author followed the technical procodure later 

employed by Balzac in The Human Comedy; he takes 

Marguerite fro her youngest ycara and follows in 

detall all aspects and periodo of her life, from 

youth to senility and death; but, in this case, the 
0 

post crowna ida character with a poetic and tragic end 

entiroly outeide the hiotorical frame. Into her the 

post has poured all the power of hia rich creative 

genius, She first appears endoued with all the splen- 

dour and beauty of glorious youth; later, as an adult 

and mainly tu a mother, the conauming tire of passion 

devours her charz; and the Swan reserves for her, in 

old age as ehe wastes away, every tragic misfortune 

that can accumulato misery in a humean °Qui. 

William do la Polo, the cynical and Machia- 

vellian Duke of Suffolk, treacherous and hypocrítical 

according to chroniclers, was in charges of the wedding 
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arrangements for the French princesa, Marguerite 

D'Anjou, and King Henry VI of England. 

Because of thia fact, Shakespeare insinuates 

betueen the linea the suggestion that the princesa 

had a sentimental affection for Suffolk. This 

throwa sombre ridicule on the king, who was weak 

by nature and always passionately in love with his 

delicate rife hom he admired and was devoted to 

fervently until hin death. 

The queen's exquisite femininity, her doop 

culture and the natural vivacity of her mind made 

her extremely attractive, She was a real oasis in 

the sad life of the king. 

"The love of Marguerite D'Anjou and Suffolk 

has been compared with other legendary and guilty 

loves, such as Lancelot and Queen Guenever 	Dante 

would have placed them in the second circle of the 

'Interno,' awopt by a r lentless whirlwind: 'La 

bufera invernal que mai non resta,' or the black 

wind that howls through all eternity in the soul 

Paola and Franceeca of Rimini..." (2) 

After tne marriage of Henry VI with the 

Princesa Marguerite, which was carried out by proxy, 

ahe was taken from Franca to England, where sho was 

always considerad a foreigner and intruder. flor 

first mortal enemy was Eleanor Cobham, Duches of 

Gloucester, an expert in neeromantic procedures who 
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competed by merma of magic. Eloanor was the Info 

of Humphrey, Duke of Gioucel3ter, who was Protector 

of the Kingdom ,t1.3. well as uncle of the monareb. 

It was Eleanor'n attitude which taught Marguerite 

the path of hate and unlirated ambitien, 11 of 

which la a complete anacbronism not rece-En zed by 

history; nor does hlatory recognize the in, í d 

affection between Marguerite and Suffolk. 

The queen, in her eighth year of narriage, 

gane birth to the nem Prince of W les However he 

raa never to reach the throno as Henry VII. "From 

the moment he was born and throughout hia eutire 

lite, becau8e his le itimate rights to the threne 

frustrated the ambition of the Duke of York, there 

'ara increased restleseness .in the houses of both 

York and Lancanter. 

ten the othor hand, at the mamo time, Henry VI 

pausad throug a difficult penad of insaniJy, to 

which Shakespeare never refers, Lfter al osa a 

year of mental illness the king r covered hin: health 

In thoae clays !arguerite waa no aore the charming 

princesa, ovorflo Lag ith youth and nerriment her 

thoughts were auné in the organization of an &my, ua 

all her violent passion struggled to naintain the righva 

of her son te the crown. 

The War of the 'No Rones unleashed its ury in 

1459. The king peremally led the f ghti»ng and he Its 

WAZIng-~1~14v11-:, 
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victorious; the Duke of York, vanqulahed, fell 

back toward the north. 

A breath of cruelty and wildnese penetrated 

the queen's heart. 

The War of the Two Rosee Tala ruthless; the 

main aire wan to aecure the thrcne of Henry for the 

Duke of York and, by means of treason, eliminate 

Marguerite and her son. 

The queen advances into the míddle of the atage 

before York, with tremendous effect, in a pathetic 

epeech: "You have no children..." 

"Such is the Shakeapearean cry par excellence: 

the leitmotiv of paternity. It is u deeply rootod 

feeling, one of the few which can be conaidored 

basic for the dramatist, and it is reflected on the 

atage during these few houre. In the case of 

Marguerite D'Anjou, the tragedy of paternity la far 

more than a theatricai effect; it la an entirely 

historical fact." (3) 

Despite everything, Henry continues so kíng for 

the time being, although the Duke of York haa to take 

hía place on the throno. This humiliation uni.eaohea 

Marpuerite's anyler to the limit and there le a very 

depreesing and inaulting interchange of humiliationa 

between the queen and the Duke of York. It appeara 

on the atage as a madness such as can emerge oniy from 

Shakespeare's pen. According to the Duke of York, 
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Marviuerite is: 

She-wolf of France, huta worse than wolves of 

France, 

[hose ton.gue more poísons than the adder's 

tooth! 

How 111-beseemíny is it in thy c. e x 

To triumph, 11 ke fin Amazon ian trull, 

Upon their woes whom fortune captívates! 

But that thy face ís visard-like, unchanFing, 

Made impudent with use of evil aeeds, 

1 would assay, proud queen, to make thee blush. 

To tell thee when thou camest, 1 whnm der:tved 

Viere shame enouFh to shame thee, were thou ngt 

shameless 

Thy tather bears the type of 	of Naples, 

Of both the Sicily and Jerusalem, 

Yet not so wealthy as an EnFlísh yeoman 

Hath that poor monarch tauFht thee to ínsult? 

After this powerful but poetic scene, the Duke of 

York ís executed, and his son Edward, Earl ot March, 

the future Edward IV, takes his place. He has tePn 

outstandíng in the fight apainst the Lancaste13, in 

a party headed by Gaspar and Owen Tudor, both of whom 

viere roote of the Welsh dynasty of that narre, which 

became better known alter the Penaissence. 

The principal part of the struggle la between 
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Marguerite D'Anjou and Edward IV. Marknuerite Je 

defeated at Towton Field in"1492 and alter thls 

disaster tremendouo misfortune feli opon the 

Lancasters: Henry VI ovan taken prisoner and led to 

the Tower of London, whero he spent bitter clays; 

Edward of York ascended the throne; Queen Marguerite 

and her son fled to France. 

The moat cruel desde of the toar of the Two Roses 

were committed during thoue clays; treanon and hate 

were rampant. After the edding of Edward IV with 

Elizabeth Woodville (Lady Grey), Warwick the loador 

of the house of York actea treaeherouely. He turnad 

his back en the houee of York, left England and wont 

to France, taking with him all that waa left of the 

Lancasters, to make an alliance with Marguerito. His 

aim was to rernove Henry VI from the Tower of London 

and marry hie daughter Anne Warwick to the Prince of 

Wales, rho might later be Henry VII. 

The king wae taken from the Tower and restored 

to the throne, whiie Edward IV was deponed; but the 

partisano of Edward IV ere increaeing in number and 

strength and in 1471 Warwick, thenKingsi 2Acer," lost 

hiB life in a fierce battle. 

Shakespeare infusos into every scene the vory 

essence of poetry, and Warwick, in agony speaks 

ñoquently: 

.1....1.~1~1~1112.111/711J 
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Thus yields the sedar to the axos edge, 

Whose arms gave shelter to the princely eagle, 

Under whose ehade the ramping lion slept, 

1hoae top-branch overpeer'd Jove's spreading 

tren 

And kept low shrubs from winter's powerful wind. 

These oyes, that now are dimm'd with death's 

black veil, 

Have been as piercing as the mid-day aun, 

To search the secret treasons of the world: 

The wrinkles in my browa, now fillid with blood, 

Were liken'd oft to kingly sepulchrea; 

For who lived king, but 1 could dig hin grave? 

And who durat amilo when Warwick bent hin brow? (5) 

But a far greater miafortune was spreading ita 

fatal winga over Queen Marguerite. Trusting in the 

triumph of her ally, Warwick the "Kings' Maker," she 

landed in England just as he was dying on the battle- 

field. Hor troopa viere completely routed, her son 

assassinated and she herself taken priaoner, hu.miliated 

and slapped en the faces by the royal hand of Edward IV 

of York, elegantly sheathed in an iron gauntlet. 

The last in direct line, and unhappiest of the 

Lancasters, was aaaaesinated in the Tower of London 

by the treachorous hand of Richard Plantagenet. But 

before Henry VI was eliminated forever, the poeta has 

"'Ig.151111t1~111*-- 
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already exalted him in the most lofty manner: first, 

when King Henry VI meets young Henry Tudor, the king 

predicts that he will be the 17,1ory and salvation of 

England; in his speech, Henry VI is not a weak, 

pusillanimous and sickly creature, always swayed by 

the will of others; and toward the end he is 11-

luminated as a tender soul, sanctified by sweet piety, 

as he appears praying God to pardon his executioner. 

In history, Merguerite outlives this painful 

chnin of tragic cutastrophies, but nothing reinains of 

her glorious youth. She liad struggled with ell her 

strength to seo her son crowned king of England, yet 

she ouw him assassinated. The martyrdom of this queen 

goes beyond all bounds and exceeds the endurance of 

any human being. Wh.le the prince borra of her heart 

is aasassinated, aloe curses the heir of York, who is 

still a child in those aad days. The rosy Jipe of 

youn,2j iliarguerite have become the mouth of heli, whose 

only pleasure is to curse and predict death. 

Later, ahe la auné in Bloom, at the bottomlees 

pit of a bitterness which devours her; she is a 

foreigner, en intruder, crucified by suffering, the 

mother of a Lancaster, and therefore 8ho Is different: 

"The dynasty suffero in its very depths, at the very 

root of its blaeonry. Marguerite D'Anjou has trana-

formed herself into Margaret of Lancaster. How could 

Shakespeare ellow her to return. to France?. England 
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has given the territory beck to France but the poet 

keeps the queen. Through hís poetic ability as a 

dramatist, Mar uerite will remain on English soil, 

because thero is no soil more Enwlish than the realm 

of beauty created by Shakespeare with the frozen 

and statuesque greatness of a cemetery of crowned 

heads. Por this reason, in the líterary J'estmineter 

of Cld Engiand, Marguerite of Lancaeter will remain 

by the side of hor husband, adjacent statues, with 

their respective attributes ínterchanged (for hím the 

prayer book, for her the sword), with their stony eyec 

turned i.n the ageless lethargy that presides over 

royal statuary." ( 

History tells us that after te disgraceful 

happenings between York and Lancaster, !ilarguerite 

D'Anjou spent her old age in se:lusion i.n France, 

unti l her death in 1482. (7) 

Ueither Macbeth, nor Hamlet, nor 'toar, left their 

tortured heerts so firmly in the tenuous hands of 

poetry , as dial Queen Margueríte. 

In Hamlet, after the character of Claudius has 

been built up as a villian, many times emphueized by 

the lipa of PrInce Hamlet, the 3ard gradually rouses 

another sentiment in the audience, little by little 

producing a feeling of pity for Claudiun, becaune of 

his wholehearted repentance. The same procedure in 

followed at the end of Queen Mari uerite's life. 

1.19,14Z11; 
	 VIIWO,11~9T1~~WIA 
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In the works of Shakespeare as well as Cervantes, 

creativity and poetic creation hace found an equilib- 

rium. However, the fields of action of these writera 

were different, for Cervantes devoted most of his 

life to fiction while Shakespeare created drama and 

lyrical poetry. 

In the three parta of King Henry VI where every- 

thing declines (in contraet to 

Henr2 V where everything risas valiantly in heroic 

actions), crime, despair and vengeance are expressed 

in the most horrible deeds, some of which were quoted 

aboye, but poetry flies triumphantly, even in the 

flameo of the most degrading passion. 

Poetry in these workn is enehrined Ln eternal 

truth: "Pride went before, ambition follows him." (8) 

And in the volee of Clifford: 

So cowarda fight when they can fly no further; 

So doves do piek the falcon's piercing talons; 

So desperate thieves, ah hopeless of their lives 

Breathe out invectives 'gainst the orficere (9) 



THE TRAGEDY OF  KiNG RICHARD III 

Look, how this ring eneompasseth thy finger, 

Even so thy breast encloseth my Door heart... 

Mear both of them for both of them are thine 

It is imposeíble to comprehend the witty, pootic 

and crentive mind of-2;hake6penre wi.thout penetrating 

jato the sordid d.epths of Richard III. But even so, 

the mysterious Swan remains impenetrable. What was 

there in the poet's soul, durint7, thts first epoch, 

that he needed so much bloodshed? 

The  Tra/edy of Ring  Richard III strikes a note 

of terror from the very beginning. The king, Richard 

of York, whose army has reduced to nothingness the 

dynasty of Lancaster, basks In the splendour of his 

r3ymbol, the White Rose, while he machinates new 

cruelty. 

This tragedy is the very moment at v.hich the 

nonstroun Richard erupts Hice a volean())  spewing 

forth the burning poison of crime and horror. 

The unaesthetic figure of the king is no ob—

stacle to the Swan'a poetic creativity. Can the 

contrary, the force of hita language, enriched with 

an exquisite elegance, surpasseshis preeeding works. 

Rhyme is less abundant, and the dynamica of the verse 

1.51119:Irlow,vnylv,In 
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rides majestically on a pegasus of luminous winga. 

Ideas are concise and "The lexicon tends to the 

greatest number of ideas in the least number of 

words.” (2) 

Plchard's physical deformity, probably more 

legendary than real, gives Shakespeare an oppor- 

tunity to squeeze through this form all the 

poisonous and wicked actions rising from the 

monarch's treacherous soul. 

The tragedy beFins with a hideous monologue 

by hichard, Duke of Gioucester. 

Gloucester 

Now is the winter of our diacontent 

Made glorious summer by this sun of York; 

And all the clouds that lour'd upon our house 

In the deep bosom of the ocean buri d. 

Now are our bromos bound with victorioua 

wreaths; 

Qur bruised arme bung up for monumento; 

Qur stern alaruins changad te merry meetings, 

Our dreadful marches te delightful mensures. 

Grim-visaged war had smooth his wrinkl d front; 

And now, instead of mounting bad oteeds 

To fright the acula of fearful adversarles, 

He capero nimbly in a lady's chamber 

To the lasci.vious pica/31./1g of a luto. 
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But 1, that am not shaped for oportive tricks, 

Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass; 

1, that am rudely etainp'd and want love's 

majesty, 

To strut before a wanton ambling nymph; 

1, that am curtaii'd of this fair proportion, 

Cheated of feature by dissembling nature, 

Deform'd, unfinish'd, sent before my time 

Into this breathing uorld, scarce huir made up, 

And that so lamely and unfashionable 

That dogo bark at me as 1 halt by them; 

Why, 1, in thia weak piping time of peace, 

Have no deiight to pass away the time, 

Uniese to spy my shadow in the ,aun 

And descant on mine ovn deformíty: 

And therefore, since 1 cannot prove a lover, 

To entertain these fair well-spoken dayn, 

1 am determinad to prove a villain 

And hato the idle pleasures of theae daya. 

Plots have 1 laid, inductiona dangerous, 

By drunken prophecies libois and dreams, 

To set my brother Clarence and the king 

In deadly hate the ano against the other: 

And if ring Edward be as true and Junt 

As 1 am subtle, falso and treacherous, 

This day shou1d Clarence closely be mew'd up, 

About the prophecy, vihich saya that G 

so. 
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But I, that am not ehaped for sportive tricks, 

Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass; 

that am rudely stamped and want love's 

majesty, 

To strut before a wanton ambling nymph; 

I, that am curtail'd of this fair proportion, 

Cheated of feature by dissembling nature, 

Deform'd, unfinish'd, sent before my time 

Into this breathing morid, scarce half made up, 

And that so lamely and unfashionable 

That dogo bark at me as I halt by them; 

Why, I, in thia weak piping time of peace, 

Have no delight to pass away the time, 

Unless to apy my ehadow in the sun 

And descant on mino own deformity: 

And therefore, cinco I cannot prove a lover, 

To entortain these fair well-spoken days, 

I am determinad to prove a villain 

And hato the Idle pleasures of theae daya. 

Plots have I luid, inductiona dangerouo, 

By drunken prophecies, libelo and dreams, 

To set my brother Clarence and the king 

In deadly hato the ono against the other: 

And tf King Edward be as trua and junt 

As I am subtle, falso and treacheroua, 

This doy should Clarence closely be mew'd up, 

About the prophecy, which sayo that G 
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Of hdward's heirs the murderers43hall be. 

Dive, thoughts, down to my soul: H.ere 

Clarence comes. (-.) 

hevertheless, there is something oven more 

terrible and moving than Richard's soliloquy: the 

lsmentations of Lady Anne. She roes as a mourner to 

the funeral of her father-in law, Henry VI, as the 

widow of his son vaho was ase assinated at the same 

time as hin father. 

There foliows a dialogue between Lady Arne and 

Richard of Gloucester, in the presence of the corpse, 

which exceeds imagination: 

Set down, set down your honourable load, 

If honour may be shrouded in a hearse, 

Whilst I awhile obsequiously lament 

The untimely fall of virtuous Lancaster. 

Poor key-coid figure of a holy king! 

Palo ashes of the house of Lancasterl 

Thou bloodless remnant of thy royal blood! 

Be it la'nful that I invocate thy ghoat 

To hear the lamentations of poor Atine, 

'IU° to thy Edward, to thy slaughter'd son 

Stabb'd by the self-same hand that made thene 

wounds. 

Lo, in theae windows that let forth thy life, 

pour the helpless baim of my poor oyes... (4) 
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In this tragedy Shakespeare modifies history 

according to the needs of the stage, as he fre- 

quently does. "Henry VI was dethroned by Edward IV 

shortly before the Battle of Barnet. Henry died 

a few days alter the fighting at Jewksbury and his 

death is generally attributed to Richard of 

Gloucester." (5) 

Shakespeare, like other great literary figures, 

employs all dialectical elements, from the maximum 

splendour and purity of poetry to a sordid insolence 

which is unacceptable in any phase of life, and 

especially on the stage. This situation has obliged 

critica and editora to cut a great deal, not only 

from this tragedy but from °there as well, resulting 

in a mutilation which appears to the student as lack 

of balance in structure. There is no doubt that this 

was not due te Shakespeare's writing. 

In Macbeth, for instance, there are severa scenes 

in the first act, four in the second, five in the 

third, three in the fourth and eight in the final 

fifth act. We cannot accept this with the eyee closed 

as some critics do, or place the blame on Shakespeare 

as °there do. 

The most amazing thing about Illinhitly52111191 

Richard III is that it is a product of youth; it was 

written between 1593 and 159k and shows a prodigioue 

vigor of creation and a delicate poetry which floats 

through the world of °rime. 
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The poet did not follow a chronologicai arder, 

which is usual in historieal narration of facts, 

for there is proof that this tragedy was wrttten 

before Richard II. 

The poetic vibration is enlivened by the col-

ourful flamea of passion: "This Je, like Titus 

Andronlcus, a trap:edy of paternity. Cons;ance and 

Marmuerite D'Anjou are aistors and the apollonian 

gesture of mourning and weeping is rnounted on the 

Hellenic buskin. They are the dauRhters, the mothers, 

and the vives, in this imposing and stylized ex-

hibition of suffering. They are weeping for their 

men in general, which ís almoat the same as crying' 

for the sons of their hearts; for, as Shakespeare 

knows so well, in the bosom of women's suffering 

there is always a breath of maternal pain. Nothing 

expresses the Greek spirit more deeply than the 

chorus of the weeping mourners, crowned as tearful 

queens, with hande raised to heaven and haJr floating 

on the .ir mournino .robes. Richard, the usur2er, goce 

by ssa visionary charioteer, in the middle of the 

travic lament of the women4" (6) 

PherP are .t;hree femaii charaeters in 't2 

tralledy, who3e tresnivc atzItudeo noward Richa_l of 

iloucester .focuses the attontion: Queen Elizabeth, 

:310 Ui the wife of Edward IV: Marguerite D'Anjou, 

,111prisoned for four ye are in the Tower of London after 
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the assassination of her husband Henry VI, who is 

transformed into a fateful shadow with a volee which 

is heard on star re commenting upon Richard's crimen; 

and aboye all, Lady Anne, an extraordinary woman in 

whom Shakespeare concentrates all the most bitter 

experiences, as seen in Act 1, Se. II. 

The Swan, a Kenius of the Renaissance consumed 

with anxiety to perpetuate his name, has interated 

elements e.)f tragedy, which is connidereci "formidable." 

It shows the extraordinary creation of Richard 

as a monster, in contrast with the pureat excellence 

of Hellenism, in an unaurpansable style. 

"Considering the criticinm of Malone, Stevens, 

Johnson, we turn our attention once more to the old 

Aesthetics, and it bringe to mirad a dedication to 

Shakespeare by one of his conternporarien, John Davies 

of Hereford: in a writing 'whone name I do not want 

to remember,' he named Shakespeare 'our Engiish 

Terence.' Our English Terence! Indeed, Chis was 

praise with the dignity of ancient times. There was 

an era in which authors viere considered as godo. This 

comparison with Terence expresses in a naive and perhaps 

amuning way, the sincere admiration that John Davies 

felt for Shakespeare. But nowadays thingn have chan.Red 

and we believe that comparing Shakespeare with Terence 

is an undeserved tribute to PLgrence." (7) 
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but occasionally the historical aspect,' which le 

coneidered moat important, together with little 

knoian detallo of Cervantees life, secrete almost 

forgotten in hin writinge, which have some bearing 

on his poetry and other works, have been brought to 

light. There has been a tendency to connider all 

Cervantino writing together, with 22L11119tt as the 

central star of a conatellation, around which all 

other worke revolve according to their particular 

nhade, color, light and intensity. 

All Cervantes' work, whether it be fiction 

with its variety of intentions and styles, largo or 

emall dramatic pieces, tragediee, entremeses, etc., 

all poseeos their own merit and poetic spirit, 

whether expreosed in prono or verse. Wo can hardly 

find a writer whoee poetry, in its totality, ahown 

the sane level of beauty and perfection. 



THE POETRY OF SHAKESPEARE AND CERVANTES 

The poetical works of these tiro writers 

English and Spanish 	embrace the lyrical, 

dramatic and epie fields. 

Cervantes' first poetry was published be 

tween 1560 and 1569 when he was vory youn. 

Besides the short poema, there viere several others 

including the Elegy and the Epitaph to the Queen 

of Spain, Doña Isabel de Valois. 

Cervantes continued writing poetry throughout 

his lifetime, as dial Shakespeare, but the Bard of 

Avon was thirty years oid in 1592 when he published 

his first poem, Venus and Adonis. 

There has been considerable discussion durinF 

the last fou.r centuries about Cervantes' poetry. 

"We cannot forro a definite opinion on Cervantes as a 

poet from the following works: the reflections of 

quintana in his Life of  Cervantes and his appendix 

to Cervantine Verses; the brief easay of Don Adolfo 

de Castro entitied Was Cervantes A  Lyrical Poet  

Or hot? which appeare in Volume 42 of Rivadeneyra's 

Collection, as a parí of his Observations on Spaniah 

Poet 	(1857). But with the Florilegio by Don Eugenio 

de nivela, which is a discuasion with quotationa, 

75: •;,11. 
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Silvela comes out aíainst the old traditional 

opinlons which deny Cervantes the quality of a 

poet, and affirme this to be his epecial morit. 

Don Adolfo de Castro and Menéndez y Pelayo already 

had epoken in behalf of Cervantes as a poet; 

Navarro Ledesma in his bioF,raphy of Cervantes, and 

Cotarello Valledor in his work Cervantes Dramatic 

Poetry, also spoke in behalf of the Spanish poeta" 

"In epite of all this evidence, Spanish 

antholwies of poetry omit Cervantes and every text 

book and syllabus on literature repeate that he was 

a bad versifier, or they avoid mentioning him entirely. 

Fortunately, eines the nurvival of Cervantes' 

work dependa more on mature and balanced judgement 

over a period of time, opinion now agrees that he was 

a true poet. According to Don Marcelino Menéndez y 

Felayo, "Don uixote de la Mancha le a world of 

poetry," and furthermore, he considere the criticism 

of Cervantes' poetry most unfair. 

Modera criticism presente a different judgement 

of the work of these two poeta and dramatiste. The 

traditional opinion of Cervantes es a "layman" and a 

bad poet, long 11F;o reachod the limite of injustice, 

Now, according to new appraisal and deeper analytical 

atudies, Cervantes is a true poet, and never a bad 

poet as he saya of himself in El viaje  del parnaso: 
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Yo que siempre me afano y me desvelo 

por parecer que tengo de poeta 

la gracia que no quiso darme el cielo... 

1, that; always, sleepless, makInv effort, 

Vainly to appea.r like a real pool-, 

`Po show a grace denled by heaven...(Y.S.A.) 

Shakespeare was a poet before he vas a dramatist, 

just as Cervantes was a poet before he wrote fiction 

and dramatic works. There in a parallel development 

in Shakespeare between hin sonnets and hin playa; 

some of the sane aspecta of transition from earl.y to 

mature work© can alce be obaerved in Cervantes' 

writinIns. But Cervantes achieved a Rreater com-

plexity in his mature works of poetry, showing deep 

poetical cense in most of hin compositions; the mune 

breathea with special warmth in the terceta of 

The Travel to Farnasus, in the rhymes of some of hin 

beet comedies, in the pooms inserted in El 'Ingenioso  

Hidalgo  Don uixote do la Mancha, in the Exemplaa 

Novele, etc. 

The essence of the hendecasyllabic poema, 

vivid and npirited, ja inspired by the sane source 

as Jorge Manrique's Coupletn on Hin Father's Death; 

the Tour quatrains of tilín octosyllabic romance are 

in easy rhyme and rhythm; The Ele m, a sonw-poem, 

expresses the pain and sadnean of the poet in a 
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spiritual lement; Phillip II is mentioned, whose 

wealth and possessions, whose powerful dominions 

all over the world, could not banish hin sadness; 

in epite of the fact that "he is protector of the 

moat iofty ideala," only the certainty of a better 

life to come brings sweet consolation to the king 

and the people of Spain. The Ella_ in in more 

classical styley en meted with mythological refer- 

encea. 

The musical rise and fali of the rhythm is 

melodioua in the three parts of thie epitaph, 

especially in The Bleu: 

A quién irá me doloroso canto, 

o en cuya oreja sonará. su acento 

que no deshaga el corazón en llanto? (3) 

To whom will go my painful song 

(or) in uhat ear will its accent sound 

that might not melt the heart in tears?(M.S.A) 

Cervantes veas boro in 15k? and scarcely 

nineteen years old when he wrote thin lyrical poem. 

He continued writing poetry throughout 

life, which testifica to hin vocation as a poet, 

Nothing la known of Cervantes' poetry until his 

teacher, Juan López de Hoyos, published come of hin 

poema. The Travel to Parnasue published in 1614, two 

years before hin death and addrensed to Don Rodrigo 
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de Tapia, Cabellera de la Orden de Santiago, 

contains a number of autabiagraphical details, 

such as when the author saya to Apollo: 

Desde MíG tiernos años amé el arte 

dulce de la agradable poesía 

y en ella procuré siempre agradarte. • (4) 

n'Ice my most tender years 1 loved art 

Sweetest of most agreeable pootry 

By means of which 1 tried to ploase theo... 

(M.S.A.) 

The fact that no earlier poema have reached ua 

from before the one published by Cervantes' teacher, 

Señor López de Hoyos, does not mean that Cervantes 

had not written poetry earlier, 

William Shakespeare was borra in 1564, when 

Cervantes was seventeen years old. Little la known 

of Shakespeare's lile in comparison to Cervantes' 

and most of the cluos discovered in his literary 

works rather than documents, have been reasoned out 

psychologically. 

Shakespeare's first 

Adonis, which was issued six times between 1593 and 

1602. Shakespeare was twenty-nine years ald in 1593 

and this magnificent work of art mude his narre as a 

poet. Some acholara be lleve that Shakespeare had 

known paem la Venue and 

,-1_411111.45.05km,;:o 
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written thio poem as well as The Rape of Lucrece  

before his arrival in London, but Venus and Adonis  

is the first known Shakespearean work. 

The Lezend  of Venus and  Adonis was used in 

ancient times by Teócrito, later by non, most 

irnportantly by Dente and Chaucer in the Middle Aren, 

and durin9.5  the Renaissance by severa]. Spaninh, 

French and Italian poeta. Ronsard treated the same 

subject the very year that Shakespeare was born. 

Spenser and Marlowe retoid the classical myth in 

verse. To these must be added Robert Green and, 

aboye all, Tomas LodRe, who sang of Adonis' death 

and Venus' grief in the stanzas of the prologue to 

Scillas Metamorphosia, published in 1589. 

From theee worke as well as from the Third 

Chant of Ile111£1111111 and the short poem by 

Enrique Constable, Canto Pastoral de Venus y Adonis, 

Shakespeare extracted the substance of his story. 

However, the principal source was Ovide's 

Metamorphosie or Transformations.q (5) 

There are many differences between Shakespeare's 

poetry and Cervantes'. They both embraco the lyrical, 

dramatic and poetic fields, but Shakespeare rever 

wrote fiction. They began writing at differont apee; 

it is eaay to verify that the Enilish poet, as 

mentioned previously, was almoat thirty years old 

when hin first poem appeared, while on the other hand 
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Cervantes wrote hin first lyrical poem before he 

was twenty. 

According to early scholastic críticism, 

Cervantes' poetry never reached the height of 

Shakespeare's, but lately Cervantes has been re- 

cognized as a groat poet. 

Don Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo's judgement 

Je that the arbole of Cervantes' work ís "a 

poetical worad." 

Poetry, a gi.ft from heaven, was not &mío(' to 

Cervantes, as the Marquis of Santillana wrote in 

the fifteenth century: "La Poetrya e gaya uciencia 

es avida rrecebida e alcanzada por gracia infusa del 

Señor Dios que la da a enbya e influye en aquel o 

aquellos que byen e sabia sotil e derechamente la 

saben fazer e ordenar o componer e limar o escandir 

e medir por sus pies e pausas e por 311,8 consonantes 

e sylaban e acentos e por artes sctyion e diversas 

e singulares nombrabzaa..." 

Madona criticism conaiders that the gq wing 

brillisncy of Don ruixote)  with it6 continuoua and 

universal triumph, has so dazzled critico ,ind 	- 

19earchers that they have not been able to 	clel 

ly the importance of Cervantes poetry and lesser 

works, Romantic criticinm, throughout the centuries, 

was determined to draw public attention to Den 

uixote. The same thinp has happened this contury, 
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THE GREATEST .FJEMS  01? 3RAKESPEARE AND CERVANTES 

According to líterary criticiom, there are two 

clearly deliueatect classifications of poetic crea 

tivity: imagination and fanbasy. Both oí these 

support the thesis that man does not create any- 

thing; he only imitates or combines what already 

existo in nature. 

The artist joins certain elemento to produce 

a work of imagination; in the field of art this 

tnay be a dragon, a aphinx, etc. But when the artint, 

by a flight of imagination, using all hin potentials, 

goen beyond the usual limits, by fantasy he reaches 

sublime heightn of beauty and expression that can 

only result from a creative mind. 

In this kind of work, mainly in poetry, imag- 

ination carnes a "light," a flame which illuminates 

the way to a preconceived end. A creative force, 

using imagination, bringn into.reality whatever la 

basic in the thought giving rise lw the work of art. 

The poet rnay reach his artistle purpose by any means 

at hin command; by any combination of element;s, but 

with the vital strength of hís creative fancy, which 

surpasses hin oren nativo ability and achieves a 

noble end. 
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Venus and Adonis  

Venus and Adonis is the finest and most 

exquieite of Shakespeare's poems. Althouvh written 

on an old and well know/1 subject, it le a treasure 

house of artiatic elements; but theee elements are 

presented in a personal and characteristic rhythm 

and musteality which is deeply melodioue and appealing. 

It producen a delightful and a epiritual feeling, 

which has been difficult or impoesible to duplicate 

in other poema, erren by the same author. 

Venus and Adonis shows a coherent and poetic 

magie in the combining of elemento of composition 

into form as well as ideoloKical content. Every ima- 

inable mentan, balanced artistically with mythological 

and human values, is used to víbrate the strings of 

human emotion. While medieval poeta dreamed on divino 

themes in their poetry, the Bard of the Renaissance 

returned to classicism and tried to reinterpret these 

worke in an expreosion of muele, colour and feeling. 

The poem Venus and Adonis is full of youthful 

strength. It le ehaded with the most delicate imagery 

and seasoned with auch sweetneen of verbal exprension 

that the poet in referred to as "the melliferous one," 

"the poet of the honeyed tongue." This tem was aleo 

applied to Ovid. 

47 . 
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"The Wilia ,lretur VulFus' of the devices 

which ornament the beginning works of Shakespeare, 

harmonizes perfectly with the 'Odi Profanum Vulgus' 

of Hornee, who eulogized the new school of ex- 

pression of hin time. In arder to advance, it was 

necessary to go back to the classica..." (1) 

There is an exceptional poner of creation, 

which in largo part determines style, and also 

that well known device of great poeta, a melodic 

weaving of rhythm by combination of vowele and 

consonante. This gives an ethereal harmony to the 

poem, as well as drawing in a combination of the 

claesical and sentimental atmospheres. Thus we 

fiad an unsurpaseable euphony in Venus and Adonis  

and an imagery which flows naturally from the over 

powering passion of the goddess. 

According to the opinion of Coleridge, "It has 

buen before observed that images, however beautiful, 

though faithfully copied from nature and as accur 

ately represented in words, do,not, of themselves, 

characterise a poet. They become proofs of original 

genius as far as they are modified by a predominant 

passion or by associated thoughts or images awakened 

by that passion; or when they have the effect of 

reducing multitude to unity, or succession to an 

inetant, or lastly when a human or intellectual life 

is transferred to them from the poetes own spirit." (2) 
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In Shakespeare's mind the persistent subject 

of lost happinean, of human disintegration, is an 

obsession which appears in many of hia works. 

This iri  more common in his lyric poetry where he 

frequently expresses it by the use of metaphores. 

It is well known that language is the 

principal eLement of style. In Shakespeare's 

work, there is not only a rich lexicon, but a 

special use of language. On the other hand we 

must remember that there are many linguistic 

changos in the English language, due to the 

change in man's activities and the evolution of 

his thought. 

Scholars have always emphasized that Shake- 

speare's language la not rnodern English; alsol  

idioma of times past and new words introduced 

later, offer different hades to the poet's mind. 

In the case of Shakespeare, there are many dif- 

ferent between-the-lines meanings of an amphibious 

nature. They appear simple, but have a eructe 

meaning behind them. When Prince Hamlet suggests 

that Ophelia should enter a nunnery, the direct 

meaning la not the most important. Also, the ex- 

preasion, 'Thus conscience does make cowards of us 

all' requires a linguiatic note of sorne kind to 

enable the beginner to underatand its original 

Elizabethan meaning. The points which play maximum 
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part in ordinary lanw:uaRe are concerned With 

lexicography (additions and losses in vocabulary), 

sementics (alterations in the meaninhY;s and 

associations of words), and accidence and syntax 

(chani.ses in inflection and construction). In 

addition, there are equally far-reachinp; phono-

loRical changes. Our phonetic equiva].ents for 

vowel and consonant symbols are not; the same as the 

blizebethan..." (3) 

The styles of Shakespeare and Cervantes are 

inimitable, since they are the result of extra-

ordinarily creative minds, and of a life devotion 

to the expression of their work. 

"Venus and Adonis is a rnasterpiece of 

decoration. The abundant imagery, often conventional 

and euphuistic, but as often actual and void, is 

unified by the regularity of the versification and 

the studied conduct of the vowels and consonants. 

The content is adequate for the style and sufficiently 

varied. There is description aud some action; dis-

quisitions on the idle and over played theme of 

'Clather ye rose buds while ye may;' the suppliction 

of Death, the distinction drawn between love and lust, 

and a concluding prophecy on the nature of human love 

hereafter..." (4.) 

The spirit of Venus and  Adonis is pure poetry, 

ind Chis aspect distinprfflishes it from The Rape of JAucrece, 
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in which there already begins to appear the 

eharaeteristies of drama. 

tie Rape of Lucres  

Venus and Adonis, as main characters, emerge 

from the Hellenie world endowed with all grane and 

ethereal beauty, the finest ereation of the Greek 

mirad "protected" by Olympian deities; on the other 

hand Tarquino, Colatino and Lucrece breathe the 

unmistakable mark of the Latín world. 

"The consciousness of death characterizes the 

Middle Ages. The serse of time is the dominating 

note of the Renaissanee.(SGElizabethan Imagery owes 

a vast debt to euphonism. In Lily we find imagery 

of two kinds. Sometimes the idea is only valuable 

for the images it suggests. Sometimes the imagen 

are intended to arrue the idea. Thus v  as an ex-

ample of poetic lo)ic we might take the words of 

Venus: Torches are vade to light, jewels to wear, 

Dainties to taste, fresh beauty for the use, 

Herba for their smell and sappy plante to bear, 

Things growing to themselves are growth's abuse. 

Seeds sprint from seeds, and beauty breatheth 

beauty: 

Thou was begot: to g t it is thy duty... 
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Or of Lucrece: 

Why should the worm intrude the maíden bud? 

Or hateful cookoos hatch in sparrows' nesta? 

Or toads infect fair founts with venom mud? 

Or tyrant folly lurk in gentle breasts? (6) 

And in the Sonnets: 

No more he Krieved at that which thou haat done .  

Roses have thorns and silver fountains mud; 

Clouds and eclipses stain both sun and moon 

And loathsome canker lives in sweeteat bud. 

This is the method of Lily's madness..." 	(7) 

Nevertheless, the characteriotic traits of 

tragedy (violence, blood and death) are present in 

Lucrece, as if all the later tragedies of the poet 

would flow from Chis work. 

In The RIpe of Lucrece as well as in the Sonnets, 

the influence of Lily is decisive. Lucrece, in her 

despair and pain, says things which were thought and 

raid before by Lily. 

Pain, despair and the inevitability of death 

besiege the soul of Lucrece and she tries to per- 

suade Parquin not to make "dolour dwell in her" 

forever. The cense of honour of the Rowan wornan is 

more pronounced here than in any other literary work. 

In Venus loving pasaion is unbridled, while in 

Lucrece there is balance and the reeponsibility of 
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conjugal duty; Lucrece opposes Tarquin'e lust, and, 

for that reason perhaps, the poem has been considered 

cold, comparad to an iceberg or an icehoune. 

In Shakespeare's poetry, metaphore ira a rich 

poetic element uaed with definite artiatic aám. It 

transmite the imagination of the author by producing 

a feeling of enduring satisfaction. 

There is no doubt that Shakeapeare note Lucrece 

with charactera, atmosphere and feelings opposite to 

thoae of hin first poem in arder to exprese hin 

knowledge of different worlds, as woll as to enrich 

hin work with variety in accordanco with hin own ex-

perience and literary ambitions. 

From a paychological point of view, the Sean 

placed himself between tiro different worlds. When 

Lucrece dentroys the portrait of celen with her own 

hondo, ahe protesto sgainst a women who wes hateful 

to her in ord and decid. Lucrece representa the 

virtues and bellota of her own time. J3ehind the 

world of visible action, there existo a psychological 

proceso of thougbt. The art of poetry actually con-

siste in awakening in others the feelingo and thoughts 

of the writer. 
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THE JOURNEY  TO PARNASSUS  

The Journey to Parnassus is not the only great 

poem by Cervantes. There is genuine poetry in most 

of his writing. "We cannot form a correct opinion 

about the work of Cervantes as a poet from the 

reflections of Quintana in his Life of Cervantes 

(1805) and his Appendix on cervantine verse; nor 

from the brief essay of Don Adolfo de Castro, 

entitied "Was Cervantes a Lyric post or Not?" in 

Spanish poetry (1875), which apene Volume 42 of 

Rivadeneyra's Collection; nor from the 122,11.1w1 

by Don Eugenio Silvela, an essay with quotations. 

However, Silvela is eapecially interesting because 

he disagrees with the traditional opinion which 

denied Cervantes the status of a poet. Don Adolfo 

Castro and Menéndez y Pelayo had already expresaed 

thoir opinions in behalf of the much-discussed poet, 

as had also Navarro Ledesma in hin biography on 

Cervantes, and Cotarello Valledor in hís Study of 

the Dramatic Works. In epite of all this, Spanish 

a.nthologies of poetry omit Cervantes and the manuals 

of literature repeat that he was a bad versifier, 

or simplify mattera by avoiding all mention of him. 

But little by little, atter much discuonion of 
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Cervantes as a lyrIcal post, the conclusion has 

been reached that most of his poetry in re- 

markable; the lyrical aspect is recognized as 

well as the dramatic and epic, for although 

Don Quijote de la Mancha Je written in prose, it 

le an epopee ornamented artistically by a great 

number of poems. 

It is not certain when The Journey  to 

Parnassue was produced, but it muy have been at 

the same time Cervantes wrote his great novel. 

de mentions It in the Prologue of the Exemplary 

Novele in which he portrays himself. Actually, 

The Journey to Parnassus was printed in 1614 

just one year after the novel. 

The Journey to Parnassus is a work of great 

inventiveness, as well as excellent poetry, and 

and corresponda to Cervantes' last years when he 

was approaching his end, which was one of his 

most productive periods. 

His literary production of this ti.xe is 

amazing: The Exemplary Novele was published in 

1613 and tiro years later The Second Part of Don 

quijote. The Comedies and Entremeses ppoared 

in 1615 and. The Works of  Persiles and Sigismunda 

was finished in 1616, four clays before Cervantes' 

death, and published by his wife in 1617. 

The Journey, is followed by a prose writing 
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entitled Annexed to Parnassus. It la a dialogue 

between Cervantes and his close friend Don 

Pancracio de Woncesvalles, a wealthy and faithful 

patron but a bad poet, who brought Cervantes a 

letter from Apollo: "The Prívileges, Dispositions 

and Warninga from the Goda to the Spanish Poet." 

When Shakespeare wrote Venus and Adonis and 

his second famous poem, The Rape of Lucrece, he 

was about twenty-nine years old. Cervantes pub- 

lished The Journey in 1614, at the age of sixty- 

aoven, though probably it was written two or three 

years before. However, the Spanish poet wrote 

poetry throughout his entice life. 

The two aboye mentioned poema of Shakespeare 

as well as The Lover's Complaint., The Passionate 

Pil_grim and other lyrical poema, are of the higheat 

quality in forra, ideological content, atyle and 

coherent atructure. But The Journey to Parnassus, 

besidea being fine poetry, je a serioua work of 

criticism. 

In the sixth chapter of the Firet Part of  

Don Quijote de la Mancha, Cervantes gives us a 

piece of criticism on the works of prose writers 

before his time, covering not only knight-errantry 

but also the pastorale, the Byzantine, romantic, 

sentimental, philosophical, Italian and many other 

types of novele; in The Journey to Parnassus he 
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críticízes the work of other poets. In his novel 

he condemned to fire all bad fiction and praises 

works which are good according to his own balanced 

judgement. Amadis of Gaul, Tirante el blanco and 

El Caballero Girar were not condemned to be burned. 

Amadis is important not only because he Je Don 

Quijoteis heno but because these four booke have 

given birth to all others of this genre. Arcadia 

is outstanding literature. 

Jorge Montemayor's Diana is saved because it 

la the first of its kind and extremely poetic. 

In Chapter VI Cervantes speaks briefly of The 

Treasure of Various Poems, which he does not condemn 

because of certain values and aleo because of his 

sentimental friendship for the author. 

Among the epic poema, there are references to 

The Araucana by Don Alonso de Ercilla, The Austriada 

by Juan Rufo, and The Monaerrate by Criatóbal Virués, 

the Valencian poet. Cervantes comments on severa' 

other works, some original and some influenced by 

Spanish or Italian poeta, among which were those of 

Mateo Boiardo, Ludovico Ariosto, Ovide and othere. 

The character of prose seems to lend Ltself to 

easy criticism; but in order to criticize poetry 

conscientiously, with a fair balance which will give 

futura generations the right perspectivo on lit- 

erature produced centuries before, the writer noeda 
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a senee of responsibility and an entirely different 

faculty from that which Je necessary for producing, 

a work of art. This ability to criticize la the 

main difference between the great poema of 

Shakespeare and Cervantes. 

Shakeepeare's creatave mind possessed such 

divina qualitios t;hat hia words ecemod to come 

tbrough the honled Upe of a deity. The Journey 

to Parnassus muy be comparad in originality with 

Shakeepeare's greatest poema, in spite of the fact 

that the aource of Cervantes' inspiration pias 

The Viaggio by Caporali; actually this source 

served the Spaniah writer not only as a etimulue 

but resulted in a criticism of the grotesque style 

of the Perugian poet: "Comproi aneo una mula..." 

According to the boot authoritiee, Cervantes 

wae merely inepired by, but did not imítate, the 

Italian post. In the aboye mentioned criticiem, 

the hendecasyllabie terceto swing the aweet rolling 

of the cervantino veeeel of poetry, the whole made 

up of melodioue poema in every style. Mermaide 

puah the ohip gently on magnificent rolling met- 

aphores, while the real poeta throw all the bad 

poeta into the sea where they dro n. The 

travolera, led by Mercury, ring pastoral eclogues 

and othor poema while they roe.  
Criticism provaile throughout tilín poem; 

' 	 nVS,15.W-2-.1,t-111 
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one instance le when the barde, thousands of them, 

were thrown out of the Empyrean of Poetry to write 

on euch common themee as "the kidneys" of thelr 

ladies. This implica self-criticism, since the 

author once wrote a poem on this subject, though 

it did not refer to a lady. 

"T3enedetto Crocé has raid in his homage to 

Menéndez y Pelaya: 'Ma ea del coinponimento del 

Caporali. il Cervantes tolse il modello e qualche 

particolare, nell' insieme epai opera assai 

diversa, cosi pel contenuto come per lo svolgl- 

mento. Ed anche per l'estengione; giacché 

poemeto del Cervantes, diviso en otto capitoli, 

ó per lo meno sei volte piú lungo dello ecritto 

del suo predeceseore italiano.' The ViagFisio by 

Caporal" la entirely different from Cervantes' 

poem, by reason of its content, development and 

rango." (1) 

The Journey to Parnassue la written in eight 

chapters and followed by the prole piece, the 

Annexed, already mentioned. 

The whole poem la an ironical narration in 

hendecasyllabie terceto which etart out with an 

understanding with Mercury and arrangementa about 

the details and apparent motives of the trip. 

In the second chapter the author definitely 

begine to praiee the qualities of those poeta who 
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are worthy: the Christian iawyer, Poyo, un- 

8urpa13sabl in humour the wise Hipólito de VarPas, 

brilliant and sharp as lightníng; Godinez, the 

facetious writer of comedies; Don Francisco de 

Quevedo, a poetic deíty similar to Apollo; the 

aaint and bard, liEuel Cid 5  who actually atonishes 

the Musca; Don Luis de Góworft, who Cervantes 4:enrs 

will liste him for such a short eulo,7. 

Thousands of poets fall like rain drors from 

the clouds, directly from h.eaven onLo the shp; 

among them Juan Galarza and Lope de VeR:8, the 

latter unsurpassable in prose and poetry. This i 

only the beginning of a lon list, and in spite of 

the seriousness of the subject, there is fonstant 

but gentle mockery behind the author's written 

lines. 

A thousand mermaids helped many poets sink 

into the waves of the sea - that ic. the bad poets. 

At last, after seve_al day rowin, strikinw the 

otean with 'dactyIic oars, 4„nev sH,w the mountain 

'hapter 1II). Here CPrvante 	ironie 

reaches out even to - 171e t.JL3 	rive 	'61.1cm. he 

for lack of dignity. 

Apollo, in person, comes walkinx.  down from the 

height to welcome the Doers: he has rreviously 

taken the luminous rays from his face. The tone of 

t 	rollffg..,tolttY.R.e.t,A7sliveittleAltitmtultesolumtl.: 
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the poem now becomes not only poetíc, but Hellenle: 

the offering of the Castalian waters refreshes the 

poets for thei.r next step in poetry, which ts tú 

talk free 1y with Apollo as they sít under the shade 

of O lixech canopy of wili folime. Cervantes now 

complains to the god sbout the erle lack (.„ under-

otgndín of the eo o,4 weli as of the,r lz,norance 

and envyl he enullers most of hie own Ittersry and 

dramatie works, some of tham loat forever (Chaptar IV). 

In the same way thnt Cervaates portrlyys himaelf 

physically, he describes hís moral and intellectual 

quallt5 to Apollo, who answeim discretely in words, 

but more :).loquently in the magnifícont voici of 

nature, with 1. 1 the Olynp_c elamenta of beauty, 

honourim: Cervantes. How ti/e1.1. the prince of Spanish 

_ettera new h i o 141.-uce1 

If there could be any doubt sbout Cervantes as a 

4‘eat poet, ít is suffielent 	read <w.refully this 

fourt_ chapter; hore the perfect-ion and lyriism is 

suple proof of his qualities 	Ti~ quaitt;'„os are 

two: hin 	 to crítícize in verse, and the 

lyrical quality of the verse. 

In the same chapter, between the linee 

i,ercury's upeech, the author refer!-3 to hi8 own ex-

ceptional poetíc qualittes, both moral and intellec- 

tual, 

Later on in the poemy there appear variou 
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references to literature: first to Homer's 

Odyssey, where there is mention of Olympic deities 

who give aid or destroy the enemy while they are 

saíling, as Venus worked againat Ulysses after the 

fall of Troy; again, to Dante Alighíeri g s sending 

bis enemies as weli /8 the corrupt peopie who were 

a danger to society, to the very depths of the 

inferno. 

Neptuno, coming up under a chip loadod with 

bad poeta approaching Apollo, causes a ohipwreck, 

and they all aink to the bottom of the sea. 

Cervantes continueo expounding on hia own monta 

in the fifth chapter, but in the nixth he extois 

discretion and speaks very wisely about the bad 

effecta of vaingloriousness, untruth and flattery, 

which la a hearty laugh at the previous boanting. 

Then come more lista of groat poeta and their 

worka which are diacussed and cniticized from 

different pointo of vlew in Chapter VII: Bartolomé 

Leonardo de Argennola, Garcilaso de la Vega, Juan 

de Timoneda are among the best; Timoneda la praised 

especially for hia pope de pueda comdiea. 

Again, in the last chupter, the touchingly 

classic and lyrical poetry of Cervantes reigna, 

glowing with all ito qualitien of beauty and per 

fection. Apollo dintributes handfulls of jaamine, 

pearla and rones among the poeta. There in a 
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constant psychologically d.enigned reminiscence of 

the mythological in the over-all atmosphere. The 

poets are again led to Castalia where, among other 

happenings, Pegarme, artístically decorated with 

gay ornamente is brought into their presence. 

Orpheus endows the poeta with his strength. 

After a few days Cervantes awakes in Naples, 

and later in Madrid. He senda his thanks and 

blessing to the magnanimous Earl of Lomos and sighs 

over ah the physical and moral sufferings that 

life has so bitterly inflicted on him, which were 
perhaps the source of the poetry which singa through 

all of his remarkable works. 
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EPISTIJE TO MATEO VAZQUEZ 

During the time Cervantes wan cautive in 

Algiers he tried to escape three times. °With 

undaunted cou.rage and persistence he organized 

plana to escape. In 1576 he induced a Moor to 

guide him and other Christian captives to Oran; 

the Moor deserted them on the road, the baffled 

fugitivos returned to Algiers, and Cervantes wae 

treated with additional severity. In the opring 

of 1577 two priests of the Order of Merey arrived 

in Algiers with a sum of three hundred crowns en 

trusted to theta by Cervantes' family; the amount 

was ineufficient to free him and wat; spent in 

ransoming hin brother Rodrigo. Cervantes made 

another attempt to escape in Septeriiber 1577, but 

was betrayed by the renegade whose cervices he had 

enliated. On being brought before Hessan Pashal  

the Viceroy of Algiers, Cervantes took the blame 

on himself and was threatened with death; struck, 

however, by the heroic bearing of the prisonerl  

Hessen remitted the sentence, and bought Cervantes 

from Dalí Mami for five hundred crowne. In 1577 

the captive addressed to the Spanish Secretary of 

State, Mateo Vázquez, a versified letter suggest- 

ing that an expedition ohould be fitted out to 

v,v1 	 1174,14 
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seize Algiers; the project, thouO practicable, 

wes not entertained." (1) 

As Cervantes hirnself says, in the flfty-

eivhth tercet of the Epistie, this poem was 

written at the end of two yearis slavery in 

Alp;iers and sent to Spain when Me brother, 

nodrivo, was rans.pmed. 

The Epistle to  Mateo Vázquez "was round 

among several interesting manuscripts, in the 

archives of tris Excellency Señor Conde de 

Altamira." I n \ 

This piare of poetry surpasaes in quality 

and heauty the two Canciones to the Invincible 

Armada and that to Santa Teresa de  Jesús. 

Cervantes must have held the Ipistle to 

Mateo  Vázquez in hi.trh esteem. This can be in 

ferred, although he does not actu.ally rnention it 

anywhere, because of the purpose for which it was 

oriinally written, the things that he propases 

in It, and also because he usen a great part of 

the Epistle for the autobiogruphical character, 

Saavedra, in glptivity  in Algiers. 

Criticism has buen generous to this work. 

Menéndez y Pelayo speaks of "the valiant and 

patriotic inspiration" of the Epistie (Estudios, 

op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 6); Navarro Ledesma mentions 

the strength of ita tercets (El ingenioso hidalgo 
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Mkguel de Cervantes Saavedra, Madrid, 1905, p. 3); 

"The most vigorous and sincere poetry ever written," 

says Fitzmaurice-Kelly (Lecciones, op. cit., p. 176); 

"The touching and sad Ipistle" says Valledor (El 

teatro de Cervantes, p. 201); and Cotarello 

(Efemerides op, cit., p. ?5)  has called it "A 

touching poetry...If the Epistle and the Canciones 

to the Invincible Armada and some parts of the 

Journey present Cervantes as a civil poot, his songs 

in Galatea show him as erotic; his muse singa of 

evente 	historical, legendary, religious and 

pastoral - embracing not only themes but aleo human 

feelinge; universal sympathy is another singular 

trait of }líe genius." ( 3)  

In the Epistle, Cervantes deplores his condition 

as a clave and praicee the humanitarianism and sen- 

sitivity of his old friend, Mateo Vázquez, who was 

at that time secretary to the king. 

The Epistle portrays in poetic form the endiose 

suffering of Christians ensiaved by Moharnmedanc. 

Cervantes writes a tender verse, imagining that the 

king is lietening; but unfortunately the king nevar 

knew about it. 

The work takes on a clasaical elegante with 

allusions to Greek mythology. Criticism, by 

Cervantes' ardent admirers, is variable, but a 

cold and impartial judgement based on thorough 
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knowledge of Cervantes' literary personality, and 

paralleled by careful consideration of his bio-

graphy, britTs us to the definite conclusion that 

Cervantes was extraordinarily poetic. 

The pitíful condítion pf the author's slavery 

in Alglers gsve orígín to the Epistle, but: ít had 

nothing to do with the vigorous poetry of hie 

rreatíve work. 

:1 2eems unbelievable that Lope de Vey should 

have wttueked Cervantes: "Writing to the Duke of 

Sessa cm the 14t;h of Aumust 1604, from Toledo, Lope 

saíd: 9iJany bad poets are at workl  but none 30 bad 

as Cervantes and none 90 foolísh as to praíse 

Don. QuijoJe.'" 

Fifteen years after Cervantes death, in 1631 

Lope de Vega was to write u great eulopy to Cervantes 

in his poem, Laurel de Ap9lo: 

In awful battle, where the ray of Austria, 

Immortal son of the most farnou3 Eagle 

Won from a king of Asia in 	t;:  war 

The laurel wreat;h divíne; 

The envious Fortune 

Hurt in Milruel de Cervantes hía 	hand 

Not his genius, whose diamantine verses, 

Those of lead he turned them in such a giory 

That for sweet, for sonorous and for elegant 

Took to eternity his noble memory 
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5o, that it can be said that a hurí hand 

Could afford to his owner life eternal.(5) 

(M.S.A.) 
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THE SOpNETS OF SMKESPEARE 

The monuiont of the Sonnets, the quinteasence 

of Shakespeare's writing, remains an impenetrable 

mystory, lighting up only a shell of suffering 

and a paradise of poetry In the soul of the poet. 

The mystery remains unsolved by the most 

brilliant renearchers in linguistie and literary 

matters of the Elizabethan epoch; unsolved by all 

polemice on. the Shakespeare-Marlowe or Marlowe 

Shakespeare theme; unsolved in spite of all the 

parallelisms in poetry, drama and style, diecovered 

by. the most expert critica of the worke of both 

poeta. 

"The one hundred and fifty four sonnets were 

neither publiahed according to the exact chronology of 

their production nor in the order in which they were 

ritten. Besides, i.t is known that the first edition 

was done surrepticiously." (1) 

Thouh the most erudito opinions do not reach 

any definite conclusion as to the author'a motivation 

for vriting the Sonnets, the "supposed" personality 

of the poet projects sorne light on the Elizabethan 

era and serves as a atimulus for further study. 

If the Sonnets had been kepí in the arder of 
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their production, many happenings in the author's 

life rnight be placed in their true perspectivo, 

This would have clarified the alternation, 

exact up to a cortain point, with the drsmatic 

works, and would perhaps light up many unexplainod 

points. 

"Wo have previously noticed tihat the sonnet 

is the most oelf revealing íorni of exprension 

known to writing. Strange, then, that scholars 

and critico have failed to perceive in Shakespeare's 

Gonnets the prayers of a pleading soul, sufforing 

in torced anonymity and exile. Interpretations 

gimen to the sonnets are among the most diverso of 

all literary critícism. Some critice cluster them 

into sections and speak of the Dark Lady behind the 

theme. Othero admit that Shakoopoare might have 

npoken of a Dark loung (an. Still °there conclude 

that the sonnets are addressed to Cupid, to Love, to 

Boauty, to Friendship, Time and Death. An infinito 

variety of abstracta does not camouflage .¿he fact 

that the oonnots remain wrapped in obscurity. The 

motivated force behind the poema ís enigmntic." (2) 

The sonnets are an outpouring of self-surpassing 

poetry as well as an etfort to surpass the literary 

works of hin contemporaries. 

ie find the same intention in Cervantes' Don 

Ruijote do la Mancha and in the works of other 
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eniusei of the Renaíssance and the goiden years 

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centurias. 

`.che themos of Shakespesre's sonnets show, 

among other thinKs, a persistent anxiety as to 

immortallty and the validity of the writer's lave 

as an overwhelminF, passion, to become eternal in 

the sublimity of poetry. 

LV 

Not marble, nor the gilded monumento 

Of princea, shall outlive this powerful rime. 

i3ut you 	shine more bright in these 

contenta 

Than unswept stone beamear'd with eluttish 

time. 

When wasteful war shall etatuee overtu.rn 

And broils root out the work of masonry, 

Nor Haro his sword nor war's quick fire 

shall bu.rn 

The living record o_ your memory. 

'Gainst death and all-oblivious enmity 

Shall you pace forth; your praise shall 

still fiad room 

Even in the eyes of all posterity 

That wear this world out to the ending doom. 

So, till ho judgement that yourself arice, 

You livr, in this, and dwoll in lovern' eyee. 
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But over and aboye this constantpursuit 

of immortality through the ideal of eternal beauty, 

we see how deeply the heart of centuries has trem- 

bled at his cry of pain and the unavoidshiG agony 

of rornaining anonymous and living separate from 

the loved one, on shores Lar dístant from the one 

of whom he dreamed. 

This is the basic point for those who contera 

that Shakespeare was Christopher Marlowe. Thcy 

remind us of the similarity of their personalities. 

Christopher Marlowe undertook truly erudito studies. 

lithough he carne from a very humble farnily he studied 

in King's School, adjoining the Cathedral in 

Canterbury, which is much oidor than Cambridge or 

Oxford and therefore with a long tradition as one 

of the bent in the kingdom. 

Marlowe had access to this school thanks to a 

scholarship furnished hita by the church. 

Three hundred years later it is raid that he 

took fuil advantage of the privilege: 	author 

was the first English poet, the father of EngIish 

tragedy and the creator of blank verse." (4) 

When kariowe was not yet seventeen :ars old 

he pasaed from Kingis College to Corpus Christi 

Collee, showing a deep absorption in belles-lettres 

and especially in theatrical works. 

In this college students "must at the time of 
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their election be so enterad into the skill 

song that they at first sight solve and sing plain 

son, and that they shall be of the best and aptest 

acholara, well instructed in their grammar, and if 

it may be, such as can make verse." pl 

Always progressing, Marlowe went on afterwards 

to obtain bis bachelor of arta and a masters degree, 

which was the highest that the University of 

Cainbridge coaferred at that time. 

Having concluded bis atudies, which were ex- 

traordinarilly brilliant, Marlowe was temperarily 

refused his degree due te bis frequent absences 

from the university, but later the deTree was 

granted. 

lis absences were due to bis participation 

in espionage and counter-espionage, in which he 

became involved under the ordera of his protector 

Sir Thomas Wolsingham (Wolsing-Ham). 

The counter-espionage was centered in Reims, 

where Marlowe went on his trips. These political 

and religious difficulties were often disastroua in 

the Elizabethan era, with torture and death by fire 

not uncommon. It was believed that this was the 

real reason why Christopher Marlowe was assassinated 

on ,ay 30, 1592, in Deptford. 

A year later in 15L3 	15'34) there appears 

for the first time, in the world of English lettere, 

~W~SIMIT2  
efn P< 
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the symbol of the heraldic emblem of William 

Shakespeare (Shake-Spear). 

It is impossible to nearch for a ray of light 

in the terrifying and at the same time exquisitely 

poetical mystery of the Sonnets, without comparing 

the Hves of these two extraordinary, poets and 

dramatists. 

fi Christopher Marlowe, whose age only differed 

from that of Shakespeare by two montha, was bap- 

tized in Canterbury the 26th of February 1564; 

Shakespeare received the lustral waters at Stratford- 

on-Avon, County of Warwick, on the 26th of April 1564, 

in the Church of Holy Trinity, as Gulielmus 

Johanes Shakespeare."16) 

For the purpose of this study, the main points 

to be conaidered are: 

First - the source of William Shakespeare's 

academic culture is not only unknown, but his con- 

temporaries were astonished at the unexpected 

appearance of his writing, and reproachod film for 

possessíng "little Latín and leas Greek" as Ben 

anean said, and for "adorning himself with somobody 

elses plumea." 

Second - Marlowe, with outstanding intelligence 

and wisdom, roce to the upper third of the highost 

culture of his time, showing unequaled poetic 

ability as well as a consciousness of hic own 
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superiority, which expressed Itself in a haughty 

manner. 

This eral t; of character, rooted perhaps in 

the knowledge of hís humble birth, was the urge 

which drove him to humiliate not only the most 

refined aristocrats, in whose company he aved 

and moved, but aleo the great men of lettere of 

his time. 

Impudence was usual in most Elizabethan 

literature and a great parí of the work of 

Shakespeare and Marlowe has been purged. 

Of Shakespeare's education it is said only 

that he attended the Grammar School of Stratford. 

In spite of this, his literary work is saturated 

with classicism and historical data, not inferior 

to that of Marlowe and with an equally unsur- 

passable styliatic quality. 

"Po be just, 1 should produce the evidence 

brought forth by the Shakespearean advocates. 

Mere are some of their theories on William Shake- 

apeareis education. (1) It has seriously been 

otated by Shakespearean zealots that the sources 

of Shakespeare's education must not be questioned, 

since tgenius' iyso facto, requires no explanation; 

that Shakespeare was beyond the necessity of 

learning by all educativa preparation. Inherent in 

this belief is the absurd notion that the formal 
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acquaintance with the works of Socrates, Sophocles, 

Virgil, Senec, Ovid, Plautus, Trucan and Pliny; with 

Latín, Greek, French, Italian; with the arta of 

grarnrnar, medicine, poetice, philosophy, divinity, 

ustronomy, versification, law and horticuiture, had 

dropped 'es the gentle radia from heaven' upon the 

man from Stratford. This knowledge must have been 

garnered through some external means. Shakespeare's 

sensitivity argues not only for general knowledge, 

but algo for a systematized knowledge of the intel- 

iectual world. No wonder Samuel 'Paylor Coleridge, 

in this connection, tolla ua: 'Ask your own hearta, 

ask your own coman sense, to conceive the pos- 

sibility of the author of the plays being the 

anomalous, the wild, the irregular genius of our 

daily criticism. 	What! Are we to have miracles 

in sport? Does God choose idiota by whom to convey 

divine truths to man?' The mirarle of Shakespeare's 

education, or self-education la an impoasible miracle. 

it argues only the limitations - and credulity of 

those who incline to such possibility." (7) 

Some critics believe that the greater part of 

Shakespeare's works, especially thoae permeated with 

claesicism, viere written on the ehores of the 

Mediterranean facing the Adriatic Sea, or before the 

trenibling golden sande of the Homeric goda. The 

truth le that in all these poetic and dramatic works, 
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recognized as the Swan's, there sin ;s the spirit of 

Italy and the immortal soul of Greece. 

Venus and !donis, The Rafe of Lucreco and 

about ten dramatic works produced between 1594 and 

1602, all breathe the same atmosphere and altornate 

with a similar number of dramas set in EnRiand. 

The only ones of which 	éan be certain are those 

Usted in Q,uartos and the entries in the Stationer's 

Regíster of 1598, quoted by Francis Meres in 

Palladis Tarda of that year. These i.ncludo The Two 

Gentlemen of Verona, The Comed; of Errors, Romeo and 

19119t, Love's Labouris Lost, A Midsummer 

Dream, The Merchant of Venice, Titus_Andronicus, most 

of them placed in a Mediterranean setting. There are 

other works mentioned later in the Register: Much 

ledo about  Nothinpi (1598) placed in Mesilla, and 

Julius Caesar (1599), all alternating, as has been 

said aboye, with a considerable number of works of 

te English Cycle. 

"Going back to 1593, year of the supposed 

assassination of Marlowe, it comes to mirad that it 

was one of the years in which the plague whipped 

London most bitteriy; many persona believed that 

Marlowe had been a victim of the disease; but it is 

well known that Sir Thomas Waisingham, his protector, 

of whom Marlowe was an oid, intimate and favourite 

friend, for more than twenty years, employed two 
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malefactors to assassinate an unknown humble man 

inatead of Marlowe, who was accused of heresy, 

that is to say, a reasoned analysis of the 

Scripture. An unknown man supplanted the poet 

and received a mortal wound in the Lace which die 

figured it in a certain manner that was impossible 

to recognize hin. Wevertheless, one month later, 

after receiving the queen's pardon, Ingram Trizer, 

the assassin, abandoned Sir Thomas Walsingham's 

service, just to continue his personal activities 

as a thief, but, whose benefit would go directly to 

Mr. Walsingham's treasure and that of las formidable 

wife. .tour months later, in September 1593, the 

name of William Shakespeare appeared in the book 

Venus  and Adonis,  an anonimous poem, registered on 

the 18th of April, 1593. This was the first time 

that the neme of Shakespeare appeared in a work." (6) 

The anxiety for an immortality in beauty, as 

Greek art understood it, was not only taken over by 

Elizabethan poeta; they actually lived and breathed it. 

The motivation of an extreme sensitivity gen- 

erally 	used by a suffering beyond all imagination, 

produces the most refined aesthetie works, as can be 

seen in a great number of Shakespeare's aonnets. 

The poetic esaence of Shakespeare's Sonnet XXII 

shows, side by d.de with the sweetness of love, the 

bitternese of an irremediable absence, and among its 
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most beautiful rhetoricai figurho it has 

reminiscences of Romeo and Juliet: 

For then my thoughta - from far where I abide 

Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee 

And keep my droopíng eyelids open ;vide, 

Looking in blindness which the blind do see. 

Save that my soul's imaginary sight 

Presente thy shadow to my sightle©e view, 

Which, like a jewel hung in ghaetly night, 

Makes black night beauteoua and her old face new. 

Lo! thus, by day my límbs, by night my mind, 

For thee, and for myself no quiet fiad. (9) 

Yet in Sonnet XXVIII, the continuoue suffering of 

absence flowers, in a series of símiles, into something 

of tremendous beauty. 

There has been an infinite number of interpre- 

tations of Shakespeare's sonnets. "Moat critico, 

however, tend to one of two parties. Solee agree with 

Wordsworth, who wrote: 

Scorn not the Sonnet; critic, you have frowned 

Mindless of its just honor; with this key 

Shakespeare unlocked hi s heart. 

Others follow Matthew Arnold, who raid: 
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Others abide our question. Thou art free, 

We ask and ask thou smilest and art still 

Out-topping knowledge. 

'hese two observatione sum up the main divisions 

between those who believe that Shakespeare was an 

inscrutable sphin.x about whose personality erre; can 

know nothing, and those who bel:leve that Shakespeare 

laid lare his heart in his plays and in hin sonnets." (lo). 



T1H SONNETS 01? CERVANTES IN DON qpJoTE 

Both Cervantes and Shakespeare expressed their 

most intimate feelímrs in sonnet form. 

immediately after t-rcloGue to the leader, be ;an 

his masterpiece, The)iistory of Don ,:íyijote  de 

La Mancha, wit;h a collection of poems, rnost of 

which are in this literary forms 

Except for the first short poem containinq 

"The Unknown Urganda's Advice on Don ;;;uijoteis 

Book," and that of "El Donoso, the Motley Poet on.  

Sancho Panza and Rocinante" which are in octo-

syllable Spanish verse reduced to seven syllables 

(versos  de cabo roto), there are eight original 

sonnets praising Don '..uijote, Cervantes, Sancho and 

Rocinante. 

Amadis not only extols Don Quijote, but eulo-

gizes ita author for bis wisdom, "unique" in the 

world, and for havinvs placed iris country in first 

rank. Between the fines in Don :04jote there is a 

bitter complaint about poverty and sufferinv, but 

there also ahines, in the hendecasyllable verse, 

an exquisite cense of aesthetics and the pre-

eminence of classical poetry. 

In the second sonnet, Don Belisnis of Creece 

PA; 
	 ITMMItritT. 
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envies Don ,¿xlijote's prowese; in the third sonnet, 

tu sweet and rhythmical lines, Lady Oriana admires 

and envies Dulcinea. 

Gandalin, Amadis' squire, could not refrain 

from the greatest admi.ration of Sancho and his 

donkey, and even of Orlando, the Kinght of Phoebus; 

Sonsdan wraps up in well-rhymed fines his admir- 

ation for Don ,-¡uijote; and the introductory rernarks 

of the book end with a phiiosophical dialogue, in 

sonnet form, which prepares the reader poetically 

to enter a definite place in La Mancha, the name of 

which he will never know. 

In the very heart of the book, Chapter XXIII 

of the First Part, shines a sonnet which Don 

uijote and Sancho find among a number of rolden 

crowns and many other things, in Cardenio's bag, 

and this makes Sancho very happy. This sonnet has 

a bitter and phiiosophical tone: 

Or love is lacking in intelligence 

Or to the height of cruelty attains, 

Or else it is my doom to suffer pains 

beyond the measure due to my offence. 

But if Love be a fsod, it follows thence 

That he knows all, and certain it remains 

No god laves cruelty; then who ardains 

This penance that enthrall.s while it tormenta? 

It were a falaehood, Chloe, thee to name; 
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cuch ovil with such goodness can not live; 

And against Heaven S. daro not charge the blame, 

I only know 1tt is my fate to die. 

To him wiio knows not whence his malady 

A míracle alone a cure can give. 

In his verses on love Cervantes does not sím 

mere ly at immortalizinm his name thr~h poetry; 

he achleves a hiher Koal by superimposing a poetic 

world over the ocean of his misfortunes. 

There is further paralielism with Shakespeare's 

themes in Chapter XXVII, on "How the Ourate and the 

Barber Proceeded with their scheme; together with 

Other Matters worthy of Record in this Great Hi tory. 

Cervantes also wrote a sonnet on lortendship, which 

Cardenio sings with profound sadness: 

nen heavenward, holy Friendship, thou didst uo 

Soaring to seek thy homo beyond the sky, 

And take thy seat among the saints on 

It was thy will to leave on earth below 

Thy semblance, and upon it to bestow 

Thy veil, wherewith at times hypocrisy, 

Parading in thy shape, deceives the eye 

And makes ita vileness bright as v .trtue show. 

Friendship, return to us, or force that Chest 

That wears it now, thy livery to restore, 
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By aid where of sincerity is slain. 

If thou will not unmask thy counterfeit, 

This earth will be the grey of strife once more 

As when primeval discord held its relgn. 

The legend of the Dark Lady stolen from 

Shakespeare's heart by his most intimste friend, if 

it gis true, is very similar to the aboye sonnet by 

Cervantes, in which Cardenio rings of the cruelty of 

Don Fernando, who at one time intended to snatch his 

beloved Lucinda. This drove Gardenia insane, and 

sine ing unhappiiy, moaning in despair, he almont onda 

his píteous sighs in the heart of the woods. 

In addition to the direct meaning of the two 

sonnets in which Cervantes refers to Cardenio's mis- 

fortnne, he criticizes the madneas and the death of 

lave so frequent in the Middle Ages. 

Later, in "The Novel of the Ill-Advised 

Curiosity," Chapter XXXIV of the First Part, two 

other sonnets, equally significant and bewrtiful, 

appear on the lips of the treacherous Lothario. 

The first begins: 

At midnight, in the silence, when the eyes 

Of happy mortal balmy slumbers close... 

And the aecond: 

I know that I am doomed; death is to me 

As certain as that thou, ungrateful fair... 
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In both these sonnets Lothario sings of his 

treachery to his friend Anselmo, which has brought 

the worst posslble end to the three characters. 

These two sonnets, like man.y others, are 

magnificent poetry, universal lLterary jewels. 

There is no doubt that Cervantes realized the quality 

of his poetry, for the last mentioned sonnet appeared 

earlier in The House of Jealousy, a comedy written 

in his second period. How can we doubt Cervantes' 

poetic genius when in the aboye poem we find linee 

like these? 

If buried in oblivion 1 should be, 

Bereft of Ufo, faene, favor, even there 

It would be found that 1 th.y image bear 

Deep graven in my breast for all to seo. 

"Deep graven in my breast for all to seo," as 

originally written by Cervantes, shows an interest— 

ing and rich contrast in, the sonnet apoken by 

Lothario which, according to a well—informed 

opinion, has been the seed for golden music and 

literature; Lothario saya: 

This like some holy relic do I prize 

To save me from the Late my truth entalla. 

On the other hand, there is the presentiment 
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of a terrible .future in the iast tercet: 

In peril o'er a trackless otean saíls 

Where neither friendly port 

Nor pole-star shows. 

The translation of these sonnets by John.  

Ormsby, a distinvTished linguist, scholar and 

poet with a prof ound knowledge of the Spanish 

language, retains the grace, rhythm, musicality 

and perfection, as well as keeping the ideo- 

logical value of these literary pieces, as clase 

as possible to the original. 

Two more sonnets appear in Chapter XL of the 

Byzantine biographical novel "in which the Story 

of the Captive is Continued." This story is 

artistically adorned with many interesting details 

of Cervantes' younger years; he narrates the 

struRRle between Christians and Mohammedans on the 

Mediterranean. 

Several captives were.chatting at the inn and 

cine of them mentioned Don Pedro de Aguilar, "a 

soidier of great repute and raro intelligence, who 

had a special gift for what they call poetry;" and 

he tells his friends that Don Pedro "after having 

been in Constantinople for two years, escaped dis- 

guised as an Arnaut, in company with a Greek spy." 
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pon Pedro's brother, who was sittinK with the 

t;Toup at Che inn, then recited two sonnets which 

vf,reatly pleased h s listeners. 

Phe first beKins with the famous lines: 

.Blest souls, that from this mortal hunk set free, 

In pjuerdon of brave deeds beatified... 

The second sonnet, like the first, sin s the 

Oory of the brave unes who r ave theír líves in battle 

for a holy or patriotic cause. Both sonnets have the 

character of epitaphs and are extremely poetic in a 

profound and heroic cense. The first quartet of 

the second sonnet says: 

Up from thi8 wasted soil, thi.s shattered shell, 

Whose walis and towers here in ruin líe, 

Three thousand soidiers souls took wing on hif?7,11 1 

In the briBht mansion of the blest to dwell. 

Cervantes ende the First Part of his novel 

Don Quijote de la Mancha with several poems: four 

epitaphs in sonnet form and two redondillas. The 

four sonnets, in title and content, underline the 

ironical spirit of the author: 

THE ACADEMICIANS OF ARGAUSILLA 

A VILLAGE OF LA MANCHA 

ON THE LIFE AND DEATH OF DON qUIXOTE DE LA MANCHA 
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Monicongo, Academician of Argamasilla 

On the Tomb of Don Quixote 

EPITA1 

The scatterbrain that gave La Mancha more 

Rich spoils than Jason's; who a point so keen 

piad to his wit, and happier far had been 

If his wit's weathercock a blunter boro... 

Realizing Cervantes' humour, was he perhaps 

trying to create a tidal wave whose sparkling foam 

would splash all those who had pretensions to being 

academicians? 

The Academicians of Argamasilla (if there were 

any) gave testimony in this sonnet, that Don Quijote 

surpassed Jason of Crete; his activity reached from 

Catay to Gaeta, and his fame was greater than that of 

Amadis, Galaones, Belianises. In other words, Don 

,uijote was the greatest hero of all knight errantry. 

With one jest after another, Paniaguado, 

Academician of Argamasilla, in "Lauden Dulcinae" of 

the Toboso, recollects the rnost ungracious physical 

appearance of Toboso's queen, though in the tweifth 

and thirteenth hines it says: 

Nor youth, nor beauty saved her from the daim 

Of death... 
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Even more brilliant is the third sonnet of 

the whlmsical and most acute "Academician of 

Argamsilla, in Praise of Rocinante, Steed of Don 

Quixote de La Mancha." This sonnet surpasses in 

beauty and poetic serse the one dedicated to 

Dulcinea, and even the one in honour of Sancho 

Panza, ending with the famáus lines: 

Delusive hopos that Jure the common herd 

With promisee of ease, and heart's desire, 

In shadows, dreams, and smoke ye always end. 

The Italian line which clones The First Part o 

Don quijote expresses very ciearly Cervantes' own 

judgement of his masterpiece: 

Force altro catera con miglior plettro. 

(Porhaps another will sing with a better volee.) 

Ten yeara paened, from 16105 to 1615, between the 

iasuo of the First and Second Part of Don Quijote de 

la Mancha. During this period, Cervantes gave birth 

te the twelvo Exemplary  Novele (1613); a sonnet in the 

First Part of Don qui,lote on "Various Applications 

and Transformations..." of Diego Rosel (1613); the 

Journey to Parnasu  (1614); Eight Comedios and Eight  

New Interludes (1615); and the Second Part of The Most  

plgenious I ni. ht Don quijote de la Mancha. Cervantes 
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surpasses himself in the Second .Parí of Don  Quidote, 

where every aspect is carefully and philosophically 

developed. There is less poetry in verse than in 

the First Part, thou4 it is implicit in the spirit 

of the prose. However, there has been copious and 

continuous criticism for and aKainst the poetic 

content in Cervantes' novel. 

"Un the other hand, his attention to the study 

by the humanist Señor Juan López de Hoyos, his 

famíliarity with the psreat classics, his education 

as a man of the Renaissance extolled by Menéndez y 

Pelayo in his lec Cure ora "The Literary Culture of 

Cerv=antes and the Creation and Writing of the 

:¡uixote," Cread at the Paraninfo of the University 

of W,adrid and included in Studies of Literarz 

Criticism, Vol. IV, p. 3), as well as the cervantino 

works in prose, are more than sufficient proof of 

the a.rtistic qualities of a man who, lacking a 

doctores degree, has been considered a witty 

ivioramus in the eyes of certain commentators..." (1) 

liowever, he was not a witty layan but a 

learned person who malle mockery of such opinions in 

the 121£11r/122up1111121, a fact that has passed 

unnoticed by many critics. It occurs precisely at 

the moment in wh.ich the tremendous allegorical 

character, Vainvloriousness, the daughter of Desire 

and D'ame, rises before his oyes; he has never seen 
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her before and does not recomnize her, but Apollo, 

who is showing her to him, says very plainly: 

If you were not blind, 

You had already seen who is the lady, 

But, alas, you are a witty layman...(M.S.A.) 

The attitude of most of his contemporary writers 

and poets was a torture to Cervantes; he aimed to 

surpass theta, and he did. 

le is said that when Lope de Vega was Informed 

of the publication of the Exemplary  Novela, he almost 

fainted. Eight, years had passed since the pub-

lication of the Firsi; pan; of Don quijote and everyone 

thought that the Second Part would rever be produced, 

as had happened In the case of tia latea. 

It is difficult to know positively why Cervantes 

introduced so few sonnees in the ¿econd Pare of 

Don :0i,jote. The first sonnet to appear adorne 

Chapter. XII: "The Strange A,Iventures Which Befell 

the Valiant Don Qu ixote rdith the Bold Knight of the 

Mirrors." 

The niece, the housekeeper and Don quijote's 

friend had finally succeeded in bringing him back on 

that sad Sunday when the knight reached his village 

at noon, ridiculously imprisoned in a cage. This 

incident had eown the hopo in every heart that a 

„ 
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third sally would not take place; hut when it did 

occur, the housekeeper and niece asked their 

brilliant fri.end to go after Don Quijote. The 

bachelor, Sansón Carrasco, was in charge of this 

difficult enterprise and, disguised as the Knight 

of the V.irrors, he went out tú enrage in contest 

and vanquish'Don Quijote. 

Sansón Carrasco is the sad yet important 

character who, in the last instante, was tú destroy 

the famous knight. J3ut, rn the preceding occasion, 

Don Quijote, as the Knight of the Lions, vanquished 

Sansón, who was unable to force him to return home 

and .remain for one year, which evoryone hoped would 

allow him time to recover from his insanity. 

A romantic sonnet was the bait to attract 

Don Quijote's attention: 

(Dadme señora un término que siga...) 

Your pleasure, prithee, lady mine, unfold; 

Declare the terms that 1. am tú oby; 

My will to yours submissively 1 mould 

And from your lar my feet shall rever stray. 

Would you 1 die, tú silent grief a prv? 

Then count me even now as dead and cold; 

Would you T tell ¡ny woee in some new way? 

Then shall my tale by love itself be toid. 

The unison of oppoeites to prove 
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Of the soft wax and diamond hard am I; 

But still obedient to the laws of love, 

Here, h(1 or soft, I offer you my breast, 

Whate'er you grave or stamp thereon shall rest 

indelible for ah l eternity. (J.Ormsby) 

Cervantes was so enamoured of poetry that he 

natu.rally found a way to extol it1 to the higihest 

durinpj the recital of Don Lorenzo 's poems at the 

house of the Knight of the Green Gaban; ít ia plain 

to ee that Don quijote was excessive ín hin praise 

of Don. Lorenzo 'E3 poems, for Cervantes saya 	"Te 

there any need te say that Don Lorenzo enjoyed hearing 

himself praised by.  Den Quijote , albeit he looked upon 

him as a madman? 'O power of flattery, how far-

reaching art thou, and how wide are the bounds of 

thy pieasant juriediction.' -)on Lorenzo gave proof 

of it .for he complied with Don quijoteis request and 

entreaty, and repeated te blm Chis sonnet on the rabie 

or story Of Yyramus and Thiebe: 

(El muro rompe la doncella hermosa...) 

The lovely maíd, she pierces now the wali; 

Heart-pierced by her young Pyramus doth lie; 

And Leve spreads veinte from Cyprus isle to fly, 

A. chink to view so wondrous great and srnail. 

Can pass so strait a strait; but lave will ply 

Where to ah l other power 'twere vain to try; 
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:por love will find a way whate'er b,  rail. 

Impatient of delay, with reckieas pe 

The rash maid wins the fatal spot where :che 

Sinks not in lover's arma but death's embrace. 

So runs the strange tale, how the lovers twain 

One sword, one sepulchre, one memory, 

Slays, and entornbs, and brings to life again. 

Most of Cervantes' sonnets in Don quijote show 

the imprint of Greek and Latín mythology, or the poetic 

spirit of the Middle Ages. 

"It was Tamayo de Vargas who called Cervantes 

'a witty iayman' or perhaps "a witty laico," neither 

clerical nor academie. But, even though it might 

have been unintentional, Cervantes, in the Ióanlly212 

Parnaesus, ridiculed all those who judged him an 

ignoramos, just as in the Prologue to Don quijote he 

mocked those who considered themselves erudite." 
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CONCLUSION 

Shakesneare and Cervantes were both poets 

of tremendous stature, with certain 

but with a different style of writing. Both 

created a poeti.c world of their own, based on 

iedieval elements and stimulated by the Ren-

aissence, both wrote poetry before drama and, 

in the case of Cervantes, algo before fiction. 

These two dramatists and poeta lived in 

the same period and enjoyed the same privilege 

of a rich and creative mirad . This has led to 

considerable discussion by critics as to our 

incomplete information regarding their cultural 

background, except in so Lar as it is judIned from 

their writings. 

Shakespeare's works are a whole world of 

poetry in blank verse, sprinkled with some short 

prose writings; Cervantes on the other hand wrote 

most of his poetic creations in prose, abundantly 

sprinkled with poetry in verse of many styles and 

forms. 

The Shakeapearean works which were etudied in 

this essay are: the Medieval English Historical 

Cycie of the Swan, from The Life and Death of 

King John to the fall of the Lancastrian dynasty 
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and the triumph of York in Richard the Third; 

also, some of the Bard's greatest poems and the 

monument of the Sonnets; in addition there is a 

separate study of three important characters 

within this cycie: King Henry V, Margueríte 

D'Anjou, and Richard 

e have chosen from Cervantes' poetic works 

his two most important dramas: Captivity_In 

Algiers and The Sierie of Numancia; also some of 

his greatest poems including The Journqy to  

Parnassus, aistle to tlaLe2..  Vas  ..uez and the 

sonnets in. Don Quijote. 

Both poeta show a thorough knowledge of 

classical literature; they might have moved all 

lives in the atmosphere of humsnism, Each 

grfectly familiar with the history of his 

country, as well as world history. 

'ven thoutffi all criticiam has glorified 

both writers as geniuses, there has been violent 

disagreement as to their education, the levol 

of their work and the general tendency of their 

writing. 

The history of Don f.,s1,12191!blacha is, 

as a whoie, a werld of poetic prole, into which 

Cervantes inserted poetry in verse and other 

styles of writing then in vogue. Shakespeare 

built the great bulle of his dramatic work can, 

Fa 
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plots taken from enriler writers of other 

countries; he revived oid historical char- 

aeters, 	 them alive in a new literary 

wrapping them artístically in the most 

exquisite verse with new elements of versifi-

cation, whích ret9inedt'she mnir;icality of rhyUm 

and the poetic v;111.1 

Meanwhile I  Cervantes was workintn on a 

majestic plan which combined harmoniousiy all 

known forms of líterature under the aeparent 

simplieity of one forro, as expresaed in the 

First Part of Don 'i,g12te, the Twelve Exemplary 

Novela and the Second Part of Don  

In these works Cervantes tried to expresa 

a universal wisdom, around which all his other 

writing wouid revolve, striving toward a moral 

and literary perfect:Ion which was crowned by his 

final work, Los  trabajos de Perstles y  Siginmunda, 

wrítten just before his deatb. 

A similar moral and literary phenomenon is 

observed in Shakeepearess work: he was known 

first as a maísnifícent poet, with his poema 

Venus and Adonis and The Rape of  Lucrece; then 

he entered the world of theatre, portrayin(?: the 

struggle between York and Lancester (Henry VI, 

First, Second and Third Parta, 1591-1592); there 

followed the frightful tragedies of Richard Til  



(1593) and Titus Andronicus (1593); his'eareer 

as a poet-dramatist ended with Winter's Tale and 

1111211p_TII, in which the highest moral prin- 

cipies shine forth from spiritual characters. 

All Shallespearean dramas are interwoven xldth the 

publication of the Sonuets, most of which expres6 

intimate feelings. 	he poetical forro of Shake- 

speare's sonnets is different from the Petrarcan 

Com; Shakespeare wrote in three quatrains and 

a couplet rather than in the earlier two quatralns 

and a sextet. It is certain that the Swan's 

Sonnets lie clase to his innermost heart. 

Both writers excelied in poetry and drama 

because of study, keen observation, perseverance, 

and the sacrifico of a great deal of time and 

effort. Their experiences, their lives and their 

Jeep knowledge of human nature with its virtues 

and vices, gave them the key to the expression of 

human passions. 

Cervantes and Shakespeare surpassed the works 

of their predeceesors and contemporaries becauae 

of their .forcefui and original creation, and both 

devoted their lives to Chis single and impassioned 

aim. 

We know more about Cervantes' lífe than 

Shakespeare' s. However, their writings remain 

the strongest testimony. 
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The Spariish writer shows quite clearly his 

reliqious faith thouvh occasionaily, whiie he 

continues to respect the Catholic Church as a 

;real institution, he critícizes some of the 

finer points. He never hidea hin political 

views and is very clever in setting forth his 

moral principies. 

On the other hand, Shakespeare never shows 

his reli4ous beliefs, though in his day English 

education was founded on the Roman Church and 

Mary Arden, Shakespeare's mother, was profoundly 

Catholic. In regard to political ideas, he 

narrates the deeds and bloodstained actions of 

centuries before; when writing of En!land's days 

of glory, he praises the Lancastrian dynasty; 

later, he speaks of the recently born Elizabeth 

as the sweet princess, briliiant as the sun, 

tender, innocent and naive as an angel. 

Shakespeare's intimate feelinvs are contained 

in the Sonnets which, according to traditional 

dpinion, are as mysterious as the life of the 

poet himself. But modem criticism holda that 

there is no mystery about Shakespeare's life, 

since everything is explained in the 154 sonneta, 

and in the dedication of Venus and Adonis to W.H. 

In reEard to the dedication to Henry 

Wriothesly, Duke of Southarnpton, the opinion of 
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this writer. 	is that the poet intentionally wrapped 

the whole bulk of his poetry in a shroud of 

Nystery, according to his own words: "Villa 

miretur vulgus; mihi flauus Apollo / Focula 

Castalia plena ministret agua." 

The dramatie and poetie works of Shakespeare 

:are not only the produet of a witty mind, but of 

the most eareful and eonscientious labour. The 

may be raid of Cervantes' works ; they express 

lranseendental and universal meanínm, 2pringing 

from the feelirns, passions and viees of mankind. 

In both artists the development of their 

eretive 3nd artistic pieces of líterature is the 

result of a natural gift, sustained by an iren 

w111 and directed by mental and physicai discipline; 

there is a methodical ordering of elements to form 

a complete unity of the whole, flavoured with 

elssieism and the medieval sp rit, as weli as 

many other (palillos. 

A definite change is obnerved in boh poets: 

aftr beEinning by writing poetry, Cervantes turned 

to fiction and drama, but rever lave top poetry 

throuuhout bis lifetime. Shakespeare, _ter writing 

his reat poems, turned to dramatic tragedy and 

c(medy in verse, but also heid to poetry through his 

entire life. 

Shakespeare's works show many parallelisms 
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with Christopher Marlowe's literary production, 

which has resulted in considerable conjecture on 

the parí of critica. Shakespeare's development 

is clearly seen in his dramatic works, thoumh the 

vital source of poetry emerges from the sonnets, 

which seem to contain, In one way or another, the 

passionate impulse which .produced the dramas. 

The interruption of Cervantes' literary work 

after Galatea,  suggests that he was probably annoyed 

by Lope de Veta, whom he called "The Monster of 

Nature" because of the magnitude of Lope's poetry. 

Cervantes then tried to build a majestic plan of 

work which wouid be specific and yet universal. 

One sees, in the works of both writera, the 

transition from the Middie Ages to the dawn of the 

Renaissance. Many of the Swan of Avon's works were 

born during the bitter ittacks on Christianity and 

the English poet portrays the death of the Christian 

faith, etrangled during Elizabethan times, when the 

F,reat discoveries of the Renaissance beyond the seas 

corresponded with the gréat discoveries of the 

spiritual potentialities of man. In the same way 

Cervantes shows to the world the greatness of Spain 

at the beginning of her decline. 

The innermost medieval Ego was brought to light, 

giving bírth to reason and philosophical analysis, 

which occasionally swung into citaos. 
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Shakespeare and Cervantes have ,challenged 

Time itself, and both have attained imiortality 

in the forra in which they professed it. 

it i s loif,ical that maturity should appear in 

the last works. Thus, within the poetic framework 

of The Tempest, which may be considered a mirror 

of life, the author portrays himself in the quiet 

spirit of Prospero; and Cervantes appeare in his 

Venerable Book of the illustrious Wanchegan as 

the Captive, and shows the perfection of hir3 spirit 

in the silken prose of the divine Persiles.  

As artists of the Reriaissance, Shakespeare 

and Cervantes created an enormous and complete 

world of poetry, to which Chis work has given oniy 

a brief ,;lance, 

In Shakespearean theatre, poetry shines, even 

thourh practicaliy every king Je shipwrecked in an 

ocean of blood from which he emerges to ascend the 

throne. The Bard gimes a unique and fanciful 

impression of royalty which posterity has accepted 

as real, aithough it was not historically trae. 

Shakespeare's historical charactero sometImes 

show the strength of Greek tragedy, mainly in 

those dramas where the volee of the chorue leuda 

the action. 

The house of York, motivated by bate, ambition 

and venmeance, brought down in death the last of 
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the Lancastrian dynasty, King Henry VI and }As 

son the Prince of Wales who iouid have beon 

legally Henry VII, which nano appearod inter in 

the Pudor dynasty as an ancontor of Henry VIII. 

With all duo rospect to contrary °piular), 

this writer considere that the heavy buik of 

Shakespearean theatre and poetry ís balauced by 

the rnagnificont and universal theatre and postry 

which malee up the poetic world of Cervantes. 
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de Cervantes Saavedra, p. 113. 

4) Ricardo Rojas, op. cit.,  p. 81. 

5) Lope  de Vega, El_122.11£11.11_12212. 
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TheSonnets of Shakespeare 

1) Calvin Hoffman, The Man Who 4as Shakespeare 

p. 13O 

2) ibid., 	130. 

3) Sonnet IV. 

4) Hoffman, 92.5it., p. 52. 

5) Ibid., p. 5(, 

6) Ib1d., p* 122. 

7) Ibid., p. 27. 

8) Ibid., p 

9) Sonnet XXVII, 

10) G. D. Harrison, 22. cit., p. 1032. 

The Sonnets of Cervantes in Don ,‹pijote 

1) Menéndez y P. Marclino, La cultura literaria 

de Cervantes  L la Creación del ,uijote (in 

studies of literary critícism) Vol. TV, p. 3. 
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